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Abstract
Every year, between 2500 000 and 5000 000 people suffer a spinal cord injury (SCI) worldwide.
About 40 % of SCI lead to paraplegia. Leaving the upper limbs intact, this paralysis of the legs
gravely impedes daily mobility and thus independence. Wheelchairs are the gold standard
to restore mobility for people with no or very little walking capability. However, wheelchairs
cannot easily overcome many obstacles encountered in daily life, such as stairs, steep ramps
and uneven ground.
Powered lower limb exoskeletons offer the possibility to restore mobility even on terrain that
is hard to maneuver with a wheelchair. They are robotic structures that attach to the legs
and upper body to verticalize users and move the legs according to pre-programmed gait
patterns. Walking in exoskeletons has the potential to prevent or delay deterioration of the
musculoskeletal system, reduce spasticity and improve pain management, which are health
issues often incurred by SCI. However, exoskeletons are still limited to constrained or generally
flat and obstacle-free environments. A potential issue with current exoskeletons is that they
employ fixed movement patterns designed for flat terrain. In combination with their stiff
actuation systems they render the use of exoskeletons inefficient, exhausting and potentially
unsafe on uneven ground.
The ability to modulate the mechanical properties of the legs by co-contraction of antagonistic
muscle groups is thought to be a key component for energy efficient and robust bipedal
ambulation on different terrains. Hence, researchers have developed actuators that are able
to vary their mechanical properties and could therefore improve exoskeletons. However,
exoskeletons using such actuators have not been investigated experimentally, yet. Accordingly,
the goal of this work was to evaluate a powered exoskeleton with the ability to adjust the
mechanical properties of its legs. Specifically, scenarios in which this actuation principle is
thought to have advantages with respect to safety and gait robustness were to be examined,
i.e. collisions and when walking over uneven ground.
The VariLeg exoskeleton, which was used for the experiments, was developed by ETH students
with actuation units that can change the mechanical properties of the knee joints. The
exoskeleton features actuated hip and knee joints, and spring-loaded ankle joints in the
sagittal plane. The capability to continuously modulate the knee stiffness throughout the gait
cycle is achieved by means of a variable stiffness actuator (VSA).
Test bench experiments with an exoskeleton leg were performed to characterize the VSA
and investigate the effects of varying compliance in the knee joint on impact forces during
collisions. Compared to a rigid knee joint, the forces and torques that would be transmitted to
ix
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the user via the pelvis attachment were reduced by half with a VSA. However, the achievable
stiffness range of the VSA, which was designed to cover a similar range as the human knee,
did not significantly influence the range of forces and torques observed at the pelvis. The
significantly reduced forces and torques due to the compliance highlight its benefits during
collisions.
To investigate the benefit of the VSA when navigating uneven terrain, a user was extensively
trained and then monitored in a multi session test series while walking over even and uneven
ground in two exoskeleton configurations: a soft knee joint and a conventional, rigid knee
joint. We observed faster walking speeds with a compliant exoskeleton irrespective of ground
type compared to the rigid configuration. Walking with compliant knee joints was also more
symmetric. Lastly, the total crutch forces over time were reduced with compliant knees. This
may indicate that effort was reduced when walking with compliant knee joints.
Additionally, the extensive training of two pilots with the VariLeg exoskeleton in preparation
for the CYBATHLON 2016 was described. The CYBATHLON is a race in which pilots with
physical impairments compete together with their assistive devices in different disciplines by
completing a racecourse containing obstacles inspired by daily life tasks. The progress of the
pilots in overcoming the different obstacles of the racecourse was monitored and presented
in this piece of work. The early testing required to participate in this competition allowed
us to gain experience in safely teaching users to walk with the exoskeleton. Furthermore, it
generated feedback from users that helped to improve structure, ergonomics and actuation of
the exoskeleton.
In summary, we implemented a VSA into a powered exoskeleton capable of full body weight
support. We investigated feasibility and applicability of the powered exoskeleton in a series
of experiments and by participating in the CYBATHLON 2016. In the course of this thesis,
over 200 training sessions of about an hour were performed equaling a remarkable walking
distance of more than 20 km traveled by our pilots in the VariLeg. In case of collisions and
on uneven terrain, we showed that the VSA can lead to a safer user interaction. The benefits
of reduced forces due to collisions can increase safety for the user and third parties as has
been demonstrated in collaborative assembly robotics and legged robots. This is especially
important if robots are operated in unstructured environments as this renders collisions more
likely. Compliance could also help other wearable robotic devices to walk over uneven terrain,
as it allows compensating deviations from perfectly flat terrain without explicit considerations
of such in the control algorithm. Since the implementation of a mechanism able to vary its
mechanical properties adds a considerable amount of complexity and weight to the system, it
may be desirable to emulate different mechanical properties via control. Hence, it remains
to be investigated whether compliance emulated via control would have the same benefits
and therefore would be a valid alternative. Through this body of work, we have generated
knowledge in designing and handling of powered exoskeletons. We hope to have contributed
towards more versatile and useful assistive devices for people with SCI enabling independent
use in daily life of future exoskeletons.
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Zusammenfassung
Jedes Jahr erleiden 250’000 bis 500’000 Personen weltweit eine Verletzung der Wirbelsäule, was
bei etwa 40% der Betroffenen zu einer Lähmung der unteren Gliedmassen (Paraplegie) führt.
Dies schränkt die Mobilität und Unabhängigkeit betroffener Personen erheblich ein. Rollstühle
sind die meist genutzten Geräte, um Mobilität der Personen wiederherzustellen, welche gar
nicht oder nur noch eingeschränkt gehen können. Manche Hindernisse des täglichen Lebens,
wie z. B. Treppen, Rampen oder unebener Boden lassen sich mit einem Rollstuhl jedoch nur
schwierig passieren.
Motorisierte Exoskelette für die unteren Extremitäten haben das Potential, Mobilität auch
auf unwegsamem Gelände, welches nur schwierig zugänglich ist für einen Rollstuhl, wiederherzustellen. Motorisierte Exoskelette sind robotische Systeme, welche an den Beinen
und dem Oberkörper von Benutzern angemacht werden können. Diese Geräte erlauben den
Benutzern wieder aufzustehen und mit dem Roboter anhand vordefinierter Gangmuster zu
gehen. Zudem können Exoskelette auch den negativen Konsequenzen für die Gesundheit von
Rollstuhlfahrern entgegenwirken, da vermutet wird, dass diese mit dem langen Sitzen verbunden sind. Das Gehen in einem Exoskelett hat das Potential Muskelschwund und Reduktion der
Knochendichte zu verhindern oder zu verlangsamen. Es verringert die Beschwerden aufgrund
von Schmerzen und Spastizität, und verbessert die beeinträchtigte Verdauungsfunktion von
Paraplegikern. Im Moment werden die Exoskelette werden jedoch nur in kontrollierter und
hindernisfreier Umgebung mit flachem Boden eingesetzt. Ein Grund dafür könnten die vordefinierte Bewegungsabläufe, welche von einem ebenen Boden ausgehen, in Kombination mit
den steifen Antrieben sein. Diese Kombination führt dazu, dass heutige Exoskelette ineffizient,
anstrengend und teilweise auch gefährlich zu benutzen sind auf unebenem Boden.
Man vermutet, dass die Anpassung der mechanischen Eigenschaften der Beine durch Kokontraktion der antagonistischen Muskelgruppen einen wichtigen Einfluss auf die Effizienz
und Robustheit des zweibeinigen Gehens auf vielfältigem Untergrund hat. Daher wurden
Antriebssysteme entwickelt, welche ihre mechanischen Eigenschaften anpassen können und
so Exoskelette verbessern könnten. Exoskelette, welche solche Antriebssysteme benutzen,
wurden jedoch noch nicht experimentell untersucht. Daher war es das Ziel dieser Arbeit, ein
Exoskelett mit einem solchen Antrieb zu evaluieren. Im speziellen, sollten Anwendungsfälle
untersucht werden, in welchen ein Vorteil im Bezug auf Sicherheit und Gangrobustheit von
der Benutzung solcher Systeme vermutet wird, wie z. B. bei Kollisionen mit der Umgebung
und beim Gehen über einen unebenen Boden.
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Zusammenfassung
Das motorisierte VariLeg Exoskelett wurde für die Untersuchungen benutzt. Es wurde von
Studenten der ETH entwickelt und hat motorisierte Knie- und Hüftgelenke, sowie passive,
gefederte Fussgelenke in der Sagittalebene. Zudem kann die Steifigkeit des Knieantriebes
kontinuierlich verändert werden während des Gehens. Dies wird mit einem Antrieb mit
veränderbarer Steifigkeit (AVS) erreicht.
Um den AVS bezüglich der erreichbaren Steifigkeit zu charakterisieren, wurden Experimente
auf einem Teststand durchgeführt. Zudem wurden auf dem Teststand auch der Einfluss eines
nachgiebigen im Vergleich zu einem starren Kniegelenk in Bezug auf die wirkenden Kräfte
während einer Kollision untersucht. Die Spannweite der Kniesteifigkeit, welche mit dem AVS
erreicht werden kann, wurde so ausgelegt, dass sie der menschlichen Kniesteifigkeit während
des Gehens nachempfunden ist. Innerhalb dieser Spannweite waren die Kräfte und Drehmomente ähnlich einer Kollision. Im Vergleich zu einem starren Kniegelenk wurden die Kräfte
und Drehmomente, welche auf den Benutzer über die Beckenschnittstelle übertragen würden,
halbiert, wenn das Bein nachgiebig war. Dies unterstreicht die Vorteile von Nachgiebigkeit im
Kniegelenk im Falle einer Kollision.
Ein Benutzer mit motorisch kompletter Querschnittlähmung wurde zudem beim Gehen über
ebenen und unebenen Boden im Exoskelett ausgiebig trainiert und anschliessend vermessen.
Einmal wurden die Messungen mit einem Exoskelett mit nachgiebigen und einmal mit starren
Knieantrieben durchgeführt, um die zwei Ansätze zu vergleichen. Es wurde festgestellt, dass
der Benutzer mit der nachgiebigen Konfiguration auf beiden Bodentypen schneller ging
im Vergleich zu einem starren Exoskelett. Zudem war das Gehen symmetrischer, wenn die
Antriebe nachgiebig waren. Die Kräfte, die der Benutzuer ausübte, um sich während des
Gehens abzustützen, wurden über einen Gangzyklus gemessen reduziert, wenn die Knie
nachgiebig waren. Dies könnte bedeuten, dass der Aufwand für das Gehen für den Nutzer
verringert werden konnte und es somit weniger anstrengend war mit einem nachgiebigen
Knie zu gehen.
Neben dem Ziel mögliche Vorteile von AVS zu untersuchen, wurde das VariLeg auch gebaut um
am CYBATHLON 2016 teilzunehmen. Der CYBATHLON ist ein Rennen für Menschen mit einer
körperlichen Einschränkung und deren Hilfsmittel. Sie treten in unterschiedlichen Disziplinen
auf einem Parkour an, welcher Hindernisse inspiriert von Herausforderungen des täglichen
Lebens enthält. Für die Vorbereitung der Teilnahme an diesem Rennen wurden zwei Benutzer,
genannt Piloten, intensiv für die Benutzung des VariLegs ausgebildet. Ihr Fortschritt bei der
Bewältigung der verschiedenen Hindernisse für den CYBATHLON 2016 wurde protokolliert
und im Rahmen dieser Arbeit beschrieben. Das frühe Testen mit Benutzer der Zielgruppe,
welches nötig war für die Teilnahme am CYBATHLON, hat es uns ermöglicht Erfahrungen
für die sichere Ausbildung und das Training von Exoskelettpiloten zu sammeln. Zusätzlich
halfen uns die Rückmeldungen unserer Piloten, das Exoskelett in Bezug auf dessen Struktur,
Ergonomie und Antrieb zu verbessern.
Zusammenfassend wurde ein Exoskelett mit AVS gebaut, welches das volle Körpergewicht
eines gelähmten Piloten stützen kann. Wir konnten die Anwendbarkeit auf die Zielgruppe
der motorisch komplett gelähmten Piloten, sowie die Machbarkeit des Gehens mit dem Gerät mit der erfolgreichen Teilnahme am CYBATHLON 2016 nachweisen. Im Rahmen dieser
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Arbeit wurden über 200 Stunden Training mit paraplegischen Piloten absolviert. Dies entspricht einer bemerkenswerten akkumulierten Gehdistanz von über 20 km. Im Falle von
Kollisionen und beim Gehen über unebenen Boden konnten wir zeigen, dass die Interaktionen sicherer werden aufgrund der Nachgiebigkeit der Antriebe. Die Vorteile der reduzierten
Kollisionskräften erhöht die Sicherheit von Robotern, welche in Umgebungen abseits von
Industriefertigungsstrassen mit Käfigen betrieben werden, da dort die Wahrscheinlichkeit
einer Kollision zunimmt. Das wurde auch in ähnlichen Studien mit kollaborativen und humanoiden oder vierbeinigen Robotern gezeigt. Es ist zu erwarten, dass diese Fähigkeit immer
mehr zum Tragen kommen wird in der Zukunft und gerade anziehbare Robotiksysteme dies
berücksichtigen sollten. Die Nachgiebigkeit der Antriebe half dem Exoskelettpiloten auch
über unebenen Boden zu gehen. Ähnlich könnten auch andere robotische Assistenzsystem
für die Beine von diesem Vorteil profitieren. Nachgiebigkeit erlaubt Kompensation bei Boden, welcher von der Annahme perfekter Ebenheit abweicht, ohne dass dies spezifisch in der
Steuerung vorgesehen werden muss. Da die Fähigkeit, die mechanischen Eigenschaften eines
Antriebs zu verändern, erheblichen Mehraufwand für Gewicht und Komplexität bedeutet,
könnte es sein, dass eine Emulation dieser Fähigkeit über Regelungstechnik zu bevorzugen
wäre. Es bleibt jedoch zu untersuchen, ob eine solche virtuelle Anpassung für den spezifischen
Anwendungsfall auch die gleichen Vorteile bringt. Mit dieser Arbeit wurde Wissen für die
Entwicklung und den Betrieb von motorisierten Exoskeletten für die Beine erarbeitet. Wir
hoffen damit, einen Beitrag zu vielfältiger einsetzbaren und damit nützlicheren Hilfsmitteln
geleistet zu haben, welcher Menschen mit Querschnittlähmung mehr Unabhängigkeit im
täglichen Leben ermöglicht.
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Chapter 1. General introduction

1.1 Spinal cord injury
Worldwide incidence of spinal cord injury (SCI) is estimated to be between 13 and 163.4
cases per million inhabitants per year, with a prevalence between 490 and 526 per million
inhabitants (Kang et al. (2017)). About two thirds of people with an SCI are paraplegic, which
means that only their lower limbs are affected. About half of the lesions are complete, which
inhibits motor control and may also affect proprioception and nociception below the level
of lesion (Wyndaele and Wyndaele (2006)). SCI incurs substantial costs over a person’s life,
estimated to be $2.1 to 5.8 million for an injury occurring at the age of 25 (Cao et al. (2011)).
SCI has a big impact on mobility as walking is often impaired or even impossible for survivors.
Thus, restoring the ability to walk has a high priority in the rehabilitation process (Ditunno
et al. (2008)). Wheelchairs are the gold standard to address reduced walking capacity. They
offer good mobility restoration especially on even ground and if the environment is adapted
for their use by e.g. building ramps and elevators. However, wheelchair users are forced to
remain seated for a large portion of their days which may foster the risk of secondary health
issues (Saunders et al. (2015)). The SCI population has higher risk to suffer from obesity,
spasticity, pain, pressure ulcers (Walter et al. (2002)), cardiovascular diseases (Bauman and
Spungen (2008)), bone density reduction (Lazo et al. (2001); Garland et al. (2008)) and musculoskeletal system degeneration (Hitzig et al. (2008)). Additionally, people may be more likely
to face psychological challenges such as anxiety (Le and Dorstyn (2016)) or depression (Fann
et al. (2011)). Ultimately, these consequences reduce the quality of life for the SCI population (Westgren and Levi (1998)). Restoration of walking capability could not only mitigate
these effects but may also reduce stigmatization of wheelchair users (Manns and Chad (2001))
and facilitate community participation (van Hedel (2008)).
Body-weight unloading training on treadmills has been used to restore locomotor function
for incomplete SCI since the early 1990s (Gassert and Dietz (2018)). This form of therapy
relies on the fact that stimulating afferent receptors through weight loading, ground contact
and assisted hip extension triggers leg flexion movements, which support rehabilitation of
lower limb function (Dietz and Fouad (2014)). First robotic systems to support this form of
therapy that is very exhausting for physical therapists were introduced in the beginning of
the 21st century (Colombo et al. (2000)). Incomplete SCI patients achieved similar results
in stepping function with robotic systems as with conventional rehabilitation (Dobkin et al.
(2003)). However, such robotic gait trainers are big, expensive and stationary.
Passive assistive devices in the form of Knee Ankle Foot Orthoses (KAFO) or reciprocating gait
orthoses (RGO) (Franceschini et al. (1997); Nene et al. (1996)) have been explored to restore
locomotion in complete SCI patients. However, these devices are typically associated with
high metabolic costs during walking (Petrofsky and Smith (1991)) and have consequently not
found wide use (Sykes et al. (1995)). Functional electrical stimulation (FES) has also been
suggested to address the restoration of walking capabilities (Cybulski et al. (1984); Graupe and
Kohn (1998)). However, FES currently does not allow fine-graded control of muscles, which
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leads to fast fatigue of muscles. This limits practical use even in combination with passive
orthoses (Goldfarb et al. (2003)).
Powered lower limb exoskeletons are a promising approach to extend the therapy provided
for incomplete SCI patients and to restore walking capability as assistive devices for motor
complete SCI users. Users with complete lesions walking in an exoskeleton have been reported
to walk with velocities comparable to persons who suffered an incomplete SCI (Kressler
et al. (2014)). The metabolic cost during walking was found to be moderate and allows
use over time periods useful for every day life activities while still providing activity levels
that may benefit fitness (Asselin et al. (2015); Escalona et al. (2018)). Preliminary reports
have also suggested reduced pain (Kressler et al. (2014)) , improved bowel management,
reduced spasticity, increased independence and better quality of life (Baunsgaard et al. (2018)).
Consequently, powered lower limb exoskeletons may be a useful addition to conventional
therapy approaches (Cheung et al. (2017)) and a promising addition to available assistive
devices, especially wheelchairs.

1.2 Powered lower limb exoskeletons
The idea of enhancing humans with wearable robotic devices has been around for quite a while.
Concepts for steam-powered walking aids date back to 1830 (Robert Seymor via Cybernetic
Zoo (2019)) and schematics for compressed gas-powered running aids were filed for patenting
in 1890 (Nicholas Yagn via Cybernetic Zoo (2019)). In the 1960s, a prototype was built to
enhance physical laborers with a device their strength to lift and carry heavy loads (Ralph
Mosher via Cybernetic Zoo (2019)). Already in 1974, a powered exoskeleton coordinated by a
system of cams and rocker arms (Grundmann (1974)) was created, allowing a paraplegic user
to stand up and walk using crutches. Miniaturization of computer technology, and advances in
actuation and battery technology rekindled researchers’ interest for mobile exoskeletons in the
beginning of the 21st century. Several projects developed technology aiding soldiers (HULC armytechnology.com (2019)) to carry loads over long distances (Zoss and Kazerooni (2006)) or
to enhance strength of soldiers (Raytheon XOS 2 - army-technology.com (2019)). However,
success was very limited as the devices could not increase endurance but rather increased
metabolic cost of walking, rendering them ineffective (Gregorczyk et al. (2010)). In other
instances, adequate mobile power supply was not available, resulting in impractical tethered
exoskeletons. Thus, robotic exoskeletons did not see significant adoption as augmentation
devices for healthy users.
Luckily, the technology developed for these projects could be repurposed to support people
that lack the ability to walk in the form of powered lower limb exoskeletons for rehabilitation (Kolakowsky-Hayner et al. (2013)). The first mobile powered lower limb exoskeleton to
be approved for clinical use was the ReWalk (ReWalk Robotics, USA) in 2014 (U.S. Food &
Drug Administraion, USA (2014)). Several others have followed since then, i.e. Ekso (Ekso
Bionics, USA), HAL (Cyberdyne, JPN), and Indego (Parker Hannifin, USA). The ReWalk and
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Indego are also cleared for home use with the restriction that another person trained by the
company must be present to supervise the use of the exoskeleton. Many powered lower
limb exoskeletons employ an anthropomorphic mechanical structure and motors actuating
joints (Fig. 1.1). In most cases, motors actuate the hip and knee joints in flexion and extension,
while the ankle is a passive spring-loaded or fixed joint. The underactuation in comparison
to human legs requires that the user employs walking aids such as crutches to balance and
support walking. This design blueprint is also followed by an almost countless number of
powered lower limb exoskeleton research projects present in literature (Rea et al. (2013); Chen
et al. (2017); Vouga et al. (2017); Hosseinpour et al. (2018)). Some have focused on reducing
the number of actuators to reduce weight, complexity and cost (Tung et al. (2014)), which
resulted in a product to be commercialized as PhoeniX (SuitX, USA). Other research groups
have integrated more motors to increase support by actuating the ankle joints (Tanabe et al.
(2013); Mummolo et al. (2018)) or tackle the challenge of walking without crutches (Gancet
et al. (2012); Khalili et al. (2017); Rex Bionics (2019)). The REX exoskeleton is the most prominent member of the latter group and was also examined in clinical studies (Birch et al. (2017))
but has not yet been certified for clinical use.

Figure 1.1 – A selection of commercially available exoskeletons. Such exoskeletons are comprised of a mechanical structure (orthosis) that is actuated with a differing number of motors
depending on the design concept. The most common design actuates hip and knee joint
flexion and extension. The ankle is typically either a passive spring-loaded or fixed joint.
The devices are used with crutches to support walking and balancing. Some designs reduce
the number of actuators (PhoeniX), others like the REX have more actuated joints to enable
walking without crutches. (Images retrieved from websites: Indego web image (2019); Ekso
web image (2019); ReWalk web image (2019); PhoeniX web image (2019); REX web image
(2019))
4
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Walking over uneven terrain is not well addressed yet by most, if not all, powered lower
limb exoskeletons. This limitation restricts their use to rather structured (typically clinical)
environments. Even apparent slight irregularities that are often found in daily life e. g. walking
on a bumpy walkway already pose significant obstacles to most devices. Unfortunately, this
inability seriously limits the usability of exoskeletons as assistive devices. This fact, combined
with the costs of several tens of Thousands of USD for a device, reduces the cost-benefit ratio
of exoskeletons. This could partly explain why insurances have been hesitant to reimburse
exoskeletons for personal use (Bissolotti et al. (2018)). This limits accessibility of exoskeleton
to the few that are lucky to have enough financial resources or an insurance plan that supports
procurement.
Exoskeletons currently neither have strategies to regain balance after stumbling nor offer
functionality to get up after a fall. Thus, both devices cleared for home use may only be
operated in supervision of another person trained by the company. As a consequence, enabling
exoskeletons to more safely walk over uneven terrain and reduce the risk of falling when
stumbling could improve their usability significantly.
Actuation may be a limiting factor in powered lower limb exoskeletons compared to the capabilities of human legs when navigating uneven terrain. In most cases, exoskeletons employ
rigid actuation systems driving the joints. They are typically comprised of electric motors
and high reduction ratio transmissions to generate the necessary torques. This combination
is very effective to create industrial robots to perform rapid pick and place tasks, offering
high precision and repeatability. However, it is inadequate for exoskeletons, since they are
not operated in structured environments in contrast to the industrial robots. Stiff position
control as employed in industrial robot can lead to dangerous situations in an environment
with obstacles. In case of collisions, they lead to high collision forces that may injure humans
and damage the device. Thus, actuation strategies that mitigate effects of collisions and better
allow walking over rough terrain must be explored to further improve powered lower limb
exoskeletons.

1.3 Variable impedance actuation
Humans and other animals swiftly walk over differing types of terrains without falling. Helmeted guinea fowl were for example found to be able to compensate for a sudden drop in
terrain height as high as 40% of their leg length (Daley and Biewener (2006)). They perform this
at speeds unparalleled by most robots. This gap between robotics and biology with respect to
gait robustness and speed has motivated researchers to take inspiration from the design of biological legs. A key factor observed in biological legs is that their actuation system is inherently
"intelligent" on a mechanical level. Robustness to perturbations without feedback from the
central nervous system is suspected to stem from appropriate design of biological structures
adapted to the task (Tytell et al. (2011)). Such mechanical effects that serve as a first line of
defense against perturbations are called ’preflexes’ (Proctor and Holmes (2010)). To account
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for the variability of tasks that can be fulfilled with legs, e.g. walking over different terrain,
humans are thought to adapt the mechanical properties of their legs (Grimmer et al. (2008)).
Even throughout the gait cycle, stiffness of the knee joint is believed to be modified (Pfeifer
et al. (2012)). Running has been shown to be well approximated by a spring mass system that
has self stabilizing capabilities and the adequate adaptation of mechanical properties of the
leg thus supports achieving the remarkable efficiency, versatility and robustness of locomotion
for a wide variety of terrain types (Daley and Usherwood (2010)).
The technical term to quantify the mechanical properties of a system is called impedance. It
describes the frequency-dependent relation of forces with respect to motion (velocity). The
principle of adaptable mechanical properties has inspired new actuator designs summarized
under the term of variable impedance actuators (VIA) (Vanderborght et al. (2013)). Besides
the argument of bio-mimicry, this idea was also motivated by the observations made after
series elastic actuators (SEA) were introduced to improve torque control (Pratt and Williamson
(1995)). Adding compliance between the motor and load was beneficial to achieve accurate
and robust torque control. A spring can also decouple the high reflected inertia of the highly
geared thus non backdrivable electric motors from the output, which is safer for human robot
interaction. However, installing a spring between motor and load deteriorates actuator bandwidth and could also lead to unwanted oscillations destabilizing controllers. This renders
selecting the appropriate spring stiffness a non-trivial design problem and often requires
compromise.
Some groups have successfully integrated a rather stiff serial spring in their actuator design
and vary the apparent mechanical properties of their system by emulating a desired behavior
via control (Bodie et al. (2016)). Thus they can cover a broader range of system properties
and adapt to the task at hand. However, the performance of this approach will always be
limited by sensor dynamics, loop rate and especially actuator inertia. This can be problematic
for very dynamic scenarios as for example collisions or impacts because detection delay or
motor inertia prevent a reaction fast enough to prevent damage to the hardware (Haddadin
et al. (2010)). Another important downside of emulating varying impedance via control is that
energy can only be stored and returned from the (stiff) mechanical spring inside the actuator.
For all emulated spring configurations other than the physical one, e.g. for softer joints, the
actuator always needs energy. A mechanism with adaptable mechanical stiffness can store and
return energy without actuator input in this scenario. Thus well-chosen spring stiffness that
adapts the natural frequency of the actuator to the task allows very efficient cyclic movement
near its natural frequency (Verstraten et al. (2016); Beckerle et al. (2017)). This can lead to very
energy efficient actuation as has been shown for example with hopping (Vanderborght et al.
(2011)). As walking is also a cyclic movement against gravity that is often simplified to a mass
bouncing on a spring, similar exploitation could be used to allow efficient walking by adapting
the actuator properties for example to the speed.
As a VIA design specifically suitable for legged robotics and wearable devices, the Mechanically
Adjustable Compliance and Controllable Equilibrium Position Actuator (MACCEPA) was
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proposed (Van Ham et al. (2007)). One motor sets the equilibrium position of the joint while
another adjusts the stiffness of the joint. This is achieved by pretensioning a spring with the
second motor, effectively changing the rotational stiffness of the joint. The MACCEPA is part of
a subgroup of VIA called Variable Stiffness Actuators (VSA). Such a design was reported to be
planned for use in the ALTACRO (Cherelle et al. (2010)) and MIRAD exoskeletons (Junius et al.
(2014)). The latter was designed as an exoskeleton to support sit to stand motion. However, it
was not designed to support full body weight of users and unpowered stand up of a healthy
subject was reported. Other groups have reported similar approaches as with the ARES (Cestari
et al. (2014)) for the ATLAS exoskeleton for children (Garcia et al. (2011)). In all of the mentioned
projects, use of the devices by the target population has so far not been documented, only
hardware characterization and tests with healthy users. Further, specific scenarios where it is
believed that VSA would be advantageous have not been experimentally investigated. This
large gap between promising designs and documented experimental practice inspired us to
address the question.
A team of ETH Zurich faculty members and students set out to address the challenge of
designing an exoskeleton with variable impedance actuators in 2014 to conduct experimental
work on potential benefits and feasibility. The resulting exoskeleton that was developed in the
context of two Focus Projects, a project that students at ETH can work on during their last year
of the Bachelor degree studies. The resulting exoskeleton was named VariLeg and features a
MACCEPA mechanism in the knee joint. The VSA was dimensioned to vary stiffness within the
expected joint stiffness range during human walking. The exoskeleton was designed to support
the full body weight of a person such that people with motor complete spinal cord injury
would be able to walk with the device. Ultimately, the goal was to investigate potential benefits
of actuation principles with varying compliance and to participate in the CYBATHLON 2016.
The CYBATHLON is a competition for people with impairments using assistive devices. They
are required to compete on a race course that comprises challenging tasks inspired by daily
life activities.

1.4 Objectives of this thesis
The objective of this thesis was to coach and accompany the second phase of the design and
re-iteration process of the VariLeg exoskeleton that started in 2015. A functional prototype was
available but the exoskeleton needed a stiffer mechanical structure and better physical human
interfaces before first tests could be conducted with plegic users. A key factor was ensuring
safety of the device. Thus, creating a risk analysis and mitigation framework, and a thorough
testing regime was needed. The proof of concept needed to be delivered by performing first
steps with a user with a motor complete SCI. In lack of previous experience, neither optimal
protocol to teach a user of an exoskeleton nor typical progress in training were known at
the time and had to be established. These factors were of paramount importance for the
successful participation in the CYBATHLON 2016, which was the first milestone of the thesis.
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This thesis also aimed to characterize the mechanism and study potential benefits especially
in comparison to rigidly actuated joints. We hypothesized that compliant joints could reduce
the forces and torques acting on the users during collisions in comparison to rigid joints.
Further, we hypothesized that compliant knee joints help the user to maneuver over uneven
terrain more quickly and more easily. We primarily focus on conducting experimental work
with members of the target population of motor complete spinal cord injured people. This
allows better generalizability than tests with unimpaired subjects, which can not be adequate
substitutes to paraplegic users. Hence, investigating the performance of a paraplegic user
walking over uneven ground with rigid and compliant actuation was the last milestone of the
thesis.

1.5 Thesis outline
The remainder of this thesis is structured along the following three chapters that correspond
to publications or manuscripts prepared for publication describing the investigations with the
VariLeg exoskeleton. It ends with a final chapter containing more general discussion about
the results and detailing contributions.
The second chapter describes the main components of the exoskeleton and key features of
the actuation system with variable stiffness. It reports on the feasibility of walking with the
VariLeg exoskeleton by documenting preparation for the CYBATHLON 2016. This required
thorough preparation for the competition by employing high safety standards and following a
defined training regime. Successful participation and completion of stand up and sit down,
slalom walking and navigating a tilted path showed applicability of the developed technology
for motor complete spinal cord injured users.
In the third chapter, the influence of the stiffness of the actuation system is investigated in
the case of collisions. Compliant and stiff settings of the VSA were compared to a rigidly
actuated knee joint. Results suggested that forces and torques acting on the user can be
significantly decreased with the VSA. Decreasing forces and torques transmitted to the user
also increases safety by reducing the risk of injury to the user or damage to the device. The
impulse transmitted to the user was also reduced, which could facilitate maintaining balance
following collisions.
In the fourth chapter, performance of walking over uneven terrain is assessed with rigid and
compliant exoskeleton knee joints. Higher walking speed and symmetry was observed in the
compliant case. The user also reported increased comfort especially on uneven ground when
the exoskeleton was compliant. This points towards the importance of including compliance
in the design of exoskeleton actuation systems.
In the last chapter the findings are discussed and put in context to other research on exoskeletons. Alternative methods to mitigate effects of spinal cord injury are reviewed. Experiences
collected by clinicians from the work with exoskeletons are discussed together with related
8
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priorities for future designs. The chapter also specifies the contribution of this thesis to the
field of research and suggests areas where further exploration may be needed.
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Chapter 2. Development of VariLeg, an Exoskeleton with Variable Stiffness Actuation:
First Results and User Evaluation from the CYBATHLON 2016

2.1 Abstract
Background: Powered exoskeletons are a promising approach to restore the ability to walk
after spinal cord injury (SCI). However, current exoskeletons remain limited in their walking
speed and ability to support tasks of daily living, such as stair climbing or overcoming ramps.
Moreover, training progress for such advanced mobility tasks is rarely reported in literature.
The work presented here aims to demonstrate the basic functionality of the VariLeg exoskeleton and its ability to enable people with motor complete SCI to perform mobility tasks of daily
life.
Methods: VariLeg is a novel powered lower limb exoskeleton that enables adjustments to the
compliance in the leg, with the objective of improving the robustness of walking on uneven
terrain. This is achieved by an actuation system with variable mechanical stiffness in the knee
joint, which was validated through test bench experiments. The feasibility and usability of
the exoskeleton was tested with two paraplegic users with motor complete thoracic lesions
at Th4 and Th12. The users trained three times a week, in 60 min sessions over four months
with the aim of participating in the CYBATHLON 2016 competition, which served as a field
test for the usability of the exoskeleton. The progress on basic walking skills and on advanced
mobility tasks such as incline walking and stair climbing is reported. Within this first study,
the exoskeleton was used with a constant knee stiffness.
Results: Test bench evaluation of the variable stiffness actuation system demonstrate that
the stiffness could be rendered with an error lower than 30 Nm/rad. During training with
the exoskeleton, both users acquired proficient skills in basic balancing, walking and slalom
walking. In advanced mobility tasks, such as climbing ramps and stairs, only basic (needing
support) to intermediate (able to perform task independently in 25% of the attempts) skill
levels were achieved. After 4 months of training, one user competed at the CYBATHLON 2016
and was able to perform 3 (stand-sit-stand, slalom and tilted path) out of 6 obstacles of the
track. No adverse events occurred during the training or the competition.
Conclusion: Demonstration of the applicability to restore ambulation for people with motor
complete SCI was achieved. The CYBATHLON highlighted the importance of training and
gaining experience in piloting an exoskeleton, which were just as important as the technical
realization of the robot.

2.2 Background
Every year, over 250 000 people experience a spinal cord injury (SCI) worldwide (World Health
Organization (2017)). In the United States of America, the costs induced by SCI are estimated
to be about $2.3 million over the lifetime of a person if the injury occurs by the age of 25
years (National Spinal Cord Injury Statistical Center (2016)). About 40% of SCIs lead to paraplegia (National Spinal Cord Injury Statistical Center (2016)), leaving many people in need
of assistive devices to regain mobility in their daily lives. Assistive mobility devices can help
12
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decrease healthcare related costs by improving users’ independence and increasing their
productivity. So far, wheelchairs are the gold standard to restore mobility for people with no
or very little walking capability. However, wheelchair users remain constrained, especially
in their ability to overcome obstacles such as inclines and stairs, or uneven ground. The
SCI population is typically confronted with secondary complications such as higher rates of
infections, high blood pressure, neuropathic pain, pressure sores (Krassioukov et al. (2003);
Johnson et al. (1998); Sezer (2015)), social stigmatization, increased rates of depression (Craig
et al. (2009); Fann et al. (2011)), and a shorter life expectancy (National Spinal Cord Injury
Statistical Center (2016)), some of them being linked to a lack of physical activity and mobility.
Hence, restoring the capability to walk is among the top priorities for many SCI survivors and
healthcare professionals (Ditunno et al. (2008)).
Powered lower limb exoskeletons are a promising solution to achieve independent walking, which could improve the quality of life by mitigating negative health consequences of
prolonged sitting, enabling eye-to-eye contact with adults and increasing community participation (Esquenazi et al. (2017)). Powered lower limb exoskeletons are robotic structures
that can be attached to the legs and torso in order to verticalize the user and move the legs
according to pre-programmed patterns. Balancing is usually not fully supported, which is why
crutches are needed. These exoskeletons are mainly used for two applications in the SCI population. First, as therapeutic tools in rehabilitation clinics, where they are expected to increase
training duration and intensity, and therefore support rehabilitation mostly of incomplete
SCI patients to regain the ability to ambulate (Hubli and Dietz (2013); Esquenazi et al. (2017)).
Several studies reported that the regular use of an exoskeleton could have a positive impact
on chronic neuropathic pain, emotional and psychological constitution (Esquenazi et al.
(2012)), bowel and bladder function (Kozlowski et al. (2015); Zeilig et al. (2012a); Esquenazi
et al. (2012)), and spasticity (Esquenazi et al. (2017); Zeilig et al. (2012a); Kolakowsky-Hayner
et al. (2013); Kozlowski et al. (2015); Kressler et al. (2014)). After training, users were also
able to improve the speed and duration of continuous walking close to limited community
ambulation capabilities (Esquenazi et al. (2012); Aach et al. (2014)). It has been reported that
users were able to ambulate at a level of exertion that leads to health benefits and yet does
not result in early fatigue (Miller et al. (2016)). Second, exoskeletons can be used as assistive
devices to support people in performing activities of daily living at home and enabling walking
as a daily exercise. Despite the availability of several exoskeletons on the market (ReWalk
Robotics (2017); Ekso Bionics (2019); Rex Bionics (2019); Parker Hannifin (2017)), current
devices typically only support walking on even terrain or, at most, climbing stairs. This limits
their ability to maneuver in a real-life environments and situations. Further, existing devices
are also limited in walking speed, which is typically around 0.26 m/s (Louie et al. (2015)),
whereas 0.44 m/s would be considered necessary to achieve limited community ambulation
capacity (Williams Andrews et al. (2010)) and 1.06 m/s to safely cross a street (Lapointe et al.
(2001)). Research prototypes of powered exoskeletons have been proposed to overcome mobility barriers such as stairs or inclines (Vouga et al. (2017); Griffin et al. (2017); Choi et al. (2017)).
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However, there is little information about the usability and performance of these devices, and
on how they should be used to train users with SCI.
Over the past few years, we have developed a novel powered exoskeleton, the VariLeg. The
unique feature of the VariLeg is a variable mechanical stiffness actuation (VSA) unit that drives
the knee joint. It is inspired by the human capability to adapt the joint stiffness to different
phases of the gait cycle (Pfeifer et al. (2012)) and to external perturbations. This is thought to
be a key component for the low energetic cost of transport of human walking compared to
state-of-the-art bipedal robots (Reher et al. (2016)). Additionally, adjustable compliance is also
expected to increase efficiency and robustness against falling on uneven terrain (Vanderborght
et al. (2006); Daley and Usherwood (2010)). Adaptable compliance (mechanically or through
control) has proven to be a valuable addition to increase safety and stability of human-robot
interaction in gait rehabilitation robotics and assistive devices (Van Ham et al. (2009); Vallery
et al. (2008)) such as the Lokomat (Vallery et al. (2009)), LOPES (Veneman et al. (2007)) and
the C-Leg (Ottobock (2017)). We hypothesize that such adaptable compliance in a powered
exoskeleton could provide advantages to cope with uneven terrain, or external perturbations
and increase the achievable gait speed by allowing more dynamic walking.
This paper reports on the design and evaluation of the VariLeg exoskeleton, from test bench
measurements of the functionality of the VSA to training with two users with thoracic motor
complete SCI who received weekly training sessions over a period of four months, in view
of participating in the CYBATHLON 2016 (Riener (2016)). The Powered Exoskeleton Race
discipline of the CYBATHLON 2016 involved different tasks corresponding to typical activities
of daily life (e.g. overcoming uneven terrain, walking curves or climbing stairs) (Asselin et al.
(2016); Riener (2016)). These should be completed in a minimal amount of time, as part of a
championship for people with disabilities using advanced assistive devices.
The applicability and performance of the VariLeg exoskeleton during preparation and participation at the CYBATHLON 2016 were evaluated. This was achieved by investigating (i) the
ability of the device to assist SCI users to walk and complete different tasks of relevance in daily
living, (ii) the usability of the system by detailing the progress and challenges faced by users
with SCI and no prior experience with mobile exoskeletons over the course of the training,
as well as their subjective feedback on the device, and (iii) discuss and compare the overall
performance of the participant with the VariLeg exoskeleton at the CYBATHLON 2016, which
was considered as an objective field test for the system (i.e. operating in a non-laboratory
environment and under time constraints). The performance at the competition, as well as the
experience gathered during the training phase, were used as indicators of the applicability
of the VariLeg exoskeleton as an assistive device supporting users in mobility tasks of daily
life. Furthermore, the reported learnings may help other groups wishing to contribute to this
challenging and fast growing field.
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2.3 Methods
2.3.1 Concept of the VariLeg exoskeleton
The VariLeg is a powered lower limb exoskeleton that restores walking ability even for users
with a complete loss of motor function e.g. due to SCI (Fig. 2.1). As it was designed primarily as
an assistive device for users with a thoracic motor complete SCI, the exoskeleton was intended
to perform mobility tasks of daily life such as overcoming stairs or master uneven ground,
while supporting the full body weight of the user.

Figure 2.1 – VariLeg exoskeleton with user (motor complete thoracic SCI). A variable stiffness actuator (VSA) in the knee joint can mimic the stiffness modulation observed in individuals with unimpaired gait (M2/M1). The hip joint is actuated conventionally with an electric
motor and a reduction gear box (M3). Cuffs on the leg and a torso orthosis fix the exoskeleton
to the user. The user balances using crutches that also serve to pilot the device through push
buttons (e.g. triggering steps). Left inset: Details of the foot interface including a spring-loaded
passive ankle and ground contact sensing.

The robotic structure has three degrees of freedom in the sagittal plane in each leg, two
active for hip and knee flexion/extension, and one passive for ankle flexion/extension. The
exoskeleton is attached to the user via cuffs at the leg, and a torso orthosis. Crutches are used
for balance and as a user input interface.
The motors (EC90 flat, maxon motor AG, Switzerland) can deliver a maximum continuous
torque of 0.56 Nm, while having a maximum speed of 3120 rpm. They are driving the joints
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through a transmission (SHD-25-160-2SH-SP, Harmonic Drive, Germany) with a reduction
ratio of 1:160. This results in a continuous torque of 89.6 Nm at the transmission output with a
maximum speed of 19.5 rpm.
A commercial spring-loaded passive ankle joint (Unilateral ankle joint 17LA3, Ottobock, Germany) was chosen over an actuated ankle joint to reduce the complexity of the exoskeleton
and minimize the weight at the end-points of the legs. As walking is possible without active
push-off at the ankle, the passive joint only has to provide toe lifting during swing phase and
compliance on uneven surfaces.
The power supply board and the battery are stored in an electronic box attached to the hip
frame of the exoskeleton. The battery (37 V/5000 mAh LiPo-battery, Swaytronic, Switzerland
for the motors and 7.4 V/4000 mAh LiPo-battery, Swaytronic, Switzerland for the onboard
computers) was dimensioned to support 1-2 hours of operation depending on the performed
task. The VariLeg contains a main computer for high-level control (i.e. trajectory calculation)
and three slave computers for low-level control of the motors (i.e. joint position control).
The main computer (Intel Edison Development Platform, Intel Corporation, United States of
America) and one of the three slave computers (STM32F4Discovery with customized pinout
boards) are located in the electronic box. The other two slave computers are located in the
two legs to reduce cabling complexity and to keep analog signal lines short. Covers (SLA parts
made from Accura Xtreme, Müri Prototech, Switzerland) are placed outside the structure of
the exoskeleton to cover sharp components and prevent any possible harm during transfer
into and use of the exoskeleton.
A wide upper thigh cuff, custom-made from carbon fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP), was used
to prevent unwanted rotation of the user’s thigh relative to the exoskeleton’s thigh. The lower
thigh and the shank cuffs are commercial cuffs from the gait rehabilitation robot Lokomat
(Hocoma AG, Switzerland). The torso is attached via a commercial orthosis (Dorso Direxa
Posture, Ottobock, Germany). At the level of the feet, customized CFRP shoe inserts are
mounted to the ankle orthosis. Ground contact is detected using force sensitive resistors
(FlexyForce A201, Tekscan, United States of America) on the shoe inserts, placed on the
location corresponding to the heel. The crutches are modified Flexyfoot (Flexyfoot Ltd.,
United Kingdom) crutches equipped with a custom-made handle incorporating push buttons,
which serve as a user input interface. The hip width and the thigh and shank lengths are
adaptable to fit users with height between 1.75 m and 1.90 m, and weight up to 85 kg.

2.3.2 Variable stiffness actuator
It was desired that the actuator’s stiffness range would cover the expected stiffness modulation
range of the human knee joint as closely as possible. The human stiffness modulation was
estimated from an EMG-based model, which was verified in static conditions (Pfeifer et al.
(2012)). The VSA unit in the knee aims to imitate the human knee stiffness modulation during
gait (Fig. 2.2), specifically, the high stiffness during stance, i.e. during early stance at heel-strike
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and during push-off at toe-off. This behavior observed in human walking presumably ensures
effective load transmission properties when force is exchanged with the ground to decelerate
(at heel-strike) or accelerate (at toe-off) the leg and the body’s center of mass. In swing phase,
the leg is moving freely advancing as a pendulum. Besides the energetic benefits mimicking
this strategy may have for robotic ambulation, it may also render collisions in swing phase less
dangerous for the user and the robotic hardware, as the impacts are softened by a compliant
behavior.

Figure 2.2 – Stiffness modulation in the knee joint during gait. The expected human knee
joint stiffness modulation during gait was estimated through an EMG-based model, which
was verified in static (isometric) condition (adapted from Pfeifer et al. (2012)). A possible
implementation of stiffness modulation could be to simplify this behavior into several regions
with constant stiffness. The controller switches through these levels according to the gait phase.
At the CYBATHLON 2016, we used a simpler strategy commanding a fixed stiffness setpoint.
Nevertheless, the illustrated stiffness levels could be achieved in test bench experiments. Note
that the gait cycle starts and ends with a heel strike of the same leg in this representation.
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The VSA in the knee joint is inspired by the MACCEPA (Van Ham et al. (2007)) and the MARIONET (Sulzer et al. (2005)) systems (Fig. 2.3), and was adapted to meet the specific size
and output power requirements of the exoskeleton. It consists of two motors: one sets the
equilibrium position of the shank relative to the lever unit. The other motor pretensions the
spring (stiffness k = 109 N/mm) that connects the lever unit to the thigh. The more pretension x, the higher the stiffness (Fig. 2.3). As the VSA allows deflections (α) of the lever unit
from its equilibrium position, the angle between the lever unit and the shank is not equal to
the knee angle. Hence, a potentiometer at the knee additionally measures the angle between
thigh and shank (β). This deflection is limited to 20◦ in both directions by the mechanical
structure. Theoretically, a stiffness between 0 Nm/rad and 392 Nm/rad can be achieved at
the equilibrium position (0◦ deflection). At maximum deflection, the stiffness can be varied
between 177 Nm/rad and 518 Nm/rad. The maximum stiffness at equilibrium position is
slightly lower than the maximally expected human knee stiffness. However, this compromise
was chosen to keep the weight and torque requirements of the motors and its transmissions in
reasonable ranges.
Due to the time limit given by the fixed date of the CYBATHLON 2016, the VSA was used with a
fixed stiffness mode during the training and the competition (Fig. 2.2, dashed line). This was
decided as we expected that learning to use an exoskeleton is easier as the device would act in
a more predictable way than with a fixed stiffness compared to a device varying its stiffness.
Additionally, development iterations to implement and test a suitable VSA control strategy
would have required more time than the 4 months of training available until the start of the
competition.
The VSA was evaluated for its ability to modulate stiffness on a test bench setup, which
consisted of one single exoskeleton leg fixed to a metal test frame at the proximal end of the
thigh and at the distal end of the shank. The continuous current rating of the motor limits
the continuous pretension range to 0-0.028 m. In this range, four series of measurements
were conducted with spring pretension levels of 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the maximum
continuously achievable pretension level. With each pretension level, the lever motor was
controlled to slowly move back and forth 5 times from -20◦ to 20◦ deflection with a constant
velocity of 0.14 rad/s, while the lever motor current was measured. The motor current was
filtered with a first order low-pass filter with cut-off frequency of 5 Hz during acquisition
(ESCON Module 50/5, maxon motor AG, Switzerland). The current was converted into a
torque estimate with the given torque constant of 0.109 Nm/A and the gear ratio of 160:1. This
estimate was filtered offline with a second order low-pass Butterworth filter with a cut-off
frequency of 10 Hz. The deflection angle α (see Fig. 2.3) was calculated by subtracting the knee
angle β, defined as the angle of the shank relative to the thigh (Potentiometer 533B1103JC,
Vishay, United States of America), from the lever unit angle, defined as the lever position
relative to the shank (Potentiometer 3590S-6-103L, Bourns, United States of America). Torque
as a function of deflection angle was fitted with a third order polynomial. The derivative of
this fit was used as the stiffness estimate. The theoretically expected torque and stiffness for
a given deflection angle were calculated using the equations derived by Van Ham et al. (Van
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Ham et al. (2007)), adapted to the dimensions of our mechanism. Experimental data were
then compared to the theoretical curves by calculating the root mean squared error (RMSE)
between the fit of the experimental data and the corresponding theoretical values.

Figure 2.3 – Schematic of the Variable Stiffness Actuation (VSA) unit and its expected stiffness range. The VSA (inspired from the MACCEPA and MARIONET systems) is illustrated
on the left. The lever motor (M l ever ) situated in the lever unit controls the lever position
relative to the shank. The lever unit is connected to the thigh through the spring k, which can
be pretensioned (by the pretension motor M pr et ensi on ). Varying pretension, which changes
spring length x, results in a change of the stiffness. The stiffness also varies with the deflection α, describing the deflection of the lever unit from its equilibrium position. Stiffness in
function of x and α is shown on the right. The mechanically available stiffness modulation
range is indicated as a grey area. Holding a pretension continuously is limited by the motor’s
continuous current limit indicated with the 100% line (yellow). The relative angle between
thigh and shank (knee angle) β therefore depends on the lever’s equilibrium position, the load
applied to the joint and its stiffness.
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2.3.3 Control
The control architecture of the VariLeg exoskeleton relies on low- and high-level controllers (Tucker et al. (2015)). A position controller is implemented at the level of each motor
(low-level control) to adjust joint angles according to predefined trajectories. The PID gains
were manually tuned to minimize rise time without displaying overshoot. The high-level
control computes stiffness setpoints (for example as proposed in Fig. 2.2) and trajectories
resulting in reference joint positions (ϕr h and ϕr l ) as well as desired pretension motor position
(ϕr p ). All control loops run at 100 Hz.
Three modes with different joint position trajectories were implemented: (i) “walking", which
can perform forward and backward steps, (ii) “inclines" for walking up and down slopes
and (iii) “stairs" for climbing up and down stairs. Additionally, the exoskeleton can perform
sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit transitions.
The exoskeleton can be piloted via push buttons on the left and right crutch handles. The user
triggers the steps individually with a button on the handle of the right crutch. After each step,
the user can decide to return to parallel stance or trigger another step. When standing with
both feet parallel, the user can switch between modes (Fig. 4) or sit down. They also allow to
adjust the step length and pause the movement at any time. Alternatively, the exoskeleton can
be piloted over an external computer that is connected to the exoskeleton wirelessly, e.g., for
early training or testing.
The nominal exoskeleton walking trajectory was based on reference data from unimpaired
human walking (Carnegie Mellon University (2017)) with some modifications. Stance phase
knee flexion, which is thought to enable smoother load transfer from one leg to the other in
double stance, was not pre-programmed in the knee angle trajectory. Rather it was left to
occur as a result of the inherent compliance (Fig. 2.5). The ground clearance of the swing leg
was additionally increased to prevent collision of the foot with the ground, which could lead
to a premature end of the step, and even destabilize the user. The steps can be scaled in length
and height (Fig. 2.6 a). The latter provides adaptable ground clearance, which is useful for
novice users: clearance was initially set high and was decreased with experience to allow more
efficient walking. Length scaling influences walking speed, together with the replay speed of
the trajectory.
The incline trajectory was defined by rotating the reference trajectory for walking and prolonging knee extension during early stance. The user can adjust the trajectory rotation with the
buttons on the crutches for slopes between -20◦ and 20◦ (Fig. 2.6 b). This allows to overcome
inclines encountered in daily living and the ramp obstacle of the CYBATHLON track.
The stair-climbing mode is implemented in two phases. First, the initial step performs a
forward movement of the right foot with maximal ground clearance and moves it down until
ground contact is detected. The stair height is then computed from the configuration of the
exoskeleton segments. In the second phase, the computed height is used to automatically
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Figure 2.4 – Overview of the control structure of the exoskeleton. The control architecture
is divided into three parts: high-level control, low-level control and safety functions. The
high-level control is replaying trajectories for the exoskeleton joint positions and the stiffness
setpoint. The individual tasks have differring trajectories grouped in modes. The modes can
be selected by the user pressing buttons on the crutches or by an operator with an external
computer. The trajectories are executed by a low-level position control loop for each joint.
The exoskeleton state is supervised by safety functions that stop the exoskeleton if, e.g., the
redundant sensing disagrees or the motors receive a position request that is outside of the
allowed range of motion. ϕr l , ϕr p , ϕr h designate the reference joint angles, defined by the
trajectories (stiffness for ϕr p and walking, inclines or stairs respectively for ϕr l and ϕr h ). ϕl ,
ϕp and ϕh are the angles measured with the position sensors that are fed back to the low-level
controller and evaluated in the safety functions of the exoskeleton. I l , I p , I h designate the
current sent to the motor. l refers to the lever, h to the hip and p to the pretension motors.

adapt the reference trajectory, and bring the left foot next to the right foot. This reference
trajectory with adapted height is then used for all the subsequent steps triggered by the user
(Fig. 2.6 c). An analogous procedure is used to walk down the stairs.

2.3.4 Safety
Safety of powered exoskeletons is critical, as paraplegic users typically cannot perceive and
provide feedback on pain or discomfort. As a first step towards this goal, an extensive Failure
Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA) was performed to systematically identify and assess all the
possible risks of injury. The FMEA was used to quantify the risks based on three predefined
categories: Severity, Occurrence and Detection. Different approaches were used to make the
list of risks as complete as possible. First, various perspectives were considered to identify
risks: user, supporting staff, and engineer. During this process, all the interactions these
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Figure 2.5 – Walking trajectory of the exoskeleton compared to unimpaired gait. The nominal exoskeleton walking trajectory commands the equilibrium position of the knee more
towards extension in early stance compared to unimpaired gait. This ensures buckling occurs
due to the compliance of the VSA when loaded and is not pre-programmed into the trajectory.
Ground clearance of the swing leg was increased to prevent collisions of the foot with the
ground.

groups of people could have with the system, together with their inherent risks were identified.
Next, various system failures that could lead to a health risk were identified. Last, injuries that
could occur were listed and it was checked where in the exoskeleton and how they could arise.
Where necessary, countermeasures were defined to minimize the identified risks.
Requirements that had to be fulfilled by crucial system components were specified. These
requirements for software, hardware and electronics were verified with a series of tests derived
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Figure 2.6 – Walking scaling, incline and stair climbing trajectories of the VariLeg exoskeleton. The walking trajectories can be scaled in length (shown in a) and height to adjust the step.
Different trajectories for walking, inclines or stairs were implemented and can be selected via
the crutch or a computer wirelessly connected to the exoskeleton. The incline trajectory (b)
was created by rotating the walking trajectory and prolonging the knee extension during late
stance. The stairs mode (c) climbs steps one foot at a time and measures the height of the first
executed step, which is performed at maximal step height.

from the FMEA. Verification started on the component level, continuing to the sub-assembly
level and finally ended on the system level.
This resulted in three system layers for safety: software, electronics and mechanical. The
software layer includes checking redundant sensor inputs and congruence of motor input
commands with changes in sensor feedback, avoidance of unallowed joint angles to prevent
joint overstretching, monitoring battery supply voltage, and limitation of angular velocity and
torque. All software safety features are implemented in the low-level control, allowing for easy
changes of the high-level control (e.g., implementation of new or adapted trajectories) without
compromising safety. In addition to redundant sensing, the electronic safety layer consists of
an independent power supply to the computers and to the motors. The independent power
supply allows immediate shutdown of the motors in case of emergency without cutting the
power to the on-board computers. This enables continued data recording to investigate the
cause of the problem. The power to the motors can be switched off by two independent
emergency shutdown buttons at the back of the exoskeleton. When power is cut off, the
exoskeleton collapses and the supporting staff has to guide the user and the robot softly to the
ground. The mechanical safety layer consists of mechanical end stops at the actuated joints to
prevent joint overstretching if all other safety layers fail. Handles placed on either side of the
exoskeleton allow staff to hold on to the exoskeleton and manually support it in case of an
emergency or when the user loses balance.
The staff leading and supporting the training sessions with the exoskeleton were considered
as a last safety layer additional to the technical safety mechanisms. Thorough instructions
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were given to all supporting staff, who were accompanying users and intervened if necessary.
Their instructions included information on where to touch the exoskeleton, how to support
the user, and how to react in case of emergency. This included a standard operating procedure
covering reactions to all potential incidents identified during the FMEA, guaranteeing efficient
and adequate actions even under stress. The instructions were followed by a practical training
on how to shut down the system in emergency situations by cutting the power to the motors
and subsequently guiding the user softly to the ground. This was practiced several times with
an unimpaired user in the exoskeleton before the supporting staff was cleared to support or
supervise training sessions. After hardware or software changes, the exoskeleton was always
tested with unimpaired users before allowing users with paraplegia to use the device.

2.3.5 User selection
Two persons with SCI were recruited to test the applicability and usability of the VariLeg
exoskeleton. Their role was to test the system, provide feedback for fast design iterations, and
finally, for one of them, to participate in the CYBATHLON 2016.
Inclusion criteria for users consisted of:

• Spinal cord injury at thoracic or lumbar level, leading to leg paraplegia classified as AIS1
A or B, with a complete loss of motor function
• Sufficient voluntary control of trunk, arms and neck to keep the trunk and head upright
and to use crutches to balance
• More than one year post-injury
• More than 18 years of age and able to give informed consent

Exclusion criteria were:

• Any restriction in the range of motion of the ankle, knee or hip
• Dizziness during transfers, standing training and similar situations
• Any injury or disease that could interfere with the training (e.g. shoulder problems)
• Weakness in the upper body or poor general fitness level

Additional practical criteria including time availability and transport to training locations were
considered. Detailed information about the two recruited users are found in Table 2.1.
1 American Spinal Injury Association Impairment Scale (AIS) classification as defined by (Kirshblum et al. (2011))
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Table 2.1 – Information on users testing the VariLeg exoskeleton
Specifications

unit

user 1

user 2

age
height
weight
sex
years post injury
lesion height
AIS classification
self-reported clinical syndromes
previous experience with exoskeletons

years
m
kg

40
1.83
78
male
7
Th 4
B
low/moderate spasms
Lokomat
(Hocoma AG, Switzerland)

57
1.77
85
male
3
Th 12
A
none
none

years

2.3.6 Training and participation in the CYBATHLON
The exoskeleton prototype was designed to perform tasks of daily living such as overcoming
inclines and stairs. However, before performing these advanced mobility tasks, standing and
basic walking skills needed to be acquired. The targeted training schedule for testing the
VariLeg was set to three sessions a week over four months with each session lasting 60 minutes.
This time does not include preparing the exoskeleton, transferring into the system and donning
or doffing. The training sessions were evenly distributed over the week. The training period
was defined by the availability of the prototype and the set date of the CYBATHLON. The
training period consisted of three parts: (i) adjusting the exoskeleton, (ii) acquiring basic
balancing, standing and walking skills, and (iii) training advanced mobility tasks.
The exoskeleton fitting and donning procedures are similar to the ones described by Asselin
et al. (Asselin et al. (2016)). Before the first training session, a physical therapist measured
the joints’ range of motion and the length of the thigh (lateral condyle of knee to greater
trochanter) and shank (lateral malleolus to lateral condyle of knee), and the pelvis width (left
greater trochanter to right greater trochanter). These anatomical measures were used to adjust
the segment lengths and the attachment system of the exoskeleton. The adjustment and fit of
the attachment system were checked before every training session, as misalignment between
the body and the exoskeleton could lead to unwanted loading of the musculoskeletal system.
The first two sessions were dedicated to the evaluation of the user attachment system, ensuring
it was safe for the following training sessions. In the first training session, the rotational joints
axes of both, the user and the exoskeleton, were aligned after the user transferred from the
wheelchair into the sitting exoskeleton. Users remained seated in the exoskeleton for 20 min.
No standing or walking was performed in this session to avoid the risk of decubitus. We
decided to advance slowly in the beginning as people with SCI, in some cases, are unable to
notice uncomfortable pressure points and the injury prolongs healing time of wounds (Anders
et al. (2010)). After transferring back to their wheelchairs, their skin was checked for pressure
marks. In the second session, users stood up with the help of the exoskeleton and stood for ten
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minutes. The exoskeleton was suspended from a custom-made body weight support system
(BWSS) consisting of a metal frame on wheels to help the user balance and prevent falls. After
sitting down, they were checked for pressure marks again. In general, checks of the skin for
pressure marks were performed after each training. Users were also instructed to check their
skin at home with the help of their spouse or medical staff.
After the first steps in the BWSS, a walker was used before finally using crutches. The walking
aids were changed according to user’s skills and preferences throughout the course of the
training. Balancing in the exoskeleton was trained as soon as users switched to crutches to
minimize the need for staff support and the reliance on the walking aids. Balance training consisted of standing upright and shifting weight in different directions. Users were encouraged
to attempt maximal weight shift before supporting staff had to intervene to prevent falling.
This allowed users to get a feeling for the dimensions and the weight of the exoskeleton. Once
crutches were used, sit-to-stand and stand-to-sit transitions were also practiced until users
were able to perform them independently.
More advanced mobility tasks such as climbing stairs, ramps and maneuvering uneven ground
were addressed as users felt comfortable with walking. These advanced mobility tasks were
trained in order of increasing difficulty, starting with varying the step length. Users were
encouraged to identify the longest step possible. Making curves on a slalom course was
trained before walking up inclines, maneuvering over uneven ground and climbing stairs. The
incline training started with slopes of about 10◦ , which were increased to 15◦ until a maximum
slope of 20◦ was climbed. Maneuvering uneven ground was trained by walking on pathways
with inclines to the side (frontal plane of the user).
During every session, two supporting staff, one on each side, physically supported the user
during the learning of new tasks, preventing falls in case the user lost balance. Each task was
initially performed with physical support and instructions of the staff. As users improved, the
physical support was decreased from holding and leading the exoskeleton in the beginning to
just being in reach to catch or support the user when necessary. A third person was in charge
of monitoring the state of the exoskeleton, and piloting and stopping the device remotely in
emergency situations. This person could also trigger steps allowing the user to focus on the
movement of the exoskeleton. This was frequently used when new tasks were introduced.
For evaluation purposes, the skills that were acquired during the training period were classified into four categories: basic, intermediate, advanced and proficient. The evaluation was
performed by the supporting staff after training a task. Basic skills are achieved when users can
perform the task with the physical support of staff but not when unsupported. Intermediate
skills are achieved when the task can be completed independently with a success rate of at
least 25%, with support required at least temporarily in the other attempts. Advanced skills
require the user to complete the task in 75% of the attempts without help. Proficient skills
stand for independent completion.
Finally, the CYBATHLON 2016 championship served as a field test to evaluate the performance
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of the VariLeg exoskeleton with a trained user. In particular, it allowed testing the exoskeleton
in a non-laboratory environment, with the additional stress caused by the competition and
spectators. For this purpose, the dimensions of the obstacles used during training were similar
to the ones selected for the CYBATHLON track (Riener (2016)).

2.4 Results
2.4.1 Exoskeleton prototype
Following two years of development and testing, and iterations over two prototypes, a functioning powered exoskeleton was realized. Technical details on the exoskeleton can be found
in Table 2.2. The batteries were dimensioned to last for 1.5 to 2 hours. This was expected
to be sufficient to complete training sessions while keeping the weight added by the battery
minimal. Tasks with high energy and torque demand such as stair climbing or repeated stand
up and sit down can decrease the battery life to 1 hour. Over 80 potential failures were analyzed, e. g., overstretching of the joints, which is prevented by the mechanical stoppers in the
joint, or injury of supporting staff by getting clamped by the exoskeleton, which is prevented
by thoroughly and systematically instructing the supporting staff where it is safe to touch
the exoskeleton. Consequently, more than 100 tests were performed to minimize the risks
associated with the use of the exoskeleton. As an example, the mechanical stops were tested
to withstand twice the nominal torque of the motors.
Table 2.2 – Technical specifications, typical training preparation time and walking speed of
the VariLeg prototype
Specifications

unit

weight
max. cont. joint torque
max. joint velocity
max. knee joint stiffness
battery life

kg
Nm
rpm
Nm/rad
h

typical preparation time
typical don/doff time
typical walking speed
typical stride frequency
maximum step length

min
min
m/s
Hz
m

hip width
thigh length
shank length

m
m
m

35
89.6
19.5
380
1.5-2
30
10
0.2
3
0.5
0.345 to 0.400
0.435 to 0.495
0.380 to 0.440

The VSA unit in the knee joint was evaluated on a test bench setup. The torque and stiffness
over deflection for spring pretension levels of 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the nominal range
are displayed in Fig. 2.7. The RMSE between the theoretically expected curves and the ex27
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perimental data were between 2 and 3 Nm over a torque range of approximately -100 Nm to
100 Nm. Stiffness curves derived by numerical differentiation of the torque fit displayed larger
RMSE especially for the lowest and highest pretension settings.

Figure 2.7 – Results from MACCEPA characterization. Experimental results were compared
to theoretical values. Stiffness is higher for higher deflections at high pretensions. Experimental torque fits match theoretical data within 2 to 3 Nm RMSE, whereas stiffness curves display
larger errors of up to 30 Nm/rad deviation at the highest pretension.

2.4.2 Training
Users 1 and 2 completed 43 and 52 training sessions of 60 min duration, respectively. About 80
additional hours were needed to prepare the 95 training sessions. No adverse events occurred
during the training or the competition. Specifically, no falls occurred, but the supporting staff
prevented three falls as users lost balance. No major skin irritations occurred. A small pressure
mark (diameter of 1 mm) was observed on the foot of user 2, and disappeared after a week. It
was not clear if the pressure mark was caused by the training or some other activity.
As users had no prior experience with powered mobile exoskeletons, they reported that the
first few training sessions were needed to trust the exoskeleton and the supporting staff. The
BWSS was only used for the first 3 training sessions. User 1 changed from the BWSS directly to
crutches, while user 2 changed from the BWSS to a walker and, 6 training sessions later, to
crutches.
Walking distance and speed increased with training. Approximately 5 meters of walking
could be achieved before a rest was needed by users 1 and 2 after 2 and 5 training sessions,
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respectively. The progress was also slow in the beginning as the duration of a training session
was limited by adjustment and setup time, as well as technical difficulties with the system. After
8 training sessions user 1 was able to complete a distance of 120 to 180 meters before sitting
down again to rest. User 2 walked this distance without resting after about 15 training sessions.
The maximum step length users could comfortably execute was about 50 cm. Walking speed
after approximately 10 sessions was around 0.2 m/s, measured in a 10 m walking test which
was completed in 47 s and 49 s, for users 1 and 2, respectively.
Figure 2.8 presents the training progress for the different tasks and obstacles for both users.
User 1 achieved a proficient skill level on sit-to-stand, the slalom walking and tilted path
tasks. He achieved basic skills in climbing up stairs, whereas climbing down the stairs was
only performed once with the help of the supporting staff. User 2 achieved proficient level
in slalom walking and sit-to-stand tasks. Only user 2 achieved an advanced skill level on the
inclines.

Figure 2.8 – Amount of training necessary to achieve skill levels for different tasks. Both
users required a considerable number of training sessions to gain proficient walking skills. The
sit-to-stand motion was mastered after more than 20 sessions. Only basic skills were acquired
on stairs and ramps.

2.4.3 Performance at the CYBATHLON
User 1 competed at the CYBATHLON 20162 and was able to sit down on and stand up from
a sofa, walk a slalom in addition to, during the safety check (i.e., the official test run prior to
2 Detailed rules for the championship:
https://www.ethz.ch/content/dam/ethz/special-interest/
conference-websites-dam/cybathlon-dam/documents/2016-08-10_Cybathlon_RacesRules.pdf
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the competition), cross the tilted path (Fig. 2.9). This corresponds to 3 out of 6 obstacles of
the competition and resulted in 5t h place behind one commercial product and three research
prototypes (Vouga et al. (2017); Griffin et al. (2017); Choi et al. (2017)). Flat stones, the ramp
and the stairs were not attempted as there was not enough time to practice these obstacles
before the competition, hence the user did not reach a sufficient skill level to complete them
independently.

Figure 2.9 – Performance of the VariLeg exoskeleton at the CYBATHLON 2016. The CYBATHLON 2016 obstacles presented in order of appearance during the championship (from
left to right, top to bottom). Official time for clearance are indicated for the first and second
run, if available. The sofa and the slalom obstacles could be cleared during the competition.
The tilted path was only cleared during the safety check (i.e., the official test run prior to the
competition).

2.5 Discussion
This paper presented the concept and design of the VariLeg exoskeleton, a unique lower
limb powered exoskeleton with a variable stiffness actuator in the knee joint. This work
aimed at establishing basic functionality of the prototype when used by people with a motor
complete SCI. It reported on the progress two paraplegic users achieved on mobility tasks,
walking distance and speed. The tests and training involved a learning process, in which
physical exhaustion and caution of users towards the technology and helpers dominated in
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the beginning. In the final phase, the exoskeleton became the limitation as users increased
their skill level.

2.5.1 Exoskeleton prototype
The VariLeg exoskeleton proposed a novel concept for actively modulating knee stiffness
online during gait. The capability of the VSA to vary stiffness by changing the pretension of the
spring was evaluated on a test bench setup. A stiffness up to 450 Nm/rad, corresponding to
the mean peak stiffness expected in human walking (Pfeifer et al. (2012)), can be achieved at
deflection angles of 14◦ . However, this corresponds to a torque acting on the knee of 110 Nm,
which is high compared to knee torques of around 45 Nm (Kerrigan et al. (2000)) during early
stance of human gait (for a 1.8 m tall man with 85 kg body weight roughly corresponding to our
users). This suggests that a stiffness of 450 Nm/rad was probably not applied yet despite the
loads occurring in early stance. However, with varying stiffness, the pretension can temporarily
be higher than the continuous torque would allow. The maximum achievable pretension
would need to be further evaluated, as it depends on its desired duration and the stride
frequency. Due to the time constraint imposed by the participation in the CYBATHLON 2016
championship, the VSA has not yet been used to modulate joint stiffness during walking.
Instead, a fixed spring pretension was chosen for the training and the competition with a
setpoint resulting in a stiffness of 305 Nm/rad at 0◦ deflection angle (corresponding to the
100% pretension curve in Fig. 2.3). Compared to the ALTACRO gait orthosis (Cherelle et al.
(2010)), which also uses a MACCEPA but is a stationary exoskeleton, our implementation
offers more torque capacity and higher maximal stiffness. It is nevertheless not yet clear how
these parameters influence performance in intended use, as the ALTACRO was not tested
with paraplegic users. It is expected that more dynamic and more efficient walking could be
achieved by further exploiting the VSA (Vanderborght et al. (2006); Schrade et al. (2017)). This
should also lead to increased stability on uneven ground, resulting in smaller forces necessary
to balance with the crutches (Daley and Usherwood (2010)). Without the possibility to vary
compliance, the exoskeleton strictly defines the leg orientation independently of the ground
property and the user has to adapt with his trunk to compensate for the uneven ground. An
alternative to relying on the user for compensation would be a more intelligent controller that
detects the properties of the environment and adapts its strategy accordingly. However, this
would require increased sensing capabilities and computing power to process, analyze and
react to different situations. Additionally, it would be more challenging to test and demonstrate
the safety of an adaptive controller due to its complex behavior.
The implementation of a suitable controller remains to be investigated. It may be beneficial to
adapt the stiffness variation strategy based on speed and body weight of the user, as has been
observed in unimpaired walking (Holt et al. (2003)). Instead of a continuously varying stiffness
profile, the modulation could be approximated by several regions of constant stiffness (i.e.,
setpoints, Fig. 2.2). Similar to what has been attempted in prostheses, it might be possible
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to use center of pressure information to modulate stiffness in synchronization with the gait
cycle (Gregg and Sensinger (2014)).
Aligning an exoskeleton to the user is a well-known challenge. Some groups suggested passive joints to prevent misalignment (Schiele and Van Der Helm (2006); Jarrassé and Morel
(2009)), while others expect truly ergonomic devices custom-made for individual users in
the future (Chen et al. (2016)). As in most currently available lower limb exoskeletons, the
VariLeg used neither approach, but offered the adjustment of the user attachment system to
segment dimensions. However, despite taking anatomical measures of shank length, thigh
length and pelvis width in advance, several training sessions were needed to optimize the
adjustment of the exoskeleton to each user. It was important to ensure that the joint axes of the
exoskeleton coincided as closely as possible with the joint axes of the user to minimize shear
forces, which could cause non-physiological loading of joints and bones, or skin abrasion. The
risk of pressure marks was minimized by using padded attachment points, and by thorough
visual inspection of the attachment before each training. Folds in trousers and socks fabric
presented potential causes for pressure marks as well. With the current attachment system,
users often displayed increased hip flexion during standing due to the non-adjustable plate on
the hip frame supporting the pelvis. This structure should be improved to better support hip
extension and possibly be adjusted to the individual body physique of users. We also observed
that the user’s knee were more flexed during stance than the exoskeleton’s. We hypothesize
that this is mainly due to the design of the cuffs on the thigh and shank, which have a more
rigid part on the posterior side and allow some movement on the anterior side due to the
elasticity of the straps. The current shoe inserts attached to the exoskeleton were not well
suited for walking up inclines as the user’s foot often slipped out of the shoe. We suspect that
the insoles were too stiff, which also prevented users from shifting their body weight anteriorly,
e.g. when needed during standing up.
We expect that similar challenges are present when using other exoskeletons, although they
are seldom reported especially in devices for the lower limbs (Neckel et al. (2006); Esmaeili
et al. (2011); Schiele and van der Helm (2009); Schiele (2009)), and quantifying them in a
standardized way is not established yet (Koumpouros (2016)). Some studies have reported
pain ratings in lower limb exoskeletons (Zeilig et al. (2012a); Kolakowsky-Hayner et al. (2013)),
but it is important to note that they can only be evaluated for the body regions with unimpaired
sensation or SCI users with residual sensory function.

2.5.2 Training
The tests conducted with two users with SCI demonstrated basic functionality of the device
for performing tasks of daily living. The robot was used frequently over an extended period of
time, totaling 95 training sessions of 60 min duration until the CYBATHLON. The encouraging
feedback collected from users and supporting staff during the training sessions informed
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the further improvement of the prototype (e.g. attachment system and improved trajectory
control).
Sit-stand-sit transition and walking capability were first restored with the exoskeleton. Second,
advanced mobility tasks such as overcoming stairs and inclines were attempted. Due to
the limited time available for the training before CYBATHLON 2016, the functionality of
the prototype could not yet be established for independent completion of all tasks with the
prototype, but the achieved results are encouraging.
Training session frequency and duration was comparable to what others reported when
training SCI users to pilot a powered exoskeleton (Miller et al. (2016)) with a session duration
of 60 min and a 3 times per week schedule. The training period of four months was rather
long compared to other studies found in literature, where it varied between 1 and 24 weeks
(see Miller et al. (2016) for a review). However, most of these studies also used a commercial
exoskeleton or a prototype in a very late development phase, while the VariLeg was still in
development and undergoing improvements between the training sessions. It was helpful
to train balance in the exoskeleton by having users shift their weight from foot to foot, and
front to back while standing. This is also recommended by others (Asselin et al. (2016);
Esquenazi et al. (2017)), as it increased awareness of the user on how to best balance with the
additional weight of the exoskeleton while being upright in order to minimize the reliance on
the crutches. The possibility to change the step length was helpful as a way to adjust gait as
users gained experience and improved their performance. Stride frequencies of about 0.3 Hz
helped users shift their weight from side to side, which was also reported to feel more natural
than slower walking. Accordingly, it is not recommended to reduce step frequency but rather
reduce step size if slower walking is desired. Tasks of daily living were targeted after basic
training of balancing and walking, which was not always the case in other studies. While some
studies performed relevant tasks beyond walking on an optional basis, like going to a cafe and
standing upright while cooking (Benson et al. (2016)), others added walking outdoors to the
list of tasks (Hartigan et al. (2015)). Climbing stairs was investigated in studies with the ReWalk
exoskeleton (Benson et al. (2016)). Overcoming inclines steeper than 8◦ or paths tilted in the
frontal plane were so far not reported. The tasks and obstacles of the CYBATHLON required
different amounts of training for the two users. Some tasks could be trained until a proficient
skill level was reached, allowing the user to complete them without any help, whereas other
tasks could only be trained to a basic skill level, enabling the user to successfully complete
the task independently in about 50% of the cases. As a limitation, it has to be considered that
the assessment of the skill level was subjective to some degree, as it was not based on clinical
assessments and no fixed protocol was followed to assess the skill.
Preparation for training sessions took a similar time as the session itself. As more than 80
hours were used to prepare the 95 sessions with both users, the importance of considering
the usability when designing an exoskeleton is evident. In comparison, typical preparation
time with the EksoTM , a commercialized exoskeleton, is 10 to 30 min with an average of
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18.13 min (Kolakowsky-Hayner et al. (2013)). Future development should consider shortening
the preparation time, as this may be a key factor for the acceptance of assistive devices.
The training phase also allowed us to gather important information on key points to consider
when training a novice user in an exoskeleton such as the VariLeg. An important factor
for training success was the user’s confidence in the exoskeleton. This could be improved
by presenting the robot, explaining how it works and showing it in action. Users gained
confidence after seeing that they have control over the exoskeleton, being able to influence
its behavior at all times. The supporting staff were crucial for trust and safety as they were
able to catch the user and prevent falls if necessary. This staff has to be trained in handling
the exoskeleton and how to react in case of system failure or fall. In addition, users should be
trained on how to behave in case of such an incidence. Supporting staff should practice tasks
in the exoskeleton for gaining experience to lead and instruct users when teaching new tasks.

2.5.3 Participation in the CYBATHLON 2016
Competing at the CYBATHLON 2016 was a great experience for the whole team including
our test users. Three out of six obstacles of the track could be completed by the user in the
exoskeleton during the competition; we are confident that it would be possible to complete
most of the obstacles with two additional months of intense training and some minor improvements on the hardware. The stairs were overcome repeatedly and successfully shortly
after the competition. Inclines are expected to become easier to walk on with an improved
design of the shoe inserts and improved motion trajectories. The exoskeleton prototype offers
capabilities beyond overground walking that can extend the usefulness of such an assistive
device for daily mobility. The long and extensive training also showed that there is still room
for fine-tuning and that future exoskeleton users need to learn how the different features of
the exoskeleton can be employed optimally in daily life situations. In the following, we will
briefly review each CYBATHLON obstacles in the order of which they appeared on the track,
and discuss the performance of the VariLeg.

Sit-stand-sit
Standing up and sitting down was addressed well by the VariLeg exoskeleton. However, due
to the very low height of the seat used at the CYBATHLON 2016 and the restrictions of the
exoskeleton joint range of motion in the hip and knee, the crutches were needed to help
stabilize and balance the user when standing up and sitting down. In combination with the
slippery floor in the stadium, this rendered the obstacle much more strenuous than during
the training. This illustrated that the use of crutches requires a ground that has good friction
properties. If the crutches slip, proper piloting of current exoskeletons is not possible. If
users fail to balance, this could lead to dangerous falls. The standing up motion of most
exoskeletons is still slow compared to how people with no leg impairment stand up from a
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very low seat. Exoskeletons could be improved by performing a more dynamic and ballistic
motion to optimally support the user and take the load off the arms.

Slalom walking
Walking curves for the slalom was possible even though the ab-/adduction movement was not
enabled by the exoskeleton. The user could control the direction by pushing himself right and
left with the crutches during swing in combination with leaning forward to establish ground
contact earlier, rendering steps smaller when needed. This is where a compliant exoskeleton
may have presented a benefit, as a stiff structure would supposedly make balancing with the
crutches more difficult and strenuous, while establishing earlier ground contact. However,
when walking curves, the exoskeleton did not support the user optimally. He had to direct the
exoskeleton a lot with his arms in order to turn. This is not desirable as a long-term solution,
as overloading of the arms could lead to secondary health issues in arms and shoulders. The
compliance of the knee actuation may facilitate turning around the stance leg. This could be
an alternative for an actuated hip ab-/adduction joint in the exoskeleton. Such a joint could
provide rotational yaw torque to the structure when both feet are on the ground for turning
and it could control the lateral foot placement during swing to support walking a curve. Both
strategies could decrease the need for the user to push himself and the exoskeleton around
his stance foot during swing to walk a curve. Ideally, balancing and walking without crutches
would be possible. However, without an actuated ankle joint and actuated degrees of freedom
in the frontal plane this can hardly be achieved. One of the reasons why only very few devices
propose such designs is that it adds weight and complexity to the system (Rex Bionics (2019);
Gancet et al. (2012)). While the Mindwalker has not been able to allow people with SCI to walk
without crutches yet, the REX can walk without crutches but only with a very static, hence
slow, gait. Additionally, no work known to the authors has so far compared the necessary
supporting forces in the crutches between actuated ab-/adduction and locked ab-/adduction.

Ramp
The ramp needed many training sessions due to the fact that the heel of the user was sliding
out of the shoe when climbing the ramp. This lead to training interruptions until the shoe was
correctly fixed to the user’s foot again. Inclines were considerably easier to descend than to
ascend for users. Users were exhausted when walking up inclines, as they struggled to shift the
center of mass over the feet alternately to ensure walking up the inclines and not just trotting
in place. As it was difficult for users to walk up inclines, we also tried it using stair-mode, which
turned out to be easier. Consequently, the strategy to generate optimal incline trajectories
should be further investigated.
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Flat stones
In the design process of the VariLeg exoskeleton, it was decided to focus on the implementation of a realistic assistive device rather than a system optimized for the CYBATHLON 2016
obstacles. In that sense, the maximal possible step length was set to 50 cm, which should be
sufficient for most tasks of daily living, but is insufficient to complete the flat stone obstacle
(as the longest distance between stones is 60 cm). It is important to note that shifting the user’s
weight from one foot to the other becomes very hard without an active ankle if the steps are
too long during slow walking. The variable step length that can be changed over a button on
the crutch handles should nevertheless be a suitable and useful tool for daily mobility as it
allows turning in narrow spaces by reducing the step length. Further, precise foot placement
in the flat stones obstacle has to be controlled by the user since the exoskeleton has neither
the necessary control strategy nor sensing capabilities.

Tilted path
The tilted path could be successfully completed during the training and the safety check, but
unfortunately not at the competition (due to technical issues). This illustrates that robustness
was a challenge for research prototypes competing at the CYBATHLON 2016. Walking on
uneven ground like the tilted path proved to be strenuous for users. As they need the crutches
to balance, it is uncomfortable if they are on uneven height. Exoskeletons ideally should
support the user by adapting its gait pattern to the ground properties. However, this would
require means to measure or estimate ground inclination. We hope to offer some adaptiveness
over the VSA in the knee joint, which should allow the exoskeleton to passively adjust to the
unevenness. This passive capability should be leveraged in future development with active
adaptation of the trajectories to the uneven ground.

Stairs
The exoskeleton was able to overcome stairs during training sessions, but this feature was
ready only shortly before the competition. As a consequence, the user had climbed the stairs
only four times and descended it once, which was not sufficient to attempt overcoming this
obstacle at the CYBATHLON 2016. Users reported that descending the stairs facing downwards
is psychologically the most demanding task as the fear of falling was very present in this
situation. With training users gained confidence in the exoskeleton and learned how best
behave to leverage its abilities, decreasing the fear of falling.

Time limit and effect of lesion level
Due to the still limited walking speed of exoskeletons, a limitation also pointed out in (Louie
et al. (2015)), the time constraint alone made a strict prioritization of tasks necessary, as not
all of them could have been performed in the 10 min time limit imposed by the CYBATHLON
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Powered Exoskeleton race. Additionally, the competition was demanding and exhausting for
the user, as he needed to actively work together with the exoskeleton to fulfill the tasks. The
user who joined the competition with the VariLeg has a lesion at Th4 and therefore no control
over a major part of his trunk muscles, which is likely to make it more challenging for him to
control the exoskeleton compared to a user with a lower lesion, as for example user 2 with
a lesion at Th12. However, despite the difference in lesion height, no apparent difference in
performance was visible between the two users. This was likely due to the high level of fitness
and personal motivation of user 1, which underlines the necessity to keep wheelchair users
motivated to stay in good shape and perform physical exercises as part of their daily routine.

2.5.4 Remaining challenges
The experience of the user on how an exoskeleton is best used will always be a vital parameter
in the overall performance of the symbiotic combination of human and machine. Thus, it is
important that users are trained effectively and efficiently. As a consequence, early testing
with the target population is crucial and strong bonds to clinical experts and test users are
vital for engineers to conceive an optimal design. As it is impossible to use the exoskeleton
without prior training, clear instruction need to be provided by trained personnel for use in
the clinics or at home. They should assure that walking in the exoskeleton is learned in a
physiologically correct manner to prevent negative health consequences caused by walking
with a bad posture. As an example, instructing staff needs to teach how to use the walking
aids, especially the crutches, for optimal stability and performance. Using crutches as early as
possible should be encouraged by the training supervisor to assure fast progress.
Many of the obstacles that were overcome with the current prototypes were only possible
thanks to users supplementing the missing capabilities of the exoskeletons with their arms
and the muscles of their torso and shoulders. In the future, this should ideally be improved
such that people with both impaired leg and arm function are also able to benefit from this
exoskeleton technology. Appropriate control of the VSA in the VariLeg exoskeleton (based
on e.g. matching knee stiffness measurements for active gait in unimpaired subjects (Tucker
et al. (2017))) could help increase the ability of the exoskeleton to maneuver uneven grounds,
thereby partially relieving the user. This offers the potential to increase the usability of exoskeletons and variety of achievable tasks they can support, which could lead to better acceptance
of the devices among the SCI population and healthcare professionals.
Falling is another problem that is generally not addressed by most existing prototypes or
commercially available systems. They offer no measures to prevent falling or mitigate its
effects. The current solution is to have accompanying people that either intervene to prevent
a fall or, in the worst case, at least help the person getting up again or getting out of the
exoskeleton. Future developments should take into account strategies regarding how a fall on
obstacles and even ground could be mitigated either by appropriate reaction of the exoskeleton
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or additional safety measures as, e.g., airbags. If a fall occurs, exoskeletons should also provide
a strategy to stand up again, which is not possible nor foreseen in designs at the moment.
There have been no longitudinal studies to investigate long-term effects of using an exoskeleton. Single case studies report improvements in neuropathic pain (Esquenazi et al. (2017))
and spasticity (Esquenazi et al. (2017); Zeilig et al. (2012a); Kolakowsky-Hayner et al. (2013)).
They coincide with the unstructured subjective feedback we received from our two test users.
However, high user expectations are typically not met due to the limited capabilities of current
exoskeletons (Benson et al. (2016)). While this issue may decrease as exoskeletons become
more robust and offer advanced capabilities, current limitations should be openly discussed
with users in order to understand what can realistically be expected from current exoskeletons.
Apart from the athletic competition, it is important to note that the CYBATHLON acted as a
catalyst for the development of this project. Setting a well-defined goal motivated users to
participate in the training sessions and to compete at the CYBATHLON 2016. Additionally, it
promoted the collaboration of engineers, clinicians and users of the exoskeleton. The contact
between those parties is still existing and accelerating the development of exoskeletons that
can make the translation from a laboratory setting to the clinics and the daily life of people
with SCI.

2.6 Conclusion
The intensive training and testing with the help of two users with SCI demonstrated the basic
functionality of the VariLeg exoskeleton. Besides walking on even ground, users learned to perform sit-stand-sit transitions, maneuver in a slalom course and overcome uneven ground tilted
in the frontal plane. This allowed to overcome three out of six obstacles at the CYBATHLON
2016. During the training sessions, ramps and stairs were overcome with the additional help
of the supporting staff, with indications that they could be overcome independently with
further training. The CYBATHLON 2016 suggested that the use of powered exoskeleton technology for activities of daily living is still demanding, and a number of improvements are
required including the capability to maneuver uneven ground with more ease, which we hope
to achieve by implementing more advanced control strategies that take full advantage of the
VSA implemented in the VariLeg exoskeleton.
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3.1 Abstract
Powered lower limb exoskeletons are a viable solution for people with a spinal cord injury to
regain mobility for their daily activities. However, the commonly employed rigid actuation
and pre-programmed trajectories increase the risk of falling in case of collisions with external
objects. Compliant actuation may reduce forces during collisions, thus protecting hardware
and user. However, experimental data of collisions specific to lower limb exoskeletons are
not available. In this work, we investigated how a variable stiffness actuator at the knee
joint influences collision forces transmitted to the user via the exoskeleton. In a test bench
experiment, we compared three configurations of an exoskeleton leg with a variable stiffness
knee actuator in (i) compliant or (ii) stiff configurations, and with (iii) a rigid actuator. The peak
torque observed at the pelvis was reduced from 260.2 Nm to 116.2 Nm as stiffness decreased.
In addition, the mechanical impulse was reduced by a factor of three. These results indicate
that compliance in the knee joint of an exoskeleton can be favorable in case of collision and
should be considered when designing powered lower limb exoskeletons. Overall, this could
decrease the effort necessary to maintain balance after a collision and improved collision
handling in exoskeletons could result in safer use and benefit their usefulness in daily life.

3.2 Introduction
Many people are limited in their mobility after surviving a spinal cord injury (SCI). Wheelchairs
are the state-of-the-art solution to regain mobility if ambulation is difficult or no longer possible. Aside from challenged mobility, the SCI population suffers from increased risk of
experiencing secondary health problems such as cardio-pulmonary diseases, obesity and
musculoskeletal degeneration (Walter et al. (2002)). Some of these are thought to be fostered
by the inability to stand and walk (Eng et al. (2001); Arva et al. (2009)). Hence, powered lower
limb exoskeletons could mitigate some of these effects as they allow the user to regain the
ability to walk. Such devices are available for use in clinics (e.g. Ekso and EksoGT, Ekso Bionics,
USA) (Kolakowsky-Hayner et al. (2013); Bach Baunsgaard et al. (2018)) and also home environments (ReWalk Personal 6.0 and ReWalk Rehabilitation, ReWalk Robotics, USA) (Esquenazi
et al. (2012); Zeilig et al. (2012b)).
Powered lower limb exoskeletons are attached to the legs, pelvis and sometimes torso of the
user. The exoskeleton moves the user’s biological legs with its mechanical legs while supporting
the upper body. Most devices are anthropomorphic and actuate hip and knee joints in the
sagittal plane, flexing and extending these joints. Crutches or other walking aids are used
for balancing and to compensate for missing active ankle joints. Typically, exoskeletons are
actuated with electric motors and high reduction ratio gearboxes, which enable high torques
and precise position control. The movements are pre-programmed fixed position or velocity
controlled trajectories (Schrade et al. (2018); Griffin et al. (2017); Vouga et al. (2017)) or, more
seldomly, torque controlled trajectories (Oh et al. (2015)). Since most movement patterns
were designed for even terrain, rigid actuation in combination with the fixed patterns can
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lead to unsuitable control in unstructured environments as those encountered during daily
life activities. The exoskeleton can typically not detect obstacles and may collide with them
during swing, or force the leg to further extend on uneven ground despite already having
established ground contact. In both cases, the user will likely be pushed backwards, leading to
uncomfortable or even unsafe situations. In the worst case, falls may be induced if the user
cannot compensate the inappropriate control with the walking aids.
A particularly challenging and potentially dangerous situation is when an obstacle hinders
forward leg swing during exoskeleton walking. Noticing and reacting to such collisions is especially challenging for users with motor complete SCI as they often also have impaired sensory
perception. In contrast, unimpaired humans are capable of quickly and smoothly stepping
over obstacles or prematurely terminating the swing phase to regain balance (Schillings et al.
(2000)). Current exoskeletons, however, are not able to detect and react to collisions.
The robotics community has studied collisions (Zheng and Hemami (1985)), added collision
avoidance (Brunn (1996)) as well as detection (De Luca et al. (2006); Haddadin et al. (2008)),
and implemented mitigation strategies (De Luca et al. (2006); Haddadin et al. (2008)) to
address this issue. Dealing with collisions becomes ever more important as robots leave
well-controlled and structured factory environments, as is the case for exoskeletons.
Rendering joints compliant has been suggested to reduce the severity of impacts (Haddadin
et al. (2007a); Haddadin et al. (2007b); Park et al. (2008)). This can be achieved either with
mechanical designs or through control. If compliance is emulated through control, sensing
and actuation could be too slow or not robust enough to react to the fast dynamics of collisions (Haddadin et al. (2007a)), and high peak forces that can damage the hardware and may
be dangerous to users. Hence, implementing a mechanical compliance may be more desirable.
This has been suggested for assistive devices for walking (Cestari et al. (2014); Cherelle et al.
(2010); Bacek et al. (2017)).
However, the influence of compliance in joints has not yet been experimentally investigated. In
general, robot collision experimental data are scarce. Povse et al. (2010) investigated damage to
human soft tissue that may be induced from collisions between humans and robots. Haddadin
et al. (2007a) took the approach one step further and gave the robot sharp tools to investigate
how collisions between robots and humans can be rendered safe. Park et al. (2008) found that
a nonlinear spring integrated in the robot joint may significantly reduce the risk of head injury
in case of a collision between a robot arm and a human head. However, none of these studies
are specific to the application of lower limb exoskeletons.
Simulation results (Haddadin et al. (2009a)) motivated our hypothesis that the peak forces
experienced by the user would be decreased in amplitude and delayed with a soft joint in
comparison to a rigid one. Decreased force amplitude could reduce the need to compensate
for collision forces and torques, which could simplify keeping balance. Delayed peak forces
would give more time to the user and controller to react to collisions.
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Thus, the goal of this work was to investigate the influence of joint compliance on the resulting
interaction forces and torques for lower limb exoskeletons. We investigated swing phase
collisions with one leg of the VariLeg exoskeleton (Schrade et al. (2018)) on a test bench
setup using three different stiffness levels: two were rendered with the VSA and the third,
representing a conventional rigid joint, by blocking the VSA. As outcome parameters, we
measured the collision force at the obstacle, the torque and the resulting force acting at the
attachment point of the leg to the test frame at the pelvic level in the plane of movement
(sagittal plane). The latter were motivated by the assumption that the forces and torques at
the pelvic level would be comparable to the forces and torques that would be transmitted to a
user of the exoskeleton.

3.3 Methods
3.3.1 The VariLeg exoskeleton leg
The VariLeg is a powered lower limb exoskeleton designed to restore the walking ability of
motor-complete spinal cord injured users (Schrade et al. (2018)). The unique feature of
the exoskeleton is the Variable Stiffness Actuator (VSA) in each knee joint (Fig. 3.1). These
actuators cover a stiffness range similar to the human knee joint (Pfeifer et al. (2014)), and
allow varying it online during walking. The VSA can also be blocked with a bolt, resulting
in a conventionally actuated rigid knee joint. The exoskeleton also has conventional rigid
actuators that allow hip flexion and extension (M hi p ). For the test bench experiments, the
passive spring-loaded ankle was replaced with a dumb-bell disk of equivalent to the weight of
the exoskeleton ankle and foot (1.5 kg) and a tennis ball substituting the semi-compliant shoe
tip and foot. The exoskeleton has the capability of varying the knee joint stiffness with a VSA,
using the MACCEPA principle (Van Ham et al. (2007)). As a consequence, M l ever only directly
controls the knee angle β if a bolt is inserted to connect thigh and shank over the actuator
unit. If the bolt is not inserted, the shank and thigh are compliantly connected through the
spring. In this case, M l ever sets the equilibrium position of the knee angle. Thus, the shank
may be deflected from its equilibrium position by angle α if external forces are present. The
joint compliance can be varied by pretensioning the spring (i.e. increasing stiffness) with
M pr et ensi on (Fig. 3.1, right).
For the collision experiments, the leg was suspended from a rigid frame using the attachment
point of the pelvic structure of the exoskeleton. A piezoelectric six-axis force and torque sensor
(Type 9306A, Kistler Instrumente AG, Switzerland) was placed between the leg and the frame.
The piezoelectric signals were amplified and sampled at 10 kHz by a LabAmp 5167A80 (Kistler
Instrumente AG, Switzerland). The obstacle was equipped with a single-axis force sensor
(GTM 20kN, GTM Testing and Metrology GmbH, Germany). All data were routed to a universal
amplifier (HBM MX1615, Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik GmbH, Germany) and sampled at
19.2 kHz. The exoskeleton logged joint angle data at 100 Hz and sent a trigger signal to the
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Figure 3.1 – Overview of the setup for the collision experiments. The Variable Stiffness
Actuator (VSA) can be blocked by inserting a bolt (left; green circle). If the VSA is active (not
blocked), the pretension motor (M pr et ensi on ) controls joint stiffness by varying the pretension
of the spring (right). Data were recorded from the universal amplifier and the exoskeleton. A
shared trigger signal was used to synchronize the data logs of the exoskeleton and the universal
amplifier. Two VSA configurations were used: VSA STIFF and VSA COMPLIANT (right). The
collision force FO was measured at the obstacle. At the pelvic level the sagittal plane force F S
and the pitch torque M Z were measured during the collision.

universal amplifier indicating when it was recording. This trigger signal was later used to
synchronize the data of the universal amplifier with the data of the exoskeleton.

3.3.2 Control of the test bench exoskeleton leg
To focus on the influence of the differing joint stiffness, we relied on feed-forward control to
execute the swing phase. The controller was designed to be the first layer of control inspired
by nature, which features systems that inherently behave in a desired way, using mostly
feed-forward control with appropriate mechanical structure and without feed-back (Tytell
et al. (2011)) and corresponds to an approach often used in devices with a layered control
approach (Tucker et al. (2015)).
The exoskeleton leg was torque controlled for this experiment. A desired trajectory was found
by specifying waypoints that the ankle should pass through at specific times of swing phase
(Fig. 3.2). This trajectory was optimized to satisfy the constraints defined by the waypoints,
motor speed limits, and motor torque limits. Feed-forward torque commands were then
calculated for every joint stiffness configuration based on a model of the exoskeleton leg to
execute the desired motion. This model was derived using Lagrangian mechanics, where
the uncertain viscous friction parameters were fitted using experimental data. We refer the
interested reader to the Appendix for more detailed information (Chapter 3.7).
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Figure 3.2 – Trajectory generation for the exoskeleton leg. The end-point and knee trajectory
found by optimization are indicated as curves. Waypoints (diamonds) in the end-point space
are specified to be passed within a certain tolerance in position (grey shaded ellipses) and time
(specified relative to the desired swing phase time TSW but not visible in this plot). The desired
movement starts and ends at the squares. The trajectory of the knee joint is not a design
parameter, but rather results from the desired end-point trajectory and the optimization
performed to achieve this trajectory.

3.3.3 Experimental protocol
Collisions were performed during swing phase to simulate stumbling over an obstacle. The
leg was brought to the initial position and the execution of the swing phase was triggered via a
button. The obstacle was placed such that the collisions occurred at the point of maximum
forward velocity during swing phase. This point was identified by analyzing the reference
trajectory identified by the optimization (Fig. 3.2). After the collision occurred, the system
was shut down manually, cutting the motors off from the power supply. This was done to
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prevent potential damage to the hardware, since the controller had no strategies to mitigate
the collision, and since only the time period of the collision was of interest.
Three configurations were tested: Compliant with VSA (COMPLIANT, 65 Nm/rad), stiff with
VSA (STIFF, 218 Nm/rad), and VSA blocked (RIGID, above 20 kNm/rad according to the
Harmonic Drive manual1 ). The STIFF VSA configuration corresponded to a value used in
the training sessions described in our previous work (Schrade et al. (2018)) where the VSA
pretension motor (M pr et ensi on ) was controlled to hold a constant position throughout the
whole gait cycle. The COMPLIANT configuration of this experiment also started at this value
before triggering the step, and reduced during swing phase to mimic human knee joint stiffness
modulation (Pfeifer et al. (2014)).
The exoskeleton segment lengths were chosen based on typical segment lengths used in training sessions with our users (Schrade et al. (2018)) (thigh length 0.480 m, shank length 0.445 m).
We conducted 15 collisions for each leg configuration. Video recordings were acquired for
visual analysis of the collisions (GoPro HERO5, GoPro Inc., United States of America) at 120
frames per second.

3.3.4 Data analysis
Data sets that were corrupted due to setting or measurement errors were rejected (n=2). Force
and torque data were filtered with a second-order Butterworth low-pass filter at 250 Hz using
the f i l t f i l t command of MATLAB 2017b (MathWorks, United States of America) and signal
offset was removed. Collision onset was defined as the point where the force at the obstacle
(FO ) crossed a threshold of 18 N, based on the sensor noise level. Data from different collisions
were aligned in time at collision onset. Individual trajectories were re-sampled at 6.5 kHz and
averaged at each time sample. The per sample standard deviation was also calculated to gauge
consistency across measurements.
The movement of the end-point in task space was calculated from the joint angles using
forward kinematics. The antero-posterior (x-direction) and vertical (y-direction) speeds were
obtained by derivation of the sampled position data. The total speed was calculated as:
v t ot =

q

v x 2 + v y 2.

(3.1)

The net force in the plane of movement (sagittal plane, F S ) and the torque in the sagittal
plane (pitch torque, M Z ) were evaluated. The net amplitude of the sagittal plane forces was

1 The stiffness depends on the torque at the joint; for the torque ranges of 0 to 14 Nm, 14 Nm to 48 Nm, and above

48 Nm, the stiffness is approximately 20, 27, 37 kNm/rad, respectively. Source: Harmonic Drive Reducers Gear
Units SHD-2SH Engineering Data Here, we assumed that the exact torque dependent stiffness of the Harmonic
Drive was not important, as it was orders of magnitude larger than that of the VSA.
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calculated as:
FS =

q
Fx 2 + F y 2.

(3.2)

Peaks in force and torque and their respective time of occurrence were determined within a
150 ms window after the collision as this was assumed to be the relevant time window and
similar time windows have been used in other experiments investigating trips (Shirota et al.
(2014)). This short time period after collision was not affected by the manual shutdown of the
motors. The area under the curve, which corresponds to the mechanical impulse, was also
calculated in the same time window for all three knee joint configurations.
The peak force and torque values, their respective time of occurrence and impulse were tested
for statistically significant differences. A Kruskal-Wallis test followed by a post hoc multiple
comparison test was performed to compare the results across the three different knee joint
configurations. The threshold was set to 0.05 for significant differences, stronger significance
levels were indicated if below 0.01 and 0.001.

3.4 Results
The trajectory up to the point of collision was similar for all three conditions (Fig. 3.3 top), with
the COMPLIANT and STIFF (VSA) conditions slightly lower than the RIGID condition. Forward
velocity at collision (Fig. 3.3 bottom left) was 0.52±0.05 m/s (mean±standard deviation) for
the RIGID knee joint. This was slightly lower than the maximum value observed up to the
collision of 0.62 m/s. The COMPLIANT and STIFF knee joints achieved identical forward
velocities at collision of 0.44±0.05 m/s. Upwards velocity (y-velocity) was higher for both
VSA collisions than for the RIGID condition. The total velocity, which, when squared, is
proportional to the kinetic energy of the leg before collision, was very similar for all three
conditions 0.47±0.04 m/s, 0.47±0.04 m/s and 0.52±0.05 m/s (COMPLIANT, STIFF, RIGID).
The collisions with the RIGID knee joint lead to movement only in the x-direction, as the
end-point bounced back (Fig. 3.3 bottom left and middle). In contrast, when the knee joint
was COMPLIANT or STIFF, the hip continued flexing while the foot slid upwards on the
obstacle, which can be seen as the increasing y-velocity after the collision for both VSA joint
configurations (Fig. 3.3 bottom middle).
The statistical analysis of the outcome parameters are presented in Tab. 3.1. The different
levels of statistical significance are also indicated in the boxplots with brackets. The average
peak force at the obstacle changed from around 200 (COMPLIANT), to 260 (STIFF) and finally
to 280 N (RIGID) (Fig. 3.4 and Fig. 3.5). The average net sagittal peak force was higher for the
RIGID knee joint (271.2±5.5 N) compared to the other two configurations with 200.9±7.6 N
and 185.9±17.1 N. Pitch torque (M Z ) values were approximately twice as high for the RIGID
knee joint at 260.2±5.0 Nm compared to 132.0±1.8 Nm and 116.2±5.8 Nm for the STIFF and
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Table 3.1 – Results of the statistical analysis
Base Condition

Compared to

Peak Obstacle Force, FO
COMPLIANT
STIFF
COMPLIANT
RIGID
STIFF
RIGID
Peak Sagittal Force, F S
COMPLIANT
STIFF
COMPLIANT
RIGID
STIFF
RIGID
Peak Pitch Torque, M Z
COMPLIANT
STIFF
COMPLIANT
RIGID
STIFF
RIGID
Peak Timing Obstacle Force, FO
COMPLIANT
STIFF
COMPLIANT
RIGID
STIFF
RIGID
Peak Timing Sagittal Force, F S
COMPLIANT
STIFF
COMPLIANT
RIGID
STIFF
RIGID
Peak Timing Pitch Torque, M Z
COMPLIANT
STIFF
COMPLIANT
RIGID
STIFF
RIGID
Impulse Obstacle Force, FO
COMPLIANT
STIFF
COMPLIANT
RIGID
STIFF
RIGID
Impulse Sagittal Force, F S
COMPLIANT
STIFF
COMPLIANT
RIGID
STIFF
RIGID
Impulse Pitch Torque, M Z
COMPLIANT
STIFF
COMPLIANT
RIGID
STIFF
RIGID

p-Value

∆median

0.01470
0.00000
0.01494

72.4
93.4
21.0

N

0.18836
0.00000
0.00066

6.3
80.5
74.2

N

0.01361
0.00000
0.00550

13.8
141.1
127.2

Nm

0.34124
0.00010
0.00000

-0.0012
0.0456
0.0469

s

0.02873
0.00105
0.00000

-0.0049
0.0067
0.0116

s

0.98080
0.00001
0.00001

0.0006
0.0114
0.0108

s

0.01361
0.00000
0.00550

5.85
13.45
7.60

Ns

0.01299
0.00000
0.00603

1.95
3.10
1.14

Ns

0.01361
0.00000
0.00550

5.18
11.24
6.06

Nms

Unit

COMPLIANT knee, respectively. The timing of the peak force and torque at the pelvic level was
similar (around 0.04 s) for all three knee joint configurations. The peak force at the obstacle,
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Figure 3.3 – Average end-point trajectory and velocity from beginning of swing phase until
the end of the analysis time window. The trajectory for all three configurations started very
similar and was consistent (top). Circles indicate location of collision, diamonds indicate
maximum position in x and squares indicate position at the end of the analysis window. At the
bottom the velocities in different directions are indicated before and after collision. The black
line indicates the start of the collision and the grey area marks the analyzed time window of
150 ms. After collision, the RIGID knee joint caused the ankle to bounce off the obstacle, seen
as negative x-direction velocity (bottom left) and almost straight average foot trajectory after
collision. The COMPLIANT and STIFF joints slid up the surface of the obstacle resulting in an
increase in y-direction velocity (bottom middle).

however, occurred at around 0.02 s for the COMPLIANT and STIFF knee joints, but only after
0.06 s with the RIGID knee (Fig. 3.5).
The impulse generally increased with joint stiffness (Fig. 3.6). For the pitch torque, the COMPLIANT knee resulted in an impulse three times smaller than the RIGID knee joint, and twice
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as small as the STIFF knee joint. The differences between the configurations in the obstacle
force impulse were similar to the pitch torques. In contrast, the difference between the configurations in the impulse of the sagittal plane force was not as large. The incremental increase
in the sagittal plane force between the three conditions was around 2 Ns, which corresponds
to about 18% of the impulse observed with the COMPLIANT knee joint.

Figure 3.4 – Collision force at the obstacle and interaction force and torque at the hip. The
average force and torque trajectories were repeatable as suggested by the standard deviation
bands. A higher maximum torque at the pelvic level can be observed with the RIGID knee
(bottom). The maximum collision force at the obstacle varied with knee joint configuration
and the peak was achieved later with the RIGID knee (top). Forces in the sagittal plane were
slightly higher when the knee was RIGID (middle).
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Figure 3.5 – Peak forces and torques during the collision. Peak amplitude (top) and timing
(bottom) of force at the obstacle (left), sagittal force (middle) and pitch torque (right) with
COMPLIANT (C), STIFF (S) and RIGID (R) joint configurations. Median, 25th and 75th percentiles, maximum and minimum values, and outliers are indicated by red line, box edges,
whiskers and red crosses, respectively. Statistically significant differences are indicated with
a bracket while one, two and three stars indicate p-values lower than 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001,
respectively.

3.5 Discussion
This work aimed to examine the influence of knee joint stiffness of an exoskeleton leg on
interaction forces and torques resulting from a collision during swing phase. Test bench
measurements were conducted to compare the VSA in the VariLeg exoskeleton to a rigid
actuation paradigm (Schrade et al. (2018)). As expected, the results showed that peak torques,
and forces were reduced at the pelvic level when the knee joint was compliant. Additionally, the
impulse for all observed forces and torques was reduced when the knee joint was compliant.
The noticeable decrease in peak force and torque, and impulse transmitted to the user observed with the COMPLIANT joint would increase the likelihood of the user being able to
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Figure 3.6 – Collision impulse. For the RIGID knee joint, the impulse was clearly highest for
all parameters. The COMPLIANT and STIFF VSA configurations showed a bigger difference
in impulse of the obstacle force FO and the torque at the hip M Z . In contrast, the difference
in impulse was less prominent for the sagittal plane force F S when comparing the two VSA
configurations. Statistically significant differences are indicated with a bracket while one, two
and three stars indicate p-values lower than 0.05, 0.01 and 0.001, respectively.

counteract these forces and torques with the walking aids. This could prevent falls and increase safety. Furthermore, the risk to injure the shoulder joints by sudden force and torque
peaks during balancing would also be decreased. Lastly, decreased forces and torques acting
on the exoskeleton would also decrease the risk of damaging the hardware.
Peak force at the obstacle varied with joint stiffness although theoretical models suggest that
the stiffness of the joint should not influence the initial forces of an impact (Haddadin et al.
(2009b)). This could be due to different collision behavior between RIGID joint and VSA joint
configurations, as suggested by the different kinematic patterns. From the end-point trajectory,
we observed that the COMPLIANT and STIFF knee joints allowed the leg to start lifting the
end-point over the obstacle with continued knee and hip flexion after the collision. This is
similar to what has been observed in experiments where prosthesis users were tripped during
late swing phase (Shirota et al. (2015)). The RIGID knee joint, on the other hand, bounced
back from the obstacle as knee flexion was prevented by the rigidity.
The fact that the leg started to climb over the obstacle despite not being programmed to do
so may be beneficial for implementing collision mitigation strategies. A potential strategy to
mitigate the effects of stumbling could be to try to lift the leg over the obstacle as humans
do (Schillings et al. (2000)). When the leg just bounces off the obstacle and moves backwards,
the inertia of the system delays adequate reaction. In that case, all the kinetic energy would
have to be redirected upwards to step over the obstacle or towards the ground, which would
increase the risk of falling. If the mechanics of the leg already start to redirect the kinetic
energy into the correct direction (upwards or downwards), the stumbling mitigation can be
achieved more quickly than if the leg were moving backwards.
In contrast to our expectations based on Haddadin et al. (2009a), the timing of the peaks at
the pelvic level was not notably delayed at lower levels of knee joint stiffness. At the obstacle
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however, the RIGID configuration exhibited a later occurrence of the peak collision force
compared to the COMPLIANT and STIFF knee joint configurations. We hypothesize that this
is due to the differing collision behavior. With the RIGID configuration, the tennis ball is
deformed in an elastic collision and kinetic energy is redirected from a forward movement to
a backwards movement. This causes higher penetration depth (more tennis ball deformation)
and high forces are transmitted to the obstacle for a longer time. This hypothesis is supported
by the impulse that was three times higher for the pitch torque (M z ) with the RIGID knee joint
configuration compared to the COMPLIANT knee joint.
It is interesting to note that the difference in peak pitch torque was only about 16 Nm comparing the COMPLIANT and STIFF configurations, which is about 10% of the torque observed
with the COMPLIANT knee joint. However, the difference in impulse was much larger as the
STIFF knee joint resulted in double the impulse of the COMPLIANT knee joint. Accordingly,
lowering the stiffness of the VSA during swing seems to be mostly relevant to reduce the
impulse rather than peak forces and torques caused by collisions. Thus, an SEA offering a
fixed mechanical compliance and rendering a broader range via control, similar to the ones
used in other legged robots (Hutter et al. (2016)), may be sufficient in terms of reducing peak
forces and torques. This would allow to reduce the complexity of the actuation system as the
motor used to pretension the spring could be omitted, rendering the design lighter. Having
some mechanical compliance in the system is most likely necessary, however, as even with
fast sensing the collision has to be detected first and then acted upon. Actuation system
inertia, which is typically high due to the large reduction ratios used in powered lower limb
exoskeletons, would not allow adequate reaction to reduce the peaks observed here that occur
during the first 150 ms of a collision.
In the real application scenario, feed-back control would add disturbance rejection and error
minimization. For our experimental protocol however, feed-back control would have led to
results that are partially caused by the mechanical structure and partially by the implemented
control. Hence, we only used the first layer of control consisting of the feed-forward part.
This allowed slight differences in swing phase execution, which could be observed between
the configurations. The slightly higher collision point observed with the RIGID knee joint is
assumed to not have influenced the results as only the velocity is relevant for the kinetic energy
at collision. Velocity differences would be more problematic than differing collision height as
the velocity squared directly relates to the impulse over the kinetic energy in elastic collisions.
Accordingly, comparing the total velocity of the end point at collision, the difference between
knee joint configurations seemed negligible (0.05 m/s). A different approach would have been
to move the obstacle to induce collision at exactly the point of maximum forward velocity
of the leg. However, the risk of introducing more variability through moving the obstacle
between configurations led us to rather accept this inaccuracy. Only considering the brief
window after collision onset to investigate collisions also ensured that manually stopping the
exoskeleton by cutting the motors off the power supply should not have influenced the results.
The experiments were performed on a test bench only, with no user attached to the exoskeleton
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leg. A human user may significantly change the system behavior as passive mass, spring and
damper elements are added in parallel to the exoskeleton leg (as a first approximation for nonspastic motor complete spinal cord injured legs). In addition, the torso and arms would react
to the collision and interact with the environment. The forces that the user would have had to
counteract to not fall over the obstacle were significantly lower in the case of the COMPLIANT
knee joint as the interaction torque at the hip was only half as big compared to the RIGID knee
joint. Further, we argue that the lower impulse with the COMPLIANT knee joint indicated that
the overall effort to counteract collision forces would be lower for a user since lower impulse
means that less force or torque had to be exerted during the collision time window.
It would be interesting to perform similar experiments with users inside the exoskeleton.
However, this would likely increase the variability of the data as the human user might react
differently every time. Although non-trivial, this has already been investigated in prosthesis
users (Shirota et al. (2014)). Besides the technical difficulties, such an experiment would introduce the risk of falling, straining muscles or similar that need to be taken into consideration.
A notable difference between amputees and motor complete SCI users of exoskeletons would
be that SCI users have no sound limb to rely on for recovery (Shirota et al. (2015)). Thus, the
exoskeleton would have to provide all the recovery support. An advantage of using series
elasticity is that the elastic elements can be used as torque sensors. Deviations of the joint
from its equilibrium position during swing phase can be observed to estimate the torque
acting on the joint. Stumbling mitigation strategies could be initiated if the deviation from
the equilibrium position is larger than a predefined threshold, thus improving fall protection
capabilities of exoskeletons. A collision detection algorithm similar to De Luca et al. (2006)
could be implemented with a series elasticity detecting onset of collisions without additional
torque sensors. After detection of the collision, the controller could react to it by stepping
over the obstacle or trying to prematurely end the swing phase and placing the foot on the
floor to step over the obstacle with the other leg, similar to what has been developed for
prostheses (Lawson et al. (2010)). Testing such algorithms on the same test bench setup would
yield valuable insight towards better fall prevention.

3.6 Conclusion
Adding compliance to the knee of a powered lower-limb exoskeleton leg reduced peak forces
and torques at the pelvic level in a test bench collision experiment. Even more, it reduced
the impact impulse during the collision, which could reduce the effort a user has to exert
to maintain balance. Further lowering stiffness with the VSA during swing phase noticeably
reduced impulse, and, to a lesser extent, peak torques and forces at the pelvic level. This
suggests that compliance in the range suggested here lead to safer collisions and variations in
the VSA stiffness range investigated are mostly beneficial to reduce impulse. These findings
should inform future designs of wearable lower limb exoskeletons and can help to design
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joints that are mechanically inherently robust to collisions. This may bring the field one step
closer to robots that move as nimbly and swiftly as animals and humans.

3.7 Appendix: Trajectory generation and following
The approach for computing nominal motor commands (feed-forward control) consist of
two steps (Figure 3.7): First, trajectories of the swing phase are generated considering the
speed limit of the motors Θ̇max and the desired swing phase duration TSW . Second, the
motor commands which are necessary to follow this swing phase trajectory are computed.
Limitations of available motor torques are checked in this step. The objective is to find motor
commands for the three motors such that the reference trajectory for the hip angle, the knee
angle, and the pretension for the spring of the VSA, i.e. the winch motor angle, is followed.

Trajectory Generation
0

Θref

y in m

−0.2
−0.4
−0.6

0.25TSW
0.7TSW

−0.8
−1
−0.4

Θ̇max

0.15TSW
0TSW
−0.2

1TSW
0
x in m

0.2

TSW

Model-Based
Motor Command
τFF
Computation


d
∂L
∂L
− ∂Θ
= τj
dt ∂ Θ̇
j
j

0.4

Lagrangian L

Figure 3.7 – Two step computation of feedforward motor commands.

3.7.1 Trajectory generation
The reference angles and angular velocities of both the hip and the knee joints were obtained
using constrained optimization. The optimization problem was formulated to consider the
speed limit of the motors, to ensure ground clearance, and to minimize the maximum curvature of the angular velocity trajectories of both the hip angle and the knee angle. The resulting
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optimization problem is convex and is given by
minimize
φi ,φ̇i ,βi ,β̇i

max{curv(φ̇i ), curv(β̇i )}

(3.3a)

i

subject to φi +1 − φi = T s φ̇i
βi +1 − βi = T s β̇i

∀i = 0, ...Tst

(3.3b)
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# "
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=
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0
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=
,
≤ ◦
β̇T0
0
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5 /s

(3.3c)

(3.3d)
(3.3e)
(3.3f)

where φi is the hip angle, φ̇i is the angular velocity of the hip, βi is the knee angle, and β̇i is
the angular velocity of the knee at time i . curv(θ̇i ) is the curvature of the angular velocity in
angle space defined as fourth order central finite difference:
curv(θ̇i ) :=

−θ̇i −2 + 16θ̇i −1 − 30θ̇i + 16θ̇i +1 − θ̇i +2
.
12

This objective (3.3a) is motivated by minimizing abrupt changes of the torque inputs that are
necessary to follow the reference trajectory. Angles and their velocities are related through
(3.3b) with sampling time T s ; constraint (3.3c) ensures that the speed limits of the motors are
respected; (3.3d) constrains the angles at the specific time T j to remain within a circle of 5◦
around pre-specified reference angles θT j ,ref (in order to ensure ground clearance), specified
in Table 3.2; constraint (3.3e) fixes the initial and end positions of the swing phase trajectory;
and (3.3f) constrains the initial and end velocities. Figure 3.2 visualizes constraint (3.3d) with
diamond markers and gray-shaded areas and (3.3e) with square markers in task space. The
black curve visualizes the reference trajectory as minimizer of (3.3).

Table 3.2 – Waypoints of swing trajectory

Time in TSW
Hip Angle φT j ,ref
Knee Angle βT j ,ref

0
◦

−9
21◦

0.15

0.25

◦

◦

0
45◦

8
58◦

0.7
◦

41
51◦

1
16◦
2◦
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3.7.2 Model-based motor command computation
We utilize Lagrangian mechanics in order to derive the system dynamics with the state vector
h
iT
Θ(t ) = φ(t ) χ(t ) ψ(t ) α(t ) ,

with the hip angle φ(t ), lever angle χ(t ), winch angle ψ(t ), and the deflection angle of the VSA
α(t ), where β(t ) = χ(t ) + α(t ) is the knee angle. The Lagrangian
L(t ) = T (t ) − V (t )

(3.4)

is defined in terms of the kinetic energy T (t ) and the potential energy V (t ):
¡
T (t ) = I E (φ̇2 (t ) + χ̇2 (t ) + ψ̇2 (t )) + m u v u2 (t ) + m l v l2 (t )
¢
+I u φ̇2 (t ) + I l (φ̇(t ) − χ̇(t ) − α̇(t ))2 /2

1
1
V (t ) = m u g y u (t ) + m l g y l (t ) + k θ (t )α2 (t ) + k∆x 2 (t )
2
2
with spring pretension ∆x(t ) = r w ψ(t ) and
y u (t ) = − r t h cos φ(t )
y l (t ) = − l t h cos φ(t ) − r sh cos(φ(t ) − χ(t ) − α(t ))
v t2h (t ) = r t2h φ̇2 (t )
2
2
v sh
(t ) = l t2h φ̇2 (t ) + r sh
(φ̇(t ) − χ̇(t ) − α̇(t ))

2

+ 2l t h r sh φ̇(t )(φ̇(t ) − χ̇(t ) − α̇(t )) cos χ(t ).
The variable knee joint stiffness k θ (t ) is given by
Ã

∆x − |B −C |

!

+1
k θ (t ) = BC k cos α(t ) p
B 2 +C 2 − 2BC cos α(t )
∆x − |B −C |
− B 2C 2 k sin2 α(t ) 2
(B +C 2 − BC cos α(t ))3/2
in accordance with the model introduced by Van Ham et al. (2007) and the model we experimentally validated in another piece of work (Schrade et al. (2018)). The model parameters are
defined in Table 3.3.
The system dynamics using the Lagrangian in (3.4) yields



τh (t ) − τv (φ̇(t )


d ∂L(t ) ∂L(t ) 
τk (t ) − τv (χ̇(t )) 


−
=

dt ∂Θ̇(t ) ∂Θ(t ) 
τw (t ) − τv (ψ̇(t ))
0
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Table 3.3 – Model parameters

Symbol

Parameter

value

rth
lth
r sh
rw
mt h
m sh
g
Iu
Il
IE
k
B
C

center of gravity thigh
distance hip to knee
center of gravity shank
radius of winch
mass thigh
mass shank
gravitational acceleration
rotational inertia thigh
rotational inertia shank
rotational inertia motors
stiffness of linear spring
MACCEPA lever arm
distance from kneeC oR to winch pulley

0.243 m
0.485 m
0.225 m
0.015 m
9.7 kg
4.2 kg
9.81 m/s2
0.222 kgm2
0.0712 kgm2
8.556 kgm2
109 kN/m
0.075 m
0.3 m

with the motor torques of the hip τh (t ), knee τk (t ), and winch τw (t ), the viscous friction
torque τv (·).
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4.1 Abstract
Spinal cord injuries frequently impair the ability to walk. Powered lower limb exoskeletons offer
a promising solution to restore walking ability. However, they are currently restricted to even
ground. We hypothesized that compliant exoskeleton knees could decrease required effort to
maneuver on uneven terrain, and increase gait velocity and stability. We describe a case study
of a motor-complete spinal cord injury user (AIS A, Th12) walking with a powered exoskeleton
on even and uneven ground over multiple sessions after extensive training. Measurements
with compliant or rigid exoskeleton knee joints were performed on three different days for
each configuration. Body motion and crutch ground interaction forces were recorded to assess
gait performance. We observed higher walking speeds with a compliant exoskeleton knee
configuration (mean: 0.116 m/s on uneven and 0.145 m/s on even ground) compared to a
rigid configuration (mean: 0.083 m/s and 0.100 m/s). Crutch force impulse was significantly
reduced in the compliant configuration. Lastly, gait was more symmetric when the knee joints
were compliant. In conclusion, compliant exoskeleton knee joints can help maneuver uneven
ground faster and with less user effort than rigid joints. Based on our findings, exoskeleton
designers should consider introducing compliance into their design to increase gait robustness
and performance, and render exoskeletons more suitable for daily life use.

4.2 Background
Powered lower limb exoskeletons are a promising solution to restore mobility after spinal
cord injuries (SCI). These devices have recently become commercially available and are
increasingly used by early adopters (Heinemann et al. (2018)). However, exoskeletons still
cannot satisfyingly support walking on uneven ground despite their latent potential to do
so. This restricts their use to mostly clinical environments and strongly limits home use.
Leaving the structured clinical environment with even ground is one of the challenges to
render exoskeletons true complements to wheelchairs for mobility, as the ability to walk over
uneven ground is a feature that is highly prioritized by clinicians (Heinemann et al. (2018))
and users alike. Together with limited walking speed (Louie et al. (2015)) and significant
costs (Jayaraman et al. (2016)), the current lack of versatility of existing exoskeletons may be
the main reason why insurances are hesitant to reimburse exoskeletons for personal use.
Walking over uneven ground is a difficult task for exoskeleton users, as exoskeletons typically
follow a pre-programmed trajectory with their legs (Tucker et al. (2015)). The highly geared,
rigid actuation systems do not allow deviations from this trajectory. Thus, uneven ground
can lead to increased reliance on walking aids for balancing, reduced walking speed and
decreased sense of safety. Animals and humans, however, are easily able to cope with gait
perturbations as has been demonstrated, e.g., in fowls running over a runway with a sudden
drop in height (Daley and Biewener (2006)). Unimpaired humans adapt muscular control and
modulate leg stiffness while running (Grimmer et al. (2008); Müller and Blickhan (2010)) and
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walking (Santuz et al. (2018)) over uneven ground. Even throughout a single stride, the joint
stiffness of the knee is known to be modulated (Pfeifer et al. (2014); Tucker et al. (2017)).
Research groups have taken inspiration from biological legs and suggested the use of compliant
actuation designs, called variable stiffness actuation (VSA) systems, that allow varying joint
stiffness. This family of actuators has been shown to allow efficient hopping (Vanderborght
et al. (2009)) and is similarly expected to bring benefits for walking. It is hypothesized that
such mechanisms may also help to more robustly walk over uneven ground, rendering them a
promising solution for use in powered leg exoskeletons (Junius et al. (2014); Bacek et al. (2017)).
However, benefits of such a system with impaired users have not been reported. In general,
walking over uneven ground with powered exoskeletons has not been thoroughly investigated,
despite the large potential it offers to increase usability of this technology. One piece of work
investigated walking of unimpaired users in an exoskeleton on a treadmill (Ugurlu et al. (2014)).
During the experiment, obstacles were dropped on the treadmill and interaction forces at
the handrail as well as torso pitch angular velocity were evaluated. The authors compared
two different exoskeleton stiffness settings that they rendered via control, and found that
angular velocity of the torso and forces at the handrail were reduced if the exoskeleton was
more compliant.
It remains unclear, however, how users with motor-complete spinal cord injury walking in
an exoskeleton adapt to ground irregularities. Additionally, effects of joint stiffness on gait
performance have not been investigated in this population. We employed the VariLeg exoskeleton (Schrade et al. (2018)) to investigate the effect of exoskeleton knee joint compliance
on walking over uneven ground in a case study. The VariLeg is equipped with variable stiffness
actuators to modify the stiffness of the knee joints, and can also be used in conventional rigid
actuation mode (no added compliance). The exoskeleton was used in two configurations:
(i) compliant knee joints and (ii) rigid knee joints. With each exoskeleton configuration, the
user walked over two ground types: (i) even ground and (ii) uneven ground. One user with
motor-complete SCI was recruited and trained extensively to walk over the two ground types.
We tracked full body motion and measured the crutch ground interaction forces. We hypothesized that the compliant joints would facilitate maneuvering over uneven ground with the
exoskeleton. We expected increased gait performance, reduced effort, and thus improved
gait efficiency with a compliant knee joint configuration on uneven ground. We assumed this
would manifest in reduced loading of the crutches and faster walking speed.

4.3 Methods
The VariLeg Exoskeleton
The VariLeg exoskeleton is a powered lower limb exoskeleton (Schrade et al. (2018)). In
short, it features actuated hip and knee joints allowing active flexion and extension, and
a passive spring-loaded ankle joint to support passive dorsi- and plantar-flexion (Fig. 4.1).
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The knee joints can be rigidly actuated (conventional actuation), or by a Variable Stiffness
Actuator (VSA) inspired by the MACCEPA mechanism (Van Ham et al. (2007)) allowing online
adaptation of knee joint stiffness. This allows for the testing of the two stiffness configurations
on the exact same exoskeleton, thereby removing the potential bias that could come from
comparing two separate devices with different designs, interface to the user or technical
performance. To switch between the two configurations, a bolt is added to or removed from
the system (Fig. 4.1) (Schrade et al. (2019)).
The user is attached to the exoskeleton through custom-made shoes, cuffs at the shanks and
thighs, a belt around the pelvis, and shoulder straps for the torso (Meyer et al. (2019)). The
exoskeleton moves the legs according to pre-programmed trajectories that can be changed
in terms of step length and step duration. Steps are triggered by the user with push buttons
installed on the crutches. In the configuration where the VSA was used, the knee joint stiffness
was set to a constant value of 260 Nm/rad (at 0◦ deflection) based on the thermal limitations
of the motor. More details on the VariLeg design, control and performance evaluation can be
found in previous work (Schrade et al. (2018)).

Subject Recruitment and Demographics
This study was approved by the local ethics committees (canton of Zurich and ETH Zurich:
BASEC Nr. Req-. 2018-00568 and EK 2018-N-87). One subject (Fig. 4.1 bottom) was recruited and gave consent to participate after being informed about potential risks. The
subject was experienced in walking with the VariLeg exoskeleton as he already participated
in 52 training sessions of approximately one hour duration each in preparation for the CYBATHLON 2016 (Schrade et al. (2018)).

Experimental Protocol
This study was designed as a single case report with multi-session evaluation in a cross-over
design and with extensive training over 10 sessions per condition. Rigid and compliant knee
joints were compared on even and uneven ground walking with the same user piloting the
exoskeleton. The even ground was a flat walkway of about 4 m length. Uneven ground was
simulated by a wooden board of 2 m length with slats of about 0.03 m height placed at irregular
distances as depicted in Fig. 4.2.
Two spotters (Fig. 4.2 left) ensured safety by walking behind the user. Spotter 1 used a harness
to secure the pilot of the exoskeleton with an over-head fall prevention system. This ensured
that the pilot could not fall if spotter 2 could not support all his weight via the handles in
case the pilot lost balance. It is important to note that the over-head fall prevention system
did not provide any weight compensation during walking with the exoskeleton. Additionally,
spotter 2 only touched the handles at the pelvic structure (Fig. 4.2 left) if necessary during
measurements.
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Figure 4.1 – Exoskeleton overview and case subject demographics. The exoskeleton has
actuated hip and knee joints in the sagittal plane (left). The VSA in the knee joint can be
blocked by inserting a bolt. If the VSA is active (bolt not inserted) M pr et ensi on can change
the pretension of the spring ∆x to adjust rotational stiffness of the knee joint. The (constant)
chosen stiffness of the VSA for the compliant configuration is indicated on the right side (blue
line), and is in a similar range as the knee stiffness values during unimpaired walking (Pfeifer
et al. (2014)). Demographics of the subject are illustrated at the bottom.
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Figure 4.2 – Experiment Setup and Protocol Illustration. Spotter 1 operates the rope to
prevent falling, spotter 2 can give support for minor corrections. Both spotters were instructed
not to intervene during the measurements unless necessary (e.g., user losing balance) or
asked to by the user. Every round of measurement consisted of one sequence of even and
one sequence of uneven ground walking. The transitions between were not evaluated. Before
every round, a break was administered.

For each configuration (rigid and compliant), the user first received ten training sessions to
familiarise with the exoskeleton configuration (familiarisation phase). During these sessions,
parameters influencing the execution of the trajectory were adapted to the user’s needs/requests to ensure optimal comfort and performance. The modified parameters included
vertical distance between ankle and hip during stance (influencing knee flexion angle during
stance phase) and torso inclination during double support (influencing rotation of ankle
trajectory around reference point of the hip joint). Step length setting and step execution
duration were kept constant. Following familiarisation, measurements were taken on three
consecutive sessions (measurement sessions) on different days. During one measurement
session, ten sequences of even walking and ten sequences of uneven ground walking were
collected. We recorded even and uneven ground in alternating fashion, always resting for a
minimum of three minutes after collecting a sequence of each ground type (Fig. 4.2 right).
Additional breaks were performed on the user’s request. The compliant configuration was
tested first (10+3 sessions), followed by the rigid configuration (10+3 sessions). Each session
lasted for about 1 hour.

Data collection and analysis
Optical tracking (Optitrack and Motive 2.0, NaturalPoint Inc., USA) was used to record the
movement of the arms and crutches, torso, pelvis, thighs and shanks at 120 Hz. Forces and
torques at both crutch tips were recorded with OMD-45-FE-1000N sensors (Optoforce, HUN)
at 100 Hz. The custom-made instrumented crutches were connected with the exoskeleton
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via cable to record the force and torque data and for the pilot to trigger steps with push
buttons (Fig. 4.1 left). Spotter intervention via the handles was monitored via touch sensitive
sensors on the handles and engagement of the rope was observed with a force gauge installed
in-line with the rope used to secure the user. This allowed excluding sequences from data
analysis if spotters had interfered.
Motion capture data were labelled and processed using Motive (version 2.1, NaturalPoint
Inc., USA). A GCVSPL filter (quintic spline, unknown variability) (Woltring (1986)) was applied
before analyzing joint angles and calculating transformation matrices in Visual3D (version 5,
C-Motion Inc., USA). Data synchronicity between the exoskeleton log and the motion capture
was ensured by recording a shared trigger signal on both data streams. Heel strikes were
identified by calculating ankle marker vertical velocity, applying a threshold and correcting
occurrence with ankle vertical position. Data were aligned from left heel strike to left heel strike.
Subsequently, all strides were grouped according to ground and exoskeleton configuration,
resulting in four groups: rigid on even ground (RE), rigid on uneven ground (RU), compliant
on even ground (CE) and compliant on uneven ground (CU).
For the analysis, parameters were calculated over strides or steps. Gait cycles (left strides) were
divided into four temporal phases. The initial double support phase lasted from left heel strike
to right toe off and was followed by single stance phase (with respect to the left leg). After right
heel strike, which terminated the single stance phase, the final double support phase lasted
until left toe off, which initiated swing phase (of the left leg). We extracted spatial parameters,
namely stride length and step length, and temporal parameters from the recorded motion
capture data. Average walking speed was calculated by measuring the distance the pelvis
travelled during one gait cycle and dividing it by the cycle duration. We calculated trunk angle
(lean), (whole-body) inclination angle, hip and knee angles as well as their respective ranges
of motion (ROM). Foot trajectories based on the ankle marker position were also extracted, as
well as the angle in the sagittal plane included between the two feet relative to the pelvis at
heel strike (included angle, as depicted in Fig. 4.4a). Kinematics of the pelvis in the transverse
plane and the ratio of stride length to respective antero-posterior pelvis displacement (SLAP)
were calculated.
From the measured crutch force data, we calculated the total net force (force applied to both
crutches in all three directions) as well as its corresponding impulse (integral over time) over
a gait cycle. We assumed the impulse to be a proxy measure of the user’s effort to balance
and ambulate (Carpentier et al. (2010)). We also derived the sum of left and right crutch
forces along the medio-lateral, antero-posterior and vertical directions by rotating the crutch
forces according to the crutch orientation in space identified by the motion capture system.
Crutch forces of the individual crutches (left and right) are also reported in medio-lateral,
antero-posterior and vertical directions together with their respective impulses.
We further analyzed where crutches were placed during left and right stance as well as the
timing of crutch lift-off (crutch double support versus crutch single support). We calculated
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the base of support as the area of the triangle composed of the tips of the crutches and the
midpoint of the stance foot as vertices. Lastly, we calculated the Robinson symmetry index
according to Viteckova et al. (2018) for step length, included angle, and single and double
support phase to quantify the symmetry between left and right steps.
Statistical analysis was performed with R (Version 3.6.0, R Foundation, Austria). Descriptive
statistics and multiple linear regression models (Appendix 4.7) were used to describe and
estimate the effects of the two configurations and of the two ground types on the outcome
parameters. The level for significance was set to p < 0.05.

4.4 Results
We analyzed 170 and 56 strides on even and uneven ground, respectively, when the exoskeleton
was compliant. With rigid knee joints, we analyzed 232 and 101 strides for even and uneven
ground respectively. Descriptive statistics and results from the linear regression models are
summarized in Table 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 (Appendix 4.7) and Table 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 (Appendix 4.7)
respectively.
The compliant configuration enabled higher walking speeds (µCU : 0.116 m/s, µC E : 0.145 m/s)
than the rigid configuration (µRU : 0.083 m/s, µRE : 0.100 m/s) (p < 0.001). Generally, walking
speed always decreased when walking over uneven ground (Fig. 4.3c). Walking speed was
directly influenced by stride length (Fig. 4.3a). Right and left step length (Fig. 4.3b) were
influenced by the exoskeleton configuration (p < 0.001) and by ground type (p < 0.001). Gait
cycle duration (Fig. 4.3d) increased on uneven ground compared to even ground (p < 0.001).
Configuration slightly influenced gait cycle duration (p < 0.001). Cycles were slightly longer on
uneven ground with the compliant configuration compared to the rigid (p < 0.001), whereas
the opposite was the case for even ground walking (p < 0.001).
The increase in gait cycle duration by 0.18 seconds on average on the uneven ground was
mostly caused by longer initial and final double support phases. Single stance and swing
phase were slightly influenced by ground type (p < 0.05, increasing duration on uneven) and
configuration (p < 0.01, decreasing single stance and increasing swing phase with rigid knee
joints) (Fig. 4.3f).
The included angle was smaller for the rigid configuration (p < 0.001) (Fig. 4.4m). The difference was mainly caused by a decrease of the lead angle (Fig. 4.4n), as the trail angle (Fig. 4.4o)
stayed rather constant across configurations. The trail angle was slightly higher on uneven
ground.
The inclination angle was increased on uneven ground compared to even ground (Fig. 4.4gh) (p < 0.001). Rigid knee joints also caused an increase in inclination angle compared
to compliant ones (∆peak ang l e > 2.6◦ , p < 0.001). The inclination angle for the compliant
configuration on uneven ground (µpeak ang l e of 16.9◦ and 16.6◦ for left and right stance
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Figure 4.3 – Walking speed, spatial and temporal parameters for walking over two ground
types with a rigid and compliant knee joint. Stride length decreased on uneven ground (a)
as did walking speed (c). Walking speeds were always higher for compliant knee joints,
irrespective of ground type. Step length were generally shorter for the rigid configuration and
on the uneven ground (b) and gait cycle duration in seconds increased on uneven ground (d).
The gait cycle was segmented into initial double support (IDS), single stance (SS), final double
support (FDS) and swing phase (SW). Steps were triggered by pushing a button during IDS
and FDS phases (f). The relative duration of the double support phases in gait cycle percent
was higher on uneven ground (e).
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respectively) was almost the same as the inclination angle for the rigid configuration on
even ground (µpeak ang l e of 17.1◦ and 17.2◦ for left and right stance, respectively). Trunk
angle (Fig. 4.4f) seemed to be affected by ground and configuration in a similar way to the
inclination angle (p < 0.001). The ROM of the knee joint (Fig. 4.4i-j) was significantly larger in
the case of a rigid exoskeleton joint compared to a compliant one (∆ > 14.623◦ , p < 0.001). It
did not considerably vary with ground type, however. The left and right knees were asymmetric
in the range of angles that were spanned for both exoskeleton configurations and ground types.
The rigid right knee was extending further than the left knee. For the right knee, variability was
rather large on uneven ground. This was not the case for the left knee on uneven ground when
it was compliant (Fig. 4.4b-c). The foot trajectory in the sagittal plane (Fig. 4.4k-l) indicated
that the rigid configuration resulted in more ground clearance but shorter steps.
The pelvis movement in the transverse plane was increased in the anterior-posterior (AP)
direction when walking over uneven ground (p < 0.001, Fig. 4.5). Stride length compared
to AP movement (SLAP ratio, Fig. 4.5e) was largest with a compliant exoskeleton on even
ground (µC E = 5.53). When walking over uneven ground, stride length decreased in relation to
the AP movement. It was even further reduced with a rigid exoskeleton on even ground to the
smallest value with rigid joints on uneven ground (µRU = 2.37). Medio-lateral (ML) movement
slightly decreased when walking over uneven ground for the compliant exoskeleton (p > 0.05).
It further decreased when the exoskeleton was rigid (p < 0.001). Walking on uneven ground
with a rigid exoskeleton resulted in the smallest ML movement.
The crutches were placed more anteriorly with a rigid exoskeleton (Fig. 4.6d-e). Uneven
ground mainly led to more lateral placement, resulting in a slightly more posterior placement
than on even ground. On uneven ground, the base of support (Fig. 4.6a) did not significantly
increase for the compliant exoskeleton right stance (p = 0.8) but it significantly increased for
left stance (p = 0.017). With a rigid exoskeleton the base of support was increased on even
ground compared to the compliant configuration (p < 0.001), and further increased when
walking over uneven ground (p < 0.001).
The gait cycle percentage during which one of the crutches was in the air for repositioning
(crutch single stance (cSS) duration) decreased on uneven ground (p < 0.001) (Fig. 4.6b). It
was lowest on uneven ground with compliant knee joints (18.93%) and longest for compliant
knee joints on even ground (21.53%). The part of the gait cycle during which both crutches
were on the ground (crutch double support (cDS) duration) increased for uneven ground
accordingly (p < 0.001) (Fig. 4.6c).
Total net crutch force showed higher maximum amplitudes for both configurations on the
uneven ground (∆ > 135 N, p < 0.001) (Fig. 4.7a). The difference between configurations
on even ground is still statistically significant but smaller (∆ = 15 N, p < 0.01). After heel
strike, the user unloaded the crutches. Shortly before the next step was executed, the crutches
were loaded again. With the compliant knee joints, lower forces were observed during the
initial and final double support phases compared to rigid ones on the same ground. The
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Figure 4.4 – Illustration of joint angles, ranges of motion and foot trajectories during one
gait cycle. A schematic of the analyzed angles is provided in (a). Average trajectories of knee
angle (b-c), hip angle (d-e), trunk angle (f) and inclination (g-h) are indicated with lines plus
minus standard deviations as shaded areas. Triangles represent mean heel strike (HS) and toe
off (TO). Joint ROMs are displayed for left (i) and right (j) events (steps, stances, strides). The
inclination ROM has the ankle as centre of rotation (COR). Hip ROM varied with ground type
but not with configuration. Knee ROM varied with configuration but not with ground type.
More knee extension could be observed with a rigid exoskeleton. Feet trajectories relative to
the lab space are displayed in (k) and (l). Included angle (m), lead angle (n) and trail angle (o)
at heel strike (HS) are displayed in boxplots. Whiskers indicate the minimum and maximum
sample not considered outliers. Outliers are marked with crosses. Box edges indicate the
25th and 75th percentile, the center line represents the median and the notches extend to the
95% confidence interval of true differences between means. Included angle was higher with
compliant knee joints but not influenced by ground type. Lead angle varied with ground type
and knee configuration whereas trail angle seemed to be rather constant.
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Figure 4.5 – Pelvis movement in the transverse plane with respect to step width. Shaded box
width indicates step width and the trajectories illustrate movement of the pelvis (a-e). Heel
strike (HS) of left and right foot are indicated with triangles. Medio-lateral (ML) movement
was bigger with a compliant exoskeleton. Anterior-posterior (AP) movement was smallest
with a compliant exoskeleton on even ground. SLAP ratios are shown in (e). Stride length was
biggest in relation to the AP movement with compliant knees on even ground. For the other
combinations it gradually decreased.

impulse (Fig. 4.7b) increased from even to uneven ground, and compliant to rigid exoskeleton,
respectively (p < 0.001). The most notable differences between the configurations occurred in
the total vertical crutch force component (Fig. 4.7e). These forces indicated that on uneven
ground 50-60% body weight were unloaded onto the crutches for both configurations. Total
ML forces (Fig. 4.7d) showed the same tendency but were of lower amplitude than the vertical
forces. Total AP force (Fig. 4.7c) was very similar for both ground types within the same
exoskeleton configuration.
The results were similar when the individual crutches were analyzed. The most notable difference between the configurations was observed in the vertical crutch force component
(Fig. 4.7l-m). During repositioning of one crutch, with a compliant exoskeleton the contralateral crutch was unloaded. The vertical impulse (Fig. 4.7n) was lower with a compliant exoskeleton on the respective ground type (∆C E −RE > 95.8 Ns and ∆CU −RU > 54.6 Ns, p < 0.001).
The vertical impulse of the right crutch force was always lower than the one of the left crutch
force irrespective of configuration or ground type.
The symmetry indices were generally nearer to zero, which indicates perfect symmetry, if the
exoskeleton was compliant (Table 4.1). Especially, step length and included angle showed
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Figure 4.6 – Crutch placement and base of support. The base of support (a) was calculated
as the area of the triangle between both crutches and the stance foot during stance. It most
notably increased when switching from compliant knee joints to rigid ones. The base of
support significantly increased on uneven ground for both configurations. The percentages of
a gait cycle where only one crutch was in contact with the floor (cSS) and where both crutches
were on the ground (cDS) are given in (b) and (c), respectively. The user had both crutches
on the ground for a longer portion of the gait cycle when on uneven ground. The averaged
positioning of the crutches with respect to the stance foot is shown in (d-e). Shaded ellipses
represent the 95% confidence interval of data points.

high symmetry indices for walking on even ground with a rigid exoskeleton, which indicates
high asymmetry.

4.5 Discussion
We aimed to investigate how knee joint compliance influences performance, efficiency and
effort of a user with motor complete SCI while walking over even and uneven ground with a
powered lower limb exoskeleton. We found that walking speed was slower with rigid joints,
despite presenting larger knee range of motion. We argue that this is an indicator for decreased
efficiency since larger limb excursions require more energy and should be avoided if that
movement is not translated into forward motion during ambulation. Decreased loading of
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Figure 4.7 – Crutch forces (normalized with respect to body weight) and impulses. The
force applied to both crutches in all three directions, named total net crutch force, is shown
in (a). Total net crutch force was higher on the uneven ground. The compliant configuration
resulted in lower forces during the crutch unloading phases for both ground types. Impulse
from the total net force (b) was lowest for compliant knees and even ground. Walking over
uneven ground significantly increased impulse for both configurations. The components
of the total net force in the anterior-posterior (c), medio-lateral (ML) (d) and vertical (e)
directions are also displayed. The forces applied in the AP, ML and vertical direction to the
left (f, i, l) and right (g, j, m) crutch are reported too. The corresponding impulses (h, k, n)
were also calculated. With a compliant exoskeleton, during unloading and repositioning of
one crutch the contralateral crutch was unloaded, which did not occur with rigid knees. This
timespan is represented by the colored parts of the force averages. The impulse of the vertical
force was lower for the right crutch compared to the left side for both configurations and both
ground types. Heel strike (HS) and toe off (TO) are indicated with triangles.
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Table 4.1 – Symmetry indices of selected parameters

step length
included angle
single support phase
double support phase

CE

CU

RE

RU

0.1
7.8
4.0
14.4

5.3
9.5
2.1
14.5

20.6
31.99
4.8
11.9

18.6
41.1
6.6
16.6

the crutches could not be observed as clearly as expected in terms of measured peak crutch
force amplitudes. However, the impulse of the crutch forces over one gait cycle decreased
significantly for compliant knees compared to conventional rigid actuation. From this we
infer that it took more effort to walk with a rigid exoskeleton, as more force was needed over a
gait cycle. This is based on the assumption that net force created by the user correlates with
effort spent by muscles of the upper body and therefore has an influence on metabolic cost.
Additionally, we also observed greater asymmetry between left and right steps when the knee
joints were actuated rigidly.
On uneven ground, walking speed was generally lower compared to even ground walking.
This was expected because of the higher difficulty to maintain balance and establish ground
clearance of the swing leg irrespective of knee joint configuration. It is noteworthy that walking
speed with rigid knee joints on even ground was even slower than walking speed over uneven
ground in the compliant configuration. We observed that the impulse of the total net crutch
force increased for walking over uneven ground, which indicates more effort was necessary to
traverse it compared to the even ground.

Spatial and temporal parameters
The mean walking speed over all sessions and trials measured for the conditions during this
study ranged from 0.083 m/s (rigid on uneven ground) to 0.145 m/s (compliant on even
ground), placing it in the lower range of the reported mean speed (0.06 m/s to 0.27 m/s)
reached by non-ambulatory SCI subjects walking with the EksoGT on even ground (Ramanujam et al. (2018a)). Typically achieved walking speed highly depends on the capabilities of the
used exoskeleton, and on the lesion level and physical condition of the user. In another study,
users were reported to achieve similar stride lengths to the longest strides of around 0.6 m
observed in this study, resulting in a slightly faster walking speed of around 0.2 m/s using
the EksoGT (Ramanujam et al. (2018b)). However, these users all suffered incomplete SCI
allowing them to partially assist the exoskeleton movements, which may explain the higher
walking speed achieved. Interestingly, able-bodied subjects were also evaluated as a reference
when walking with the EksoGT, achieving walking speeds from 0.25 m/s when the users were
instructed to be passive and 0.36 m/s when they actively supported step execution with their
legs. Consequently, walking speed still is a limitation of exoskeletons since motor-complete
users achieve gait speeds of only 0.26 m/s (Louie et al. (2015)) on average. This is lower than the
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speed of 0.4 m/s, which is considered the minimum for limited community ambulation (van
Hedel (2008)). Consequently, any design choice that can increase speed should be welcomed.
Walking speed is determined by two parameters, namely stride length and gait cycle duration.
Ramanujam et al. (2018b) found that the speed reached by SCI subjects walking in the EksoGT
strongly positively correlated with stride length. This was also observed in our study. The
compliant knees allowed for longer strides and resulted in higher walking speed. Figure
4.3.a-c shows that mean walking speed and mean stride length follow the same trend across
conditions. Mean stride length and step length measured with compliant knees (0.55-0.60 m
and 0.27-0.30 m respectively) were similar to the ones achieved on even ground in Ramanujam
et al. (2018b) (0.59-0.64 m and 0.27-0.32 m), while the ones observed with rigid knees were
lower (0.36-0.41 m and 0.16-0.22 m). The observed decrease in stride length of the rigid
exoskeleton in comparison to the compliant one might have been influenced by two factors:
altered system behavior despite identical control, and the user’s walking strategy. Since the
compliant joint always allows deviations from the desired position, we expected that knee
flexion would be reduced due to gravity during swing, which would reduce step length as heel
strike would occur earlier. In contrast, we would have expected that the increased position
control fidelity of the rigid configuration would lead to more accurate tracking of the reference
trajectory and thus would have resulted in longer steps with a rigid knee joint. However, we
observed the opposite in our results and steps were longer in the compliant configuration.
Talaty et al. (2013) compared different SCI users walking with the ReWalk and observed that
subjects who could adopt a body posture that allowed enough foot clearance performed longer
steps. In our experiment, however, foot clearance did not appear to be the limiting factor,
because it was higher for rigid knee joints even though the resulting steps were shorter. Even
more, since the feet moved more in the vertical direction without progressing in the anterior
direction, the higher foot clearance was ineffective and therefore also inefficient. The observed
higher foot clearance could have been influenced by the faster response of the knee motor to
desired position changes, in absence of a delaying spring. The user’s walking strategy adopted
with the rigid configuration led to reduced lead angle (decreasing step length) as he increased
his inclination angle. The included angle between lead and trail leg was thus decreased as
the trail angle did not change significantly, which is assumed to in turn have reduced the
step length. Other studies reported that the included angle positively correlated with stride
length (Ramanujam et al. (2019)). Comparing the mean lead and trail angles obtained in this
experiment (-10.75-0.77◦ and 17.30-20.53◦ , respectively) with the previously mentioned study
(around 3-9◦ and 16-24◦ ), we can see that the trail angles were similar, while the lead angles
were noticeably smaller in our case. Most likely, the fact that the pilot was leaning further
forward prevented the lead foot from being placed further in front of the body. This was most
prominent with rigid knee joints and resulted in negative lead angles and, consequently, in
smaller included angles and shorter strides.
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The other parameter influencing walking speed is gait cycle duration. In this study, the
theoretical swing time planned by the exoskeleton was set to 1.75 s, and therefore the speed
at which the exoskeleton moved the feet of the pilot along the set trajectory to perform a
step was always the same. Despite this, the subject could walk faster with compliant knee
joints than with rigid ones on both ground types. One factor influencing gait cycle duration
could have been that the subject could actively influence the duration of the double support
phases, since he had to manually trigger the next step. Ramanujam et al. (2018b) suggested
that the ability of the pilot to shift the weight from one foot to the other during the double
support phase strongly influences the walking speed. Therefore, the higher speed obtained
with compliant knee joints might suggest that, in this configuration, the subject could transfer
the weight in a more efficient way, shortening the double support phase. However, according
to the results in Fig. 4.3f, this happened only during initial double support phases, but was not
the case for final double support phases. Compliant knee joints even resulted in the longest
final double support phases on uneven ground despite allowing higher average walking speed
than rigid knee joints on even and uneven ground. The shortest time spent in double support
was observed for compliant knee joints on even ground (25% of the gait cycle). In contrast, the
longest time was spent in double support on uneven ground with rigid knee joints (30.6% of
the gait cycle). The duration of the double support phases were similar or shorter than double
support phases reported for incomplete SCI subjects walking with the ReWalk (30.49% gait
cycle) and with the EksoGT (58.89% gait cycle) after training (Ramanujam et al. (2017)). This
difference is noteworthy as our measurements were performed with a motor-complete SCI
user, which typically walk slower than incomplete SCI users. This parameter could, however,
also be influenced by the method used to define heel strike and toe off time, which proved to
be non-trivial for exoskeleton walking, and the methods used in other work (e.g. Ramanujam
et al. (2017)) were not documented.

Joint angles and joint range of motion during walking
For all four conditions, the mean trunk peak angle (19.80◦ –35.86◦ ) was higher than the one
reported in Ramanujam et al. (2019), which was below 10◦ for all the incomplete SCI subjects
walking with the ReWalk or with the EksoGT. In our experiment, rigid knee joints led to higher
trunk and inclination peak angles. This might be a strategy adopted by the user in order to
avoid falling backwards and facilitate weight shifting. During the first training sessions with
rigid knee joints, our participant attempted to walk more upright, but he could often not
shift his weight over the stance foot to progress during the steps and therefore frequently lost
balance. This might be due to the greater vertical excursion needed to shift the center of mass
over a rigid leg compared to a compliant one, where the knee can be flexed by loading the
leg. Because of this issue, the pilot possibly opted for leaning forward with the whole body,
thus bringing the center of mass more to the front of the feet and decreasing the probability of
falling backwards. This behavior was accentuated on uneven ground, in both configurations.
In this case, higher inclination and trunk angles could also result from the fact that the subject
felt less safe. He might therefore have required more visual cues from the ground or opted
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to rely more on the crutches and less on the exoskeleton to better control balance. In all
these cases, higher inclination and trunk angles caused the pilot to carry more weight on the
crutches and less on the feet, therefore leading to higher effort for the upper body. This fact
is confirmed by the higher impulses measured with rigid knee joints and on uneven ground
(Figure 4.7b). The knee ROM was significantly higher on both ground types with rigid knee
joints, mainly because during stance the knee was more extended (Figure 4.4b-c) compared to
the compliant configuration, which showed increased knee flexion when loaded with the user’s
body weight. Consequently, the greater extension of the stance leg reached with rigid knee
joints led to higher foot clearance for the contralateral foot (Figure 4.4k-l). Despite this, the
steps were shorter, suggesting that the higher foot clearance in comparison to the compliant
configuration was not useful for improving the step length, and was not necessary. As with
compliant knee joints, the pilot could perform longer steps even if the knee ROM was smaller
and the foot clearance lower. Hence, we could conclude that the compliant configuration was
more efficient in generating forward movement since less leg excursion was necessary.

Pelvis trajectory in the transverse plane
The only other study investigating walking over uneven ground with exoskeletons (Ugurlu
et al. (2014)) found that trunk pitch angle velocity was increased if the exoskeleton was rigid.
They suggested that when walking in a rigid exoskeleton, external forces, e.g. resulting from
heel strike, have a more direct impact on the exoskeleton and, consequently, on the user. Thus,
external forces may require the pilot to perform undesired forward-backward movements
with the upper body to maintain balance. This may explain why during this experiment the AP
displacement was higher with rigid knee joints on the same ground type, which did not allow
the exoskeleton to weaken the impact that external forces exerted on the pilot, while compliant
knee joints allowed this via the springs. The fact that the higher AP excursion was unnecessary
is supported by the results of the SLAP ratio: lower SLAP ratios indicate that for the same AP
displacement, the stride length was lower, therefore the AP excursion was not efficiently used
to walk forward. Compliant knee joints led to higher SLAP ratios on both even and uneven
ground, implying that higher stride length could be reached with lower AP excursion. We
interpret this as being more efficient because the upper body had to be moved less in the AP
direction per distance travelled. Since movement of the pelvis is assumed to be associated
with effort of the user and becomes more difficult to control with higher lesion levels, we
conclude that this ratio should be maximized for efficient exoskeleton walking. Overall, the
results of this study are in agreement with the results of Ugurlu et al. (2014), and we also found
that compliance helped walking over uneven ground. We could further demonstrate that this
was also the case for a user with motor-complete SCI in overground walking and with crutches
instead of a grounded bar to hold on to.
For the rather static walking pattern employed by most powered exoskeletons, shifting the
body weight from one leg to the other to unload the swing leg is a skill that users need to be
trained in specifically. Only sufficient weight shift clears the swing leg, ensuring successful
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swing through. Properly loading the stance leg also helps to unload the crutches, which have
to bear all the weight that could not be shifted onto the stance leg. Healthy subjects walking
in an exoskeleton have been reported to exhibit larger lateral weight shift in comparison to
SCI users (Ramanujam et al. (2019)) when using the same device. Thus, we assumed that the
increased lateral movement observed with the compliant exoskeleton suggests that the user
achieved lateral weight shift more easily, and the decreased lateral movement with a rigid
exoskeleton pointed towards reduced ability to shift the weight onto the stance leg. Lastly,
compliant knee joints resulted in a more symmetrical and regular pelvis trajectory, similar
to what is observed in able-bodied subjects walking with an exoskeleton (Ramanujam et al.
(2019)).

Crutch-ground interaction forces and impulse
On the same ground type, the net total crutch force showed lower peaks with compliant knee
joints. However, on uneven ground the difference was not statistically significant. When
comparing the same ground type, the impulse resulting from the net total support ground
reaction forces (GRF) was higher for the rigid configuration. Higher impulse means that, over
time, the arms had to exert more force to maintain balance, potentially increasing user fatigue.
This is especially relevant for users with higher lesion levels, who may not be able to fully
support their trunk.
The lower impulse and GRF obtained in the compliant configuration are in line with the results
in Ugurlu et al. (2014), which showed that when walking with a compliant controller the force
exerted by the arms was lower than when walking with a conventional one. Looking at the
colored parts of the force curves in Figure 4.7f-m, it can be observed that the biggest difference
across conditions resulted from the double support phases of the gait cycle, when one of
the two crutches was lifted to be repositioned. During these phases, the GRF decreased with
compliant knee joints, while a plateau was observed in the rigid configuration. This trend is
most prominent in the vertical force component. If we consider, for example, the final double
support phase of the gait cycle (between right heel strike and left toe off), we can see that
the right crutch was lifted to be placed forward during this phase, and the forces therefore
approached 0 N. Interestingly, with compliant knee joints also the left (contralateral) crutch
forces decreased. This means that the left arm could relax, while with rigid knee joints this was
not observed, and the left arm had to continuously exert forces through the crutch. The same
pattern was observed for the right crutch during initial double support, when the left crutch
was lifted. This could imply that during the double support phases with compliant knee joints,
the pilot relied more on the exoskeleton and less on the crutches when transferring the weight
from one foot to the other.
The impulse of the ML force component of the individual left and right crutch reflected the
strategy used by the subject when walking, being higher for uneven ground, as the crutches
were placed more laterally in this case. We expected the AP impulse to be higher for rigid knee
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joints, since the crutches were placed more anteriorly, but this was not the case. A reason
for this could be that faster walking may increase the AP impulse of the crutches, as they are
mainly used to brake the subject’s forward falling motion along this direction. However, the
impulse was not corrected for walking speed, and the fact that with compliant knee joints the
pilot walked faster probably contributed to increasing the AP impulse.
Minimizing impulse and GRF during walking with the exoskeleton is important because SCI
subjects with high lesions potentially have less strength in the upper body. Exerting lower
forces could prevent fatigue, and allow a longer walking time. Furthermore, impulse and
GRF are transmitted to the shoulder joints and could potentially lead to overuse injuries.
Consequently, reduced peak forces and impulse achieved with compliant knee joints are an
advantage in terms of both effort and joint injury prevention.

Crutch placement strategy
Since the VariLeg only actuates the legs in the sagittal plane and does not have degrees of
freedom in the frontal plane, neither pilot nor exoskeleton could increase the base of support
to actively control lateral stability by performing wider steps as unimpaired walkers might
do (Bauby and Kuo (2000)). Placing the crutches further away from the stance foot was the
only possibility to increase the base of support for the user. Different studies in unimpaired
subjects showed that step width, and therefore the base of support, was greater when balance
was more challenging, as is the case on irregular surfaces (Marigold and Patla (2008)) or
when closing the eyes (Bauby and Kuo (2000)). During our experiment, the base of support
was smaller with compliant knee joints compared to rigid ones on both ground types. This
could indicate that compliant knee joints allowed better handling of ground irregularities
and required less engagement and therefore effort of the user’s upper body to keep balance.
Larger base of support with a rigid knee joint came from a more anterior placement of the
crutches with respect to the stance foot, probably also related to the higher inclination angle
observed. On uneven ground, the crutches were placed more laterally compared to even
ground, which could indicate that higher lateral stability was needed. The placement strategy
indicates that the crutches were mostly used to restrain lateral and forward motion and not to
push the subject forward, therefore acting to prevent lateral and forward falling. This strategy
has previously been observed when subjects with incomplete SCI walk with crutches (Melis
et al. (1999)).
Walking on uneven ground resulted in longer double support phases and shorter single
support phases of the crutches. This further corroborates the conclusion that lateral stability
was harder to maintain on the irregular surface. Hence, longer double support phases of the
crutches were necessary to maintain balance. This behavior also contributed to the reported
increase in impulse of the crutch forces.
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Symmetry indices
In general, on both ground types, compliant knee joints resulted in lower symmetry indices and, therefore, in higher gait symmetry. In chronic stroke patients, asymmetry of
spatiotemporal gait parameters was linked to higher risk of falling and to higher balance
impairments (Lewek et al. (2014)). This could indicate that rigid knee joints resulted in more
difficulty to maintain stability since higher gait asymmetry was observed. Therefore, the
higher gait symmetry observed with compliant knee joints may have reduced the physical
effort needed by the pilot when walking with the exoskeleton.

Subjective user feedback
Anecdotally, the user reported that walking in the exoskeleton with rigid knee joint felt much
jerkier, especially on uneven ground. He also reported feeling more forced to follow what the
exoskeleton commands and having less influence over the walking process with rigid knee
joints. Both of these user assessments support our findings. However, it has to be considered
that the user was not blinded towards the configuration he was using.

Limitations and outlook
The higher walking speed might have increased parameters such as GRF, impulse and base of
support. Trials with controlled constant walking speed across conditions could therefore be
interesting. This could be achieved by diminishing the step length settings for the compliant
knee joints and by triggering the steps with a pre-set timing.
It would be interesting to investigate whether the assumed relationship between crutch
force impulse over a gait cycle and effort is valid. Monitoring metabolic cost of walking
via gas exchange measurement, as has been performed in other studies evaluating effort
during exoskeleton walking (Asselin et al. (2015)), could shed more light on whether this
assumption is true. Conducting measurements with force plates to assess load bearing of
legs and arms/crutches could further improve our understanding of exoskeleton walking
and should thus be considered. However, both additions would increase the complexity
of the protocol and the discomfort for the user. Metabolic cost analysis via gas exchange
measurements requires relatively long time periods of around 3 min of steady activity to
acquire representative results. Force plates have to be specifically targeted by the user during
foot placement and can only analyze a single step at a time, which renders acquiring a similar
number of steps as presented in this experiment an even more time consuming process. Future
investigations should consider recruiting additional users ideally naive to the hardware used
in the study. However, study participation requires a high investment of users, as our protocol
requires approximately 26 hours of exoskeleton walking sessions, without considering the
time needed for preparation and travel.
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For this experiment, we left the control, i.e. the PID parameters, fixed between the two conditions. We adjusted the trajectory using a given set of parameters that tweak the exoskeleton
movement according to the user’s feedback. Specifically, with rigid knee joints, we adapted
two trajectory parameters: torso inclination (more hip flexion during double support) and
knee extension during stance (lower nominal knee extension during double support). We
decided to adjust the latter parameter as we expected knee extension during stance had to
be adapted due to the presence or absence of a spring. This was motivated by the fact that a
compliant knee joint allows knee flexion under body weight loading. During the training phase
with the rigid exoskeleton we discovered that a change in the torso inclination parameter was
preferred by the user as he struggled to perform weight shifting from one leg to the other if
this setting remained the same as with the compliant exoskeleton. An interesting question
for future investigations would be whether the torso inclination parameter could be changed
back after initial training, and if differences in inclination and potentially also torso angle
observed here between the two knee joint configurations would then disappear. However, it
needs to be considered that parameters may always have to be adapted to individual users (for
any mode), as they have strong preferences in terms of perceived comfort and performance.
Along the same line, it would be very interesting to compare the same user performing the
same protocol with a different exoskeleton for comparison. Performance and walking speed in
particular are results of the symbiotic execution of walking that requires synchronized behavior
of user and exoskeleton. A longitudinal study with the EksoGT, although with incomplete
SCI subjects, found that training time predicted walking speed with an exponential decaying
function (Ramanujam et al. (2018b)). The reasoning provided is that the double support phase
can be reduced quickly over the first few hours of training, but then stagnates. Stride length,
on the other hand, was not significantly influenced by the number of training sessions, but
well predicted by the participant group (able bodied or incomplete SCI). This suggests that
exoskeletons must be improved in design and/or control to achieve faster walking speeds. The
presented results suggest that actuation with compliance may be a step contributing to this
goal.
According to our results, compliance was advantageous for the subject in terms of increased
performance and decreased effort while walking on both the even and uneven ground. The
higher performance and lower effort for the upper body obtained with compliant knees suggest
that the compliant exoskeleton may be used by weaker subjects, e.g. due to a higher lesion level,
who might not manage to walk with rigid knee joints. Therefore, compliant exoskeletons would
be an advantage not only when performing activities of daily living, but also in rehabilitation,
because they could potentially allow longer training sessions, might be easier to walk with and
could result in more symmetrical and natural gait. The increased performance and decreased
effort observed with a compliant exoskeleton support the hypothesis that compliance could
also improve wearable robots when walking over uneven ground, similar to what has been
demonstrated in underactuated bipedal robots (Griffin and Grizzle (2015)) and other legged
robots (Hutter et al. (2014)).
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4.6. Conclusion
This work is important as it will provide exoskeleton developers and clinicians with information about the potential benefits of compliance embedded in powered exoskeletons, paving
the way for a novel generation of such assistive devices more robustly coping with real-life
environments. In summary, this is the first study investigating the effects of compliant exoskeleton knee joints on uneven ground with a user with motor-complete SCI. Our results
suggest that adding compliance to the knee joint is beneficial in all examined domains.

4.6 Conclusion
This study demonstrated that compliant exoskeleton knees can make gait more efficient
and increase walking speed. This was true for both even and uneven ground compared to
the rigid configuration. The user could generate higher speeds with less movement, which
suggests higher efficiency. Effort of walking was decreased through longer phases of the
gait cycle where crutches were not loaded, indicating increased load transfer through the
legs. Improved performance and reduced effort might allow the exoskeleton to be used for
a longer time and by weaker SCI subjects, making it easier to perform ambulatory tasks in
every day life. Thus, we conclude that principles similar to those increasing gait robustness of
humanoid and other legged robots are also applicable to powered lower limb exoskeletons.
Hence compliance, which could potentially also be added by control, should be considered
for exoskeleton designs.
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See tables on the following pages.
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Trail angle (°)

Stride length (m)

Speed (m/s)
Step length (m)

Phases duration (%)

Phases duration (s)

Lead angle (°)

Spatial and temporal
Cycle duration (s)
Included angle (°)

Parameters

Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right

Left
Right
Left
Right
IDS
SS
FDS
SW
IDS
SS
FDS
SW

4.053
18.542
20.059
0.034
0.768
0.471
1.533
0.543
1.473
11.584
38.273
13.368
36.774
0.145
0.298
0.298
0.596
0.587
18.508
19.291

mean

std
0.145
1.724
1.922
1.561
1.781
0.086
0.039
0.078
0.044
1.743
1.283
1.650
1.249
0.007
0.022
0.020
0.019
0.019
1.423
1.151

CoE

4.538
17.364
19.009
-1.473
-1.523
0.628
1.598
0.715
1.564
13.707
35.677
15.693
34.923
0.116
0.283
0.267
0.546
0.546
18.837
20.531

mean

std
0.298
2.926
2.593
2.308
2.253
0.206
0.121
0.152
0.097
3.578
2.851
2.786
2.430
0.017
0.039
0.029
0.054
0.052
2.175
2.565

CoU

4.122
8.093
11.156
-9.206
-6.472
0.614
1.426
0.550
1.497
14.866
35.056
13.292
36.786
0.100
0.175
0.215
0.413
0.410
17.299
17.628

mean

StE

0.178
1.304
1.313
2.071
1.683
0.108
0.049
0.130
0.028
1.903
1.510
2.541
1.412
0.008
0.013
0.012
0.020
0.019
1.739
1.522

std

Table 4.2 – Descriptive statistics of spatial and temporal parameters

4.358
7.922
11.955
-10.754
-8.326
0.727
1.443
0.612
1.543
16.562
33.575
13.988
35.875
0.083
0.163
0.196
0.363
0.359
18.677
20.281

mean

StU

0.217
1.939
1.808
1.851
1.725
0.171
0.036
0.128
0.044
3.021
1.766
2.480
2.024
0.010
0.020
0.016
0.029
0.028
1.913
1.861

std
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Pelvis trajectory
AP excursion (m)
ML excursion (m)
SLAP_ratio

Trunk ROM (°)

Trunk peak angle (°)

Knee ROM (°)

Inclination ROM (°)

Inclination peak angle (°)

Joint angles and ROMs
Hip ROM (°)

Parameters
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
0.111
0.135
5.530

28.133
27.712
14.298
14.538
7.355
7.342
38.938
35.970
19.802
20.765
3.539
4.193

mean

std

0.019
0.031
1.039

2.284
1.193
1.243
1.249
1.224
1.182
1.859
1.484
1.480
1.373
0.744
0.769

CoE

0.148
0.134
3.798

30.811
29.863
16.885
16.567
6.197
4.642
41.411
37.281
26.340
26.540
3.380
4.477

mean

std

0.024
0.021
0.794

1.351
1.807
1.515
1.626
2.040
1.576
2.273
2.379
1.947
1.676
0.901
1.107

CoU

0.136
0.121
3.093

25.850
28.747
17.127
17.162
3.700
4.330
55.863
56.680
28.194
30.300
3.692
6.528

mean

StE

0.019
0.020
0.441

2.394
1.453
1.162
1.530
0.724
0.898
3.236
0.930
1.603
1.607
0.835
1.090

std

StU

0.155
0.118
2.371

29.322
30.070
20.362
20.363
3.133
3.516
56.034
56.757
34.655
35.856
3.309
4.552

mean

Table 4.3 – Descriptive statistics of joint angles, joint range of motion and pelvis trajectory

0.018
0.023
0.301

1.708
1.851
1.226
1.404
1.220
1.326
3.257
1.717
1.922
1.760
0.956
0.988

std
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Impulse: right crutch (Ns)

cDS (%)
cSS (%)
Crutch GRFs and impulse
Peak net total force (N)
Impulse: total support (Ns)
Impulse: left crutch (Ns)

Strategy with the crutches
BoS (m2)

Parameters

AP
ML
V
AP
ML
V

Left
Right

0.022
0.026
0.607
0.607
37.442
125.690
33.553
44.088
104.256
36.227
30.155
78.186

503.760
1291.633
226.452
172.026
606.904
204.736
184.584
547.958

std

0.274
0.282
78.468
21.532

mean

CoE

648.428
1842.209
241.218
313.201
874.227
223.888
319.562
784.460

0.286
0.283
81.068
18.932

mean
0.035
0.035
1.828
1.828

std

81.270
276.283
34.493
64.305
155.946
49.333
62.369
143.801

CoU

518.711
1566.003
230.742
189.039
788.467
228.326
212.426
643.771

0.316
0.308
78.709
21.291

mean

StE

44.111
124.765
27.802
40.167
91.025
33.916
60.471
79.630

0.039
0.034
1.373
1.373

std

Table 4.4 – Descriptive statistics of crutch forces, impulse and placement

654.419
1996.118
202.403
335.900
977.661
243.563
339.252
839.027

0.346
0.344
80.315
19.685

mean

StU

41.454
170.724
28.871
49.600
118.825
32.287
46.594
84.974

0.026
0.025
0.927
0.927

std
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Trail angle

Stride length

Speed
Step length

Phases duration (%)

Phases duration (s)

Lead angle

Spatial and temporal
Cycle duration
Included angle

Parameter

Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right

Left
Right
Left
Right
IDS
SS
FDS
SW
IDS
SS
FDS
SW

10.2973
-0.8072
3.8086
-6.7763
-8.7178
7.3004
2.4987
4.3346
8.1168
6.1543
-7.4009
2.5130
-4.7139
-15.2543
-4.7417
-9.1755
-15.6889
-15.2543
6.6667
13.6882

t value
0.0000
0.4199
0.0002
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0128
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0123
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

p value

Rigid leg

-16.3799
4.3142
3.8731
5.1059
8.3320
-7.9036
-7.4971
-9.3864
-12.5756
-5.9590
10.0374
-6.4954
7.4106
20.4671
4.6340
11.6743
12.0399
20.4671
-1.2347
-4.9504

0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.2175
0.0000

p value

Soft leg
t value

Ground effect

-3.5632
58.4122
50.1048
47.7647
40.1901
-11.0189
18.8585
-0.6402
-5.2283
-14.0572
18.9833
0.3244
-0.0726
48.0208
57.7527
47.2873
67.3534
48.0208
6.9063
10.1328

t value
0.0004
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.5223
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.7457
0.9421
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

p value

Even ground

-5.6208
-31.9837
-24.0550
-29.0706
-22.8864
4.5915
-16.5731
-5.1910
-2.6538
7.4109
-7.5164
-4.4054
3.5243
-21.0861
-34.1036
-24.4237
-40.9054
-21.0861
-0.5566
-0.9240

t value
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0082
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0005
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.5780
0.3559

p value

Uneven ground

Configuration effect

6.6537
-2.9182
-5.3939
0.1084
-1.2551
1.7837
4.4005
4.7713
4.9791
0.9470
-3.4098
3.5995
-2.9765
-6.8529
-0.7634
-3.6184
0.0781
-6.8529
-3.1031
-4.4611

t value

0.0000
0.0037
0.0000
0.9137
0.2100
0.0750
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.3440
0.0007
0.0003
0.0030
0.0000
0.4455
0.0003
0.9378
0.0000
0.0020
0.0000

p value

Interaction effect

Table 4.5 – Results from the linear regression models for spatial and temporal parameters. Non-significant p-values are reported in bold.
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Pelvis trajectory
AP excursion
ML excursion
SLAP_ratio

Trunk ROM

Trunk peak angle

Knee ROM

Inclination ROM

Inclination peak angle

Joint angles and ROMs
Hip ROM

Parameter

Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
8.1142
-0.9074
-8.6662

13.4598
-4.7417
21.9368
18.6816
-4.0859
-5.9301
0.5111
-9.1755
32.5127
29.5587
-3.8371
-16.8066

t value

0.0000
0.3646
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000
0.6095
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0001
0.0000

p value

Rigid leg

-12.3459
0.4337
16.0832

-8.0331
4.6340
-13.5691
-9.1620
6.4575
15.2298
-5.7342
11.6743
-25.4561
-23.7768
1.2296
-1.8692
0.0000
0.6646
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.2194
0.0621

p value

Soft leg
t value

Ground effect

-12.7619
5.7023
34.5384

10.4511
57.7527
-22.6455
-18.0773
31.1069
25.9272
-59.8949
47.2873
-49.8676
-59.9065
-1.8141
-23.4563

t value

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0702
0.0000

p value

Even ground

2.1219
-3.7036
-12.2565

-4.1311
-34.1036
16.8702
15.8485
-15.8015
-5.8698
31.3571
-24.4237
29.9402
35.4629
-0.5092
0.4597

t value

0.0343
0.0002
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.6108
0.6459

p value

Uneven ground

Configuration effect

4.7991
0.2122
-7.4171

-1.8831
-0.7634
-2.6921
-4.1857
-2.6070
-8.4166
4.2225
-3.6184
0.2377
0.7171
1.3756
11.7629

t value

0.0000
0.8320
0.0000

0.0602
0.4455
0.0073
0.0000
0.0094
0.0000
0.0000
0.0003
0.8122
0.4736
0.1695
0.0000

p value

Interaction effect

Table 4.6 – Results from the linear regression models for joint angles, joint range of motion and pelvis trajectory. Non-significant p-values are
reported in bold.
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Symmetry indices
Double support phase
Included angle
Single support phase
Step length

Impulse: right crutch

cDS
cSS
Crutch GRFs and impulse
Peak_GRF_net_total
Impulse: total support
Impulse: left crutch

Strategy with the crutches
BoS

Parameter

AP
ML
V
AP
ML
V

Left
Right

0.0804
0.0017
0.0004
0.2246

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0004
0.0000
0.0000

24.2655
23.2385
-7.7842
26.7784
14.6645
3.5349
20.9631
18.4852
1.7515
-3.1478
-3.5931
1.2158

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

p value

7.9000
9.8310
-15.2543
-9.1755

t value

Rigid leg

0.0025
0.4724
3.0553
-2.5573

-20.0141
-23.0156
-3.1382
-19.9167
-16.0316
-3.4377
-17.2620
-17.3236

-2.4021
-0.2268
20.4671
11.6743

0.9980
0.6368
0.0024
0.0108

0.0000
0.0000
0.0018
0.0000
0.0000
0.0006
0.0000
0.0000

0.0166
0.8207
0.0000
0.0000

p value

Soft leg
t value

Ground effect

-11.6078
9.9125
21.2155
15.2074

-3.1567
-17.5038
-1.3915
-3.6629
-16.6172
-6.4621
-5.4341
-10.7108

-13.0350
-8.7411
48.0208
47.2873

t value

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0017
0.0000
0.1646
0.0003
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

p value

Even ground

8.2894
-7.8221
-12.6014
-10.7102

0.7666
5.9499
-7.6288
2.9615
5.7365
3.2660
2.3287
3.6963

11.3299
12.1214
-21.0861
-24.4237

t value

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

0.4437
0.0000
0.0000
0.0032
0.0000
0.0012
0.0202
0.0002

0.0000
0.0000
0.0000
0.0000

p value

Uneven ground

Configuration effect

-1.0737
1.5527
-0.2177
1.2786

0.9803
3.9827
7.2455
-0.6345
3.7057
0.5558
0.8245
2.3896

-2.9344
-5.8366
-6.8529
-3.6184

t value

0.2834
0.1211
0.8277
0.2016

0.3273
0.0001
0.0000
0.5260
0.0002
0.5786
0.4100
0.0172

0.0035
0.0000
0.0000
0.0003

p value

Interaction effect

Table 4.7 – Results from the linear regression models for crutch forces, impulse, placement and gait symmetry indices. Non-significant
p-values are reported in bold.
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Chapter 5. General discussion
We set out to demonstrate that the VariLeg exoskeleton could enable motor complete SCI users
to walk and compete in the CYBATHLON 2016 using VSA. We further wanted to investigate the
effects knee compliance has on forces resulting from a collision. Lastly, we aimed to compare
compliant to rigid knee joints when walking over even and uneven ground.
We successfully completed the preparation for and participation in the CYBATHLON 2016.
After this, users with motor complete spinal cord injury were able to stand, walk and even to
some degree climb stairs. Thus, we demonstrated the VariLeg exoskeleton can be applied to
users with motor complete SCI and that it is feasible to teach them to walk with the exoskeleton.
We showed that compliant knee joints could reduce peak forces and torques at the pelvic
level during collisions. Similarly, the corresponding impulses were significantly reduced when
the knee was compliant. This may indicate that users will spend less effort to counteract
the collision and therefore reduce the risk of falling, which would improve safety. Lastly, we
reported on a case study that found higher walking speed with compliant knees on both even
and uneven ground, compared to the rigid configuration. Furthermore, walking was more
symmetric and the impulse of the total crutch forces over a gait cycle were reduced with
compliant knee joints in comparison to rigid ones. Based on these results, we concluded that
performance of exoskeletons may be improved with compliant joints for even and uneven
ground walking. Walking with compliant knee joints has also been reported to feel more
natural by the users. Observers commented anecdotally that it looked more natural than other
exoskeleton gaits, which could be because of the more fluent movement due to the spring
that prevents jerky leg extension. Finally, we expect that effort could be reduced due to the
decreased crutch force impulse.
In contrast to many other projects, we strived and succeeded to test with users of our target
population very early on. We performed over 200 hours of training with motor complete spinal
cord injured users to test and improve the VariLeg exoskeleton. The experience gained through
testing provided useful insights into issues and potential for improvement. The participation in
the CYBATHLON 2016 was a key factor contributing to this succcess. It enabled us to establish
contact to users early in the project. It yielded test protocols for safety analysis, training
protocol for effective teaching of exoskeleton use and promoted development of a prototype
that was exceptionally robust, considering it was only a research prototype. Performing just
for one video shot was not enough with the VariLeg. The prototype needed to work for these
200 hours of training culminating in execution of a conservative estimate of 50’000 steps
corresponding to a walking distance of over 20 km.
Performance achieved by the symbiotic system of user and exoskeleton is strongly entangled
with the way the user is connected to the system both physically and to transmit inputs and
receive feedback. Proper alignment of joint axes of the device and user are important for
intended function and to prevent safety issues (Bartenbach (2017); Jayaraman et al. (2016)).
However, judging proper fit is non-trivial as only visual feedback and palpation can be used
to assess if no sensory function remains in the legs. Users with residual sensation may be
preferred to test new developments as they are incapacitated to move the legs but can still
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give feedback to some degree on nociceptive stimuli allowing safer tests. Alignment may
also change with posture, which can lead to good alignment during sitting posture that
changes when standing up or after a few steps. Quantitative feedback on pressure or forces
on the cuffs (Schiele and van der Helm (2009)) may help to better understand this issue, but
implementing such will increase complexity and is thus probably not advisable for every day
use devices. Furthermore, measured pressure would have to be related to thresholds that
cause injures to guarantee safe use. Evaluating comfort and more generally the usability of
assistive devices is a topic that is still not well-standardized (Meyer et al. (2019)). Taking the
example of physical human robot interfaces in exoskeletons, we can observe that exoskeletons
seem to often have similar solutions but still differ in the details, i.e. number of attachment
points per segment (Fig. 5.1). All devices connect the feet, shank, thigh and pelvic region to
the user. The torso is connected through straps in only two of the four devices presented in
the figure. It may depend on the height of the SCI whether or not this attachment point is
necessary. However, establishing if any of the solutions increases usability in comparison to
the others is very hard. This is a problem for designers of the systems that need to decide what
to implement.

Figure 5.1 – A selection of physical human-exoskeleton interfaces for comparison (adapted
from Meyer et al. (2019)). All interfaces attach at the feet, shank, thigh, and pelvic area. Some
use two cuffs on these segments while others just use one. Whether or not the torso is
connected to the exoskeleton varies. Attachment may also depend on intended use, controls
and skills of the exoskeletons and lesion characteristics of the target population. It may for
example be necessary for a user with a cervical lesion to have a torso attachment while optional
for users with thoracic lesions.
In the VariLeg project, buttons were chosen to send command inputs to the exoskeleton as
they are unambiguous and robust once their function has been learned. However, they are
not a natural way to trigger steps. Many of the commercially available devices, i.e. Indego,
Ekso and ReWalk, use postural cues to trigger steps (Jayaraman et al. (2016)). Only the REX
is also controlled over a joystick, whereas the HAL can be commanded by EMG signals if in
assist mode or also via postural cues for the more autonomous mode. Research projects also
investigate more direct connections to the central nervous system via electroencephalography
(EEG). This technology measures electrical potential differences on the scalp of the wearer,
which can be correlated with activities of specific brain regions. Thus, it offers the potential to
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trigger steps very intuitively by thinking about performing a step. If such an intuitive input
method can successfully be deployed it may also foster neural plasticity of residual pathways
and increase neuromotor recovery outcome (Shokur et al. (2018)). It is hypothesized that
the better intention, action and feedback match, the better neural plasticity can be exploited
to recover. However, available technology struggles with limited resolution, accuracy and
robustness. Success rates of 80 % are often considered good results for a binary decision Hortal
et al. (2015). Such accuracy is however achieved in lab environments and does not necessarily
translate to an environment with noise, and distractions. Additionally, 80% of accuracy might
not be considered enough for walking. It may be acceptable to not grab a glass in one out of
five cases. Not executing a step properly could however lead to a fall and this will most likely
not be accepted if it happens every fifth time. Lastly, EEG control is associated with a high
mental load as the user has to concentrate to achieve the accuracy mentioned above, which is
not desirable and probably not feasible when walking with an exoskeleton.
It is not established how many training sessions a user needs to achieve proficiency with a
state-of-the-art exoskeleton. Estimations mention 15 sessions and more (Jayaraman et al.
(2016)). This number may potentially be reduced by making devices and specifically feedback more intuitive. Currently, users rely mostly on auditory and visual perception of the
device’s movements if leg sensation is impaired. This results in an unnatural posture during
walking when they watch their legs. From discussions with our users, we have also learned
that they rely on the sound of the motors to synchronize their movements with the exoskeleton. This is important to consider as some clinicians would like the devices to be more
silent (Heinemann et al. (2018)). Offering other feedback modalities could improve learning of exoskeleton walking and performance as well as robustness. Vibratory feedback has
been indicated as preferable feedback modality over auditory or visual feedback by users of
exoskeletons (Muijzer-witteveen et al. (2018)). However, preference was variable and it may be
advisable to implement a selection of modes and have users choose the most appropriate one
for themselves and possibly also switch depending on whether attending a cocktail party in a
loud environment or going for a walk in the woods. If feedback was be improved, this could
increase ease of use and reduce the time necessary to master the use of a device.
Walking speed measured with the VariLeg exoskeleton was around 0.15 m/s. This is typical for
current exoskeletons as all of them only enable slow walking for users with motor complete
SCI. On average they achieve speeds of around 0.26 m/s (Louie et al. (2015)), which is below
the threshold of 0.4 m/s believed to indicate limited community walking capabilities (van
Hedel (2008)). Only the fastest users, typically with incomplete spinal cord injury, achieve
speeds above this threshold. Actuation of exoskeletons could be one of the bottlenecks
preventing higher walking speeds, since the large span of speed and torque that has to be
covered is a big challenge when designing actuation systems. For the VariLeg, the actuation
hardware severely limited walking speed. Users voiced desire to walk faster and probably
would also have been able to, but walking speed could not be increased because of the
speed saturation of the motors. The maximum speed was limited by the high reduction ratio
transmission employed for the high joint torques required during stair ascent. Future design
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iterations may consider employing stronger motors that have become available since 2015
when VariLeg was designed. Another promising idea, that has yet to be explored, is a two
stage transmission system that allows switching between a high torque and high speed mode.
The design of a functional prototype should be possible using bicycle components that are
designed to withstand torques and forces similar to exoskeletons. Choosing smaller motors
could potentially even compensate the added weight of the transmission, considering that
torque requirements could be relaxed. Well-designed actuation solutions may have a very
positive impact on exoskeleton designs.
The VariLeg prototype can be used to further investigate the use of VSA for application in
powered lower limb exoskeletons. One point that hindered modifying stiffness during steps
was the limited dynamics of the mechanism. Its typical rise time was 0.6 s, which was rather
slow even considering the gait cycle was never set to be shorter than 3.5 s. During phases where
the spring pretension is released, the motors recuperate energy. This needs to be considered
in the design of the electronics infrastructure. The lab power supply shut down due to over
voltage caused by the inability of the power supply to drain the recuperated energy. This
problem did not occur with batteries in the system that served as a drain. How this may affect
battery life is a question that needs to be addressed if such mechanisms were to be applied on
a larger scale. Due to the design of the VSA, the pretension motor always had to be powered
to hold a constant pretension. This causes increased energy consumption, which may limit
the mileage one gets out of a battery charge. Self-blocking mechanisms like worm gears or
ball-screws may help to mitigate this effect. Clutches could be another approach to relieve the
motor. To this end a joint prototype involving a ratchet based clutch was designed. However,
given the slow dynamics of the mechanism a clutch could not justify the additional weight
and complexity added to the current design. A desirable feature that was added with the
clutch however, was a slower collapse if the motors were cut off the power supply due to an
emergency stop or system failure. Without the clutch the knee joint is immediately free to
rotate until the housing or spring guide blocks it against one of the two deflection end stops in
the thigh. Although never relevant during the four years of usage, this may be an important
safety consideration to take into account.
Control was an area that could not sufficiently be explored in this thesis due to the challenges
of designing, implementing and maintaining VariLeg. Much potential could be tapped as
VSA can only provide maximum benefit if their control is adequate. Employing conventional
rigid control methodology designed for rigid joints may negate potential benefits of VSA as
was demonstrated experimentally (Della Santina et al. (2017)). They investigated a VSA with
feed-forward and low gain feedback control following a cyclic trajectory. They placed an
obstacle within the path of the robot and due to the compliance the mechanism collided
softly with the obstacle and did not knock it over. If a stiff controller was used the obstacle was
knocked over even though a VSA was used. Along these lines we have developed a framework
to control the VariLeg using feed-forward control.
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We implemented this on the test bench as presented in Chapter 3. Using this control framework
as the lower layer could ensure that the beneficial effects of reduced forces due to compliant
knee joints could be preserved in the case of collisions and that they would not be overruled
by a stiff control framework.
Another important issue to solve when varying stiffness during gait cycle is the question
of synchronicity with the gait cycle. How and when knee stiffness should be adapted is a
question that has not been answered yet. A good strategy might be implementing a controller
similar to knee stiffness modulation in humans (Pfeifer et al. (2014)). However, these data
stem from dynamic walking which may differ significantly from the static walking paradigm
employed by exoskeletons of today. We aimed to explore the question of synchronicity in
simulation using central pattern generators (CPG) to generate appropriate control inputs for
an exoskeleton with VSA (Schrade et al. (2017)). CPGs would have the appealing benefit of
controlling gait speed only by one variable while a network of modeled neurons takes care of
the coordination of all joints as well as the stiffness throughout a range of different velocities
and within the individual gait cycle. In this simulation, we found knee stiffness profiles
similar to human walking when subjecting the CPG to an evolutionary based optimization
algorithm. Other groups have explored similar bio inspired controllers and built models
of virtual muscles, called neuromuscular controllers (NMC). These controllers essentially
simulate muscles informed by afferent and efferent feedback pathways provided by system
sensors to generate appropriate control output (Wu et al. (2017)). The controller was tested
with users with SCI using the LOPES gait trainer. Near-physiological gait at near-normative
speed was reported, which is a remarkable improvement over current exoskeleton controllers.
Several projects started to build modular actuation designs that could potentially be adopted
by other groups and more easily allow to design exoskeleton prototypes (see Table 5.1). In
addition, using modular actuation units would allow quick replacement, therefore facilitating
maintenance. We learned that the barrier to enter this field is significant and the necessary resources to maintain the system are considerable. Hence, this project constantly struggled with
the limitation of available resources and many issues that were not part of the core question
of interest had to be addressed along the way. If there was a more plug and play solution to
assemble exoskeletons or an open architecture this would significantly simplify the design
and research process. The Institute of Human and Machine Cognition (IHMC) designed a
powerful actuation unit including a ball-screw transmission with a slider crank (Mummolo
et al. (2018)) for their MINA exoskeleton. The slider crank mechanism results in a transmission
ratio that changes with the actuator output position. Their actuator is able to produce a stall
torque between 108 and 143 Nm with maximum speeds of 83.5 to 63 rpm, respectively. As
they are able to climb stairs and walk at comparable speeds to the VariLeg, this indicates that
VariLeg’s actuator designs could potentially also be shifted towards more speed given they
have a pilot and system with similar mass. The BioMot project proposed a SEA actuator that
allows to adjust stiffness offline by increasing pretension of a spring with a screw. In addition, they employ a weight acceptance spring in parallel to the SEA. This weight acceptance
mechanism can be engaged and disengaged from the joint with a second small motor (Bacek
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et al. (2018)). They report a weight of 1.5 kg, peak torque of 70 Nm with no maximum speed
specified. The torque of 70 Nm would probably not suffice for stair climbing based on our
experience. Unfortunately, this mechanism has not yet been reported to have been tested
with incomplete or complete SCI users. Parallel springs have been reported to reduce power
requirements for motors if used as addition to SEA or VSA mechanisms (Beckerle et al. (2017)).
The Symbitron project also designed drives intended for exoskeleton use called Symbitron
Actuation Units (Meijneke et al. (2017)). They employ SEA for accurate torque control and
weigh 1.5 kg. They can be configured to have 70 Nm peak torque and 120 rpm peak output
speed or 100 Nm peak torque and 60 rpm, respectively. Similarly, ANYbotics a Swiss start
up company started selling the ANYdrive that could render exoskeleton joints compliant via
control using SEA (Hutter et al. (2016)). However, the actuators are currently only available
with 40 Nm peak torque, which would most likely neither be sufficient for walking nor stair
climbing. In general, mass added to actuators should carefully evaluated as it stands in stark
contrast to the requirements of making exoskeletons more light weight and simpler, which is a
desire voiced by both clinicians and users (Heinemann et al. (2018)).
Table 5.1 – Overview of modular joint designs

Specifications

IHMC joint

BioMot joint

Symbitron

ANYdrive

peak torque, Nm
weight, kg
no load speed, rpm
compliance

108-143
83.5-63
no

70
1.5
SEA: stiffness
adjustable
offline & PEA
parallel weight
acceptance spring

70/100
1.5
120/60
SEA

40
1.09
114
SEA

notes

different design
for ankle and
knee joint

All except one exoskeleton design on the market require the user to employ walking aids,
which does not allow hands-free operation. REX is the only device offering self-balancing
walking, which is important for users with a higher lesions where arm function is also affected.
However, such devices are significantly heavier (about 40 kg compared to weights around
20 kg) and the walking speed of around 0.1 m/s is slower than other exoskeletons. Additional
actuated degrees of freedom such as active ankle joints, and hip actuation in the frontal plane
for ab- and adduction are necessary to have the necessary control authority for balancing. This
automatically yields a higher weight and increases complexity. In order to safely guarantee
balancing, the walking pattern employed is even more static, thus slower, as the center of
mass is always shifted above the stance foot before the next swing phase can be initiated.
Research prototypes have tried to address walking without crutches with the more compact
MINDWALKER prototype (Gancet et al. (2012)) but have not yet demonstrated that motor
complete subjects were able to walk without crutches with the device. The ATALANTE proto95
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type explored crutch free walking with three motor complete spinal cord injured subjects and
reported distances traveled of 9 to 10 m after practicing only a few times. The walking speed
achieved was rather slow, ranging from 0.11 to 0.15 m/s and is something to be improved.
Simulations indicated speeds up to 0.4 m/s could be expected but have not yet been tested on
the hardware (Harib et al. (2018)). Additionally to the benefits hand-free walking would have
for current users, the ability to balance and walk without crutches would improve accessibility,
since it would also allow tetraplegic users, who are currently often excluded, to benefit from the
exoskeletons. However, this feature stands in direct conflict to the requirements of lightweight
and simple devices.
The issues of stumbling and falling are currently not addressed at all in exoskeletons. Stumbling
is also a concern for users of other assistive devices such as leg prostheses (Shirota et al. (2015)).
However, leg amputees rely on the function of their residual and sound limbs to recover from
tripping instead of their prostheses. In contrast, exoskeleton users with motor complete SCI
do not have residual capacity and the exoskeleton can neither minimize damage nor support
users in standing up after falling. Hence, exoskeletons cleared for use at home require a
certified person to accompany users at all time. This is a serious limiting factor on how much
independence can be restored by using exoskeletons. We showed that forces and torques
caused by collisions during swing phase could be reduced with compliant knee joints in
Chapter 3. It is still to be investigated how well this translates to actual stumbling of users.
Control should also detect and adapt to stumbling in an appropriate manner to prevent falls.
Employing such mitigation strategies requires fast actuation, otherwise it might already be
too late when you react. If a fall is imminent exoskeletons could still implement mitigation
strategies such as collapsing backwards to protect the head (Khalili et al. (2017)), a controlled
fall forwards on the knees (Fujiwara et al. (2005)) or longitudinal roll (Abdolshah et al. (2018))
to minimize damage and injury as has been suggested for humanoids. After falling, users
are dependent on caregivers and therapist to help them out of the exoskeleton or to stand
up again as the exoskeleton cannot do so on its own. This skill has been demonstrated on
some humanoids (Fujiwara et al. (2004); Kakiuchi et al. (2017)) and may be useful for future
exoskeletons.
Locomotor training has also been administered in combination with electrical stimulation of
the spinal cord through an implant. Such intervention allowed recovery of motor function in
motor complete spinal cord injured individuals sufficient for standing (Rejc et al. (2017)) and
even induced recovery of locomotor function in chronic non-walking patients (Wagner et al.
(2018)). Because of the limited number of subjects, further studies are needed to investigate
how well this approach can be generalized. One goal of future technical advances could
also lie within the detection of intention in the cortex and relaying the information to intact
circuits below the lesion thus ideally resulting in a "neural prosthesis". This may still be a long
way to go despite promising results in primates (Capogrosso et al. (2016)) and mice (Asboth
et al. (2018)) because clinical trials to investigate the feasability and safety in humans are
still ongoing (University of Miami/Medtronic (2019)). Additionally, such invasive treatment
may not be appealing to every person. Non invasive transcutaneous electrical stimulation
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of the spinal cord has also shown potential to enable neuromodulation of spinal locomotor
networks in combination with pharmacological treatment (Gerasimenko et al. (2015)). Curing
the site of the lesion and restoring functionality without the dependence on technical devices
is considered to be the holy grail of spinal cord injury related research. An approach to achieve
healing of the lesion site are stem cell therapies (Oh and Jeon (2016)). However, so far they
have not been established as standard treatment due to the limited functional gains observed.
Another form of therapy that showed spinal cord cell growth-promoting effects in rodents
and primates is administration of NogoA, a myelin associated inhibitor (Zörner and Schwab
(2010)). A multi center clinical trial investigating translation to human spinal cord injury is
estimated to start this year (Clinical Trial NCT03935321 (2019)). In the near future, it seems
that intensive locomotor training will still be necessary for any approach to restore locomotor
function (Gassert and Dietz (2018)), towards this powered exoskeletons will be a useful tool in
clinics.
Powered lower limb exoskeletons have been reported to be mainly used in outpatient and
wellness settings1 in a survey among clinicians (Heinemann et al. (2018)). Out of four clinics,
only one used exoskeletons for inpatient rehabilitation. The need for two people to assist with
the exoskeleton shows that designers need to consider making exoskeletons as easy to use
as possible. Long donning and offing processes may discourage therapists and users alike to
use exoskeletons. The same survey also clearly pointed out physiological and psychological
benefits reported by users. Being upright and talking to someone eye-to-eye cannot be
underestimated. Much like we struggled to find appropriate procedures, the study also
points out that there are no standardized ways to apply exoskeleton therapy yet. Studies that
consequently evaluate protocols and investigate physiological benefits of exoskeleton walking
are necessary to identify adequate procedures. An interesting fact that clinicians reported
was that they use exoskeletons as motivation during inpatient rehabilitation. This underlines
a further potential positive side effect of employing exoskeletons in clinics. They may yield
better compliance and more thorough execution of the tedious rehabilitation program items
as patients are motivated by the outlook of participating in the exoskeleton therapy sessions.
Despite offering the potential to be used as assistive devices in a home environment, only few
users can afford to do so. The limited accessibility of exoskeletons is partly explained by their
cost in relation to the still unclear benefits of long-term use, which are still under investigation.
With the current capabilities they offer, it may be more appropriate to offer shared use of
exoskeletons in centers rather than reimburse personal exoskeletons. Centers that offer the
opportunity to walk with an exoskeleton are however still scarce and only early adopters are
exploring this opportunity. If the abilities of exoskeletons could be expanded by reaping the
benefits of better actuation, e.g. enabling walking over uneven ground, the cost-benefit ratio
could be improved, thus increasing accessibility.

1 I interpret this as use with the goal to improve well-being but not necessarily achieve functional improvements
or other typical goals strived after in outpatient clinics.
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5.1 Thesis contributions
During the interesting last four years I was able to gain a lot of technical know-how and grow
personally. I coached an interdisciplinary team of ten students of mechanical engineering,
electrical engineering, and health sciences and technology. Ultimately, this project lead to
the prototype and know-how that allowed successful participation in the CYBATHLON 2016,
as well as to conduct the follow up studies. I created an environment that allowed intense
training and testing of powered lower limb exoskeletons including stairs, ramps, uneven
ground. During this training, safety can be guaranteed by the overhead fall protection system
installed.
I implemented a test bench environment comprising a single leg of the exoskeleton and
infrastructure to test and develop advanced control algorithms for future use in the project.
This also allowed studying swing phase collisions of exoskeleton legs with obstacles. During
this phase a model based control framework was developed. This allows future prototypes
to employ more advanced model based control and employ state observer based safety and
performance enhancement features.
I facilitated collaborations with the University of Applied Sciences Rapperswil (HSR) a strong
strategic partner in the field of CYBATHLON racing. Together ETH Zurich and HSR are
developing a new prototype of the VariLeg, dubbed VariLeg enhanced. Together we aim
to stem all the technical development, maintenance and training required to score even better
at the next CYBATHLON in 2020. This not only ensures that the adventure continues but also
leverages the know-how we collected over the past to advance the field of powered lower limb
exoskeletons.
During my PhD, I advised 22 student projects. This allowed to continually improve and
advance the VariLeg ecosystem and resulted in integration of force sensing crutches, pressure
sensitive shoe inserts, the VSA locking mechanism, pilot customization mechanisms that are
easier to use and improvements to the physical user interface. Together with my colleague and
former student Jan T. Meyer I initiated a project to investigate and improve usability analysis
of wearable devices. During our work with the physical user interface (Meyer et al. (2019)) we
noticed that many challenges still remain and evaluation was especially challenging since not
standardized, which makes comparison very hard. I am glad this effort continues with his
PhD and wish him all the best.
I am especially proud that I was allowed to present the project to a very broad audience with
a reach that other projects do not typically have. The CYBATHLON created much visibility
and awareness in society about paraplegia and technological solutions that may help people
affected. We were invited to present the VariLeg in a accident prevention campaign of the
Swiss Insurance Agency (SUVA) 2 . VariLeg was also invited to participate in the well-known
talk show "Aeschbacher" on Swiss TV, to demonstrate the project at the "Kulturlandstag" in
2 https://youtu.be/YawjLj-0Sr0
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Appenzell, a convention about the future of rehabilitation in the Gottlieb Duttweiler Instititue
(GDI) and a documentary about the future of mobility produced by VICE media for Allianz3 .
Acquiring resources for the large maintenance and training efforts necessary to conduct this
research was a big challenge. Despite several attempts at finding funding, we did not manage
to receive further financial support. Dedicated funding instruments to also cover non-scientifc
work, including extensive training, are necessary for this field to progress. In case this training
could be considered therapy for users with SCI, it could also be reimbursed by insurances or
similar institutions to some part.

5.2 Conclusion
The VariLeg successfully restored the capacity to walk for motor complete spinal cord injured
users. We demonstrated this by participating in the CYBATHLON 2016 and by presenting
the system at various occasions. Compliant joints offered benefits in case of collision by
reducing forces and torques transmitted to the user. This could increase safety as users would
be more likely to counteract these forces and maintain balance. Compliant joints can also
help to walk on uneven ground. We observed faster and more symmetric walking with less
crutch forces over time. More robust navigation of uneven terrain could be an important step
towards a wider application of exoskeletons. These insights from the experiments conducted
suggest that compliance can bring benefits in terms of safety and increased robustness to
future exoskeleton designs as has been demonstrated for other legged robots. The experience
collected in testing systems for safety and training users with SCI will help to further investigate
and improve exoskeleton designs in the future.
The VariLeg exoskeleton, the test bench and the infrastructure for training serve as stimulating
environment for the development of the next generation of powered exoskeletons. Especially
in view of the next CYBATHLON in 2020, the work performed will leverage the technical
competences of our university for a good result in the competition and ultimately bring better
assistive devices to the spinal cord injured population.

5.3 Outlook
This work resulted in interesting data of a spinal cord injured user walking over uneven ground.
However, due to resources available the test only involved one subject. It would be interesting
to perform the protocol with more than one participant and see if the results are still pointing
towards the same direction. Direct comparison of the VariLeg with a commercially available
system may also be interesting to show potentials for development. It is also not yet established
how long term use of exoskeletons influences the overall health of users.

3 https://youtu.be/n9_tHH0f9wg
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Researchers are investigating the combination of functional electrical stimulation and powered
exoskeletons (Ha et al. (2016)). Similar to studies done with passive orthoses that allowed
metabolically cheaper walking when combined with FES, it is expected that well synchronized
power generation of muscles and motors could further improve performance of exoskeletons.
This combination may also improve rehabilitation effects to retrain walking when used in a
clinical setting for users with incomplete SCI. However, timing of FES stimulation is crucial
otherwise the FES and the exoskeleton will work against each other. Additionally, it further
increases the technical complexity of the overall system, which may lower acceptance of the
device by clinicians and users.

Figure 5.2 – CYBATHLON 2020 race course for the exoskeleton discipline. The obstacles are
grouped in order of appearance (CYBATHLON - ETH Zürich (2019)). The slalom and stair task
(b, d) should be well addressed with the experience we already collected. Walking over uneven
terrain (c) may benefit from the insights we gained in the experiments conducted in this thesis.
Manipulating objects while standing is something we have not specifically trained for yet (a).
However, we have performed standing coffee breaks, so it should be possible once proficient
with the exoskeleton. The biggest challenges are expected to be in the tilted ground (e) and the
ramp and door (f) obstacles. Accordingly, they also give the most points in the competition.)
The experience collected during the last four years sets a bedrock for participation and improving performance in the CYBATHLON 2020. As the race course was updated with new
challenges (compare Fig. 5.2) it will require even more exoskeleton skills than in 2016. Building
on the know-how we acquired I am positive all tasks are within reach of the new "VariLeg
enhanced" prototype, which is currently under development (VariLeg enhanced (2019)). Sitting down and standing up from a sofa was already achieved during the CYBATHLON 2016.
The task was expanded to include a manual manipulation task standing in front of a table by
stacking cups (Fig. 5.2 a). This is something we have not specifically tried yet but given we
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have performed coffee breaks standing that required the pilot to manipulate a cup and drink
it should be feasible. A challenge might be that the table is light and therefore cannot be used
for balance so the task may have to be performed with one hand balancing on the crutch and
the other stacking the cup. Walking a slalom should be well addressed if practiced enough
(Fig. 5.2 b). Walking over the uneven terrain may benefit from the experiments conducted
during this thesis (Fig. 5.2 c). With training, I am confident that the task can be completed,
since the results of the experiments indicated that compliance could help dealing with uneven
terrain. Climbing and descending stairs was already possible shortly after the last CYBATHLON
(Fig. 5.2 d). The biggest challenges remain in the last two obstacles. The tilted path (Fig. 5.2 e)
will be challenging as exoskeletons typically do not allow inversion and eversion of the foot,
rendering balancing on this obstacle harder. Furthermore the exoskeleton has to somehow
account for the fact that one leg is higher than the other. Since crutches are of fixed length
placing them on different heights on the left and right side could also be challenging for
the pilot. Climbing ramps has not yet been successfully trained with the VariLeg. It should
be possible if an adequate leg trajectory is designed. Active ankle joints should however be
considered in the next design as they can help both ramp and stair ascent as demonstrated by
the performance of IHMC at the CYBATHLON 2016 (Griffin et al. (2017)). Opening and closing
a door is a very challenging task with an exoskeleton. It requires interacting with the door
handle and pulling the door open while balacing. Then maneuvering around the door such
that it can be opened, walked through and closed without the user or exoskeleton colliding
with the door. Good maneuverability and intuitive use will be key to successful, robust and
fast completion of this obstacle.
Improving exoskeleton support to accomplish the tasks is of equal importance for daily life
use and the CYBATHLON. Many of the tasks that were completed at the CYBATHLON 2016
could only be accomplished because the user was contributing a large portion of the work.
This is neither metabolically favorable nor realistic to be accepted by average users in daily life.
Performance will always be a result of successful symbiosis of user and exoskeleton. Ideally,
the support provided by the exoskeleton could be adapted to the abilities of the user and
enable also user with very low residual abilities to complete the task. Currently, assistive
devices are relatively simple in their behavior and have a limited set of abilities rendering
them very predictable. This is a good thing to enable the user to learn their behavior and
teach them to harvest the potential of the devices. Increasing skill sets or even autonomy of
assistive devices will result in a delicate trade-off between independent support provided by
the device and ease of learning to best employ the device for the user. Increased autonomy of
the device may also have a negative impact on the user’s sense of independence and could
decrease acceptance. An exoskeleton that can adequately support the user in all tasks of
the CYBATHLON 2020 definitely would be a big step towards independence for the field and
people with paraplegia.
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